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To The Reader

This book is about socialism, in particular, the freedom or othenvise that
wogld.be enjoyed by people tiving under it. Although it touches on the economic
aspects of socialism, and although I have included a potted history of the
Bolsheviks, this studyis not about the pseudo-economic claptrap of socialism,
nor is about the socialism of Karl Malx, or Lenin, or fuon lhotsky, or Stalin.
It is not about the socialism of Chairman Mao, or Fidel Castro. It is not about
the dialectic, the Third Intemational, the iron law of wages, Democratic
Centralism, or any such drivel. Rather it is about the personal liberty or lack
thereof you would have if you were ruled by today's socialists, in particular the
peopte who belong to the socialist workers Party, the New Communist Farry,
and similar organisations.

Because race relations has for some time been one of the major issues of our
day, and has, for many years been the field in which socialism's proponents

have scored their most sipificant victories - always at the cost of the dispos-
sessed majority - I have included in this book a substantial discussion of the

race problem, and a discussion of the ideologf towards which manyracrfs arrc

attracted, fascism (in one form or another) , and argued, hopefully conclusively,
that fascism is the Siamese twin of socialism rather than the demonic entity
which so many socialists truly believe they are struggling to defeat.
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Chapter One: What Are We Thlking About?

Socialism Or Communism?

The words communism and socialism are often used interchangeably. (1)
There are probably as many dilferent interpetations of each as therc are
socialists and communists. Communism, as envisaged by Kart Mam, is the
last phase of socialism and will cone about, we are told' when the ruling class
has been finally overthroum and the workers take control of society. The ideal
of communism envisages a world where fhere is no state and where no men
rule over other men, except perhaps for purely administrative purposes.

Communism though can only come aboutwhen all power has been concen-
trated in the state. It seems curious does it not that the total concentration of
power will lead to its total abolition? But that is what many socialists appear
to believe. (2)

Socialism Sounds Good

Socialism sounds good, the word has pleasing connotations; it sounds like
social. But of course, to judge the meaning of a word from its sound is not
particularly intelligenL One might just as well argrre that the word. cyanide
sounds ntcer than the word glucose.

What Socialismls Not

Socialism is not organised labour. Although many members of the trades
'nion moyement often refer to themselves as socialists, and nany endorse
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certain appanent aspects ofsocialist policy, eg nationalised industries, it is an
enormous misconception to lump the trades unions altogether as socialist. The
trades union movement grw out of the struggle of working men to inprove
their lot at a time when pay, conditions of work, and conditions of life for the
vast majority of ordinary working people were indescribably hard. Onty part
of this u,as due to social reasons, eg the class systeml most of itwas simply that
prcvious generations did not live in such a highly advanced society based as is
ours on science, technologr, nass production and. mass consumption.

Who Are The Socialists' Leaders?

It is very noticeable that although the roots of the trades union movement
are deeply working class, the socialist movement was, and remains, largely the
result of the hair-brained schemes of intellectuals. KarI Marxwas an intellec-
tual, as were lbotslry, Lenin and Stalin. Man spent most of his life sponging
olf his wealthyfriendEngels. thotskyis a particularlyfine example ofwhatthe
champions of the working class are made of. (3) He uas born in 1E79 with the
name I*v Davidovich Bronstein, the son of a prosperous farmen Anti-Semites,
includ:ng outright crazies, make much of thotslcy's Jewish origins; in reality,
like all the other-Iews who turned to communism at the same time, Thotsky
furned his back on his Jewish origins and was fully assimilated. It is not clear
if he ever did anything for a living (we will return to lbotslcy's source of income
later). (4) Ihotslry did not becone a Bolshevik until JuIy L9l7; (9 in March
1917when the Tsarnas overthrown, hewas actuallyin NewYork

totsky returned to Rtrssia, where he played a major part in the October
Revolution, after which the comrades, having finished murdering class
enemies, started persecuting and murdering each otler, as they have done ever
since. It rras Stalin though ratler than thotsky who inherited the mantle of
Lenin, and in February 1929 totslry was booted out of the Soviet Union,
moving successively to lirkey, trbance, Norray, and then Mexico, wtene he
continued to rail at Stalin and denounce the betrayal ofthe Revolution. [This
is a catch-all phrase by which the socialists blame others for their onm
shortcomings. It never occurs to them tlat the revolution is alrrays betrayed;
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wewill discuss this in greater depth in Chapter Eightl. Thotslrywas murdered
by a Stalinist agent in Mexico in August 1940. On his death his oum father
denounced him to the slnagogue as an enemy ofJudaism and nthe curse of
humanity". (6)

Lenin was cut hom the same cloth as Thotsliy. He was bom in 1870 and
qualified as a lawyer, but if he did practice, he doesn't seem to have done much
work eithen He was a prolific autho4 rvto, Iike his contemporary thotslry, and
Mam before them, wrote incredibly turgid books which no one ever seems
rcally to be able to understand. Like Thotslry, Irnin was also an advocate and
practitioner of both terror and mass murder. He died in 1924 and was made
into a saint in all but name.

It is true that there have been occasional leading socialists/communists
from working class backgrounds; the British Communist Party leader Harry
Pollitt (1890-1960) for example, (7) but the Harry Pollitts of this world are few
and far between. The likes of Fidel Castro, Chou en-Li and Mao tse-Thngwere
alsointellectuals, (8) as are most of today's leading socialists, homegroum and
forcigp. For example, Vanessa Redgrave of the Workers Revolutionary Farty is
an actress; the joumalist Paul Foot, a forner editor of ,SocialistWorkerristhe
spailm of the wealthy "kft Feet" family; thriq AIi, who was active in the
International Manist Group in the 70s, is tle son of a millionaire Pakistani
landoumer. (9) The list goes on. Socialism is not then, the movement of the
downtrodden masses, and it never has been. Its leaders didn't learn their
socialism in the factories of the working class worldwide, but in the universities
of Europe and North America.
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Chapter Tlvo: Money, Profit And Wealth

Socialism Is Not Charitv - 1

Charityis givingvoluntarilySocialismdoesnotinvolvegivingbuttheforcible
expropriation of the wealth of the rich and the better off. If you arre not rich or
one of the better off, this may sound like an excellent iilea. Leaving aside the
moral aspects of whether it is ever right to forcibly acquire the money or
property of one penson in order to share it with another, therc are two big
fallacies here.

1) The fallacy that taking from the rich and giving to tle poor makes the poor
riclen

2) T}ie fallacy that only the rich will be plundered

The first fallacy is not immediately obvious, but writing in her ncvsletter for
JuIy 15, LTI4, Ayn f,3afl 5rrmmed it up in a nutshelk "If An average houseryife
struggles with her incomprehensibly shrinking budget and sees a t5rcoon in a
resplendent limousine, 5[s mightwell think f[31j1st one of his diamond cuff
links would solve all her problems. She has no way of knowing that if all the
personal luxuries of all the tycoons were erpropriated, it would not feed her
family-andmillions of otherrsimilarfamilies - foroneweek;andthattheentire
countrywould starye on the first moming of the week to follow. (Ihis is what
happened in Chile.)..No one tells her that higher taxes imposed on the rich
(and the semi-rich) will not come out of their consrrmption expenditures, but
out of their investment capital, (ie., their savings); that such taxes will mean
less investment, i.e., less production, fewer jobs, higber prices for scarcer
goods; and thatbythe time the rich have to lowertheir standard of living, hers
will be gone, along with fter savings and her husbands job..." (1)

A stuuning example of the futilify of confrscating the capital of the rich was
the announcement in April 195 that one of the privatised water companies
(which were widely believed to have been "profiteering) was to pay out f180
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million to customers and shareholders. Customers of NorthWestWaterwere
earmarked for a rebate of$650 a year over five years. The total due to be paid
out to customers was estimated at f,90 million. (2) Obviously this is good news
for them, and if the water comp,anies had been profiteering, it is only right that
their customers should receive such a refund. But expropriating the wealth of
the rich on a national or international scale and doling it out would lead to all
of us receiving one-olf palments. And then nothing. No investmenl Nothing.

Look at the above example. Most of us would be quite pleased to receive
9650 in our pockets, gratis. But f,650 a year is less than two pence a day. If the
average housewife were to lose two pence a day from her purse it is doubtful if
she would even notice iL Now imagine that all the big corporations anilwealthy
individuals were subjected to forced expropriation on a much larger scale than
ttratexperienced bythisvater company. Howfarwould all this moneygo? How
much would it put into the pockets of the housewife, the man in the strrcet the
pensioner? A few pounds a day? But again, think of the other consequences:
lower investment or no investment, and rising prices. kaving aside any moral
considerations, such expropriations would result in economic disasten

AII the above thougb assumes that once the socialist goverument has
plunderedtherich itwill distributetheirmoneytotherest of us.All experienee
rcfutes this. One of theboasts of hard line socialists is that a socialist govern-
mentwill proiileafree health service, a free this, a free that, or subsidise this,
that or other selvice. Ihis sounds goodo and it is, for the minority or vested
interest receiving the subsidy or hand-out. But if subsidies appeared out of
thin ai1, everT government woulil be able to subsidise everything and nobody
would ever have to pay for anything. In reality ofcourse everything has to be
paid fo4 and the more people nho receive a subsidy, the more have to pay for
it It should be patenfly obvious that for example, a national health service or
educational system which provides health care or education for rnillions of
people cannot be supported by expropriating the wealth of a few super-rich
individuals and corporations.

While itis onlyproperthat some services be provided,Aee, such as emeryency
hospital treatment, and firc and rescue services, it is a proven fact that many
or even most subsidies actually help the better offat the expense of the lower
paiil.In Britainwehaveseen state subsidies offringetheaheandoperahouses.
How many ordinary working people patronise the opera?
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The Thagedy Of The Commons:
ABriefNote

T\etragedy of the commons lies beyond the scope of this study, but the rcader
should take note ofthe following. It is a truism thatwhen a service is provided
fuw to its users ,whathappens generally is that it becomes swamped. Socialists
arc fond of scofling at the profrt motive, but the prices of goods and services
determine not only the profit to the capitalist but also act as a means of
transmiffing market information. Imagine what would happen if a baker were
to give auraybreadinsteadof sellingit. Ora publicanwereto give awayalcohol!
Feoptewould come from far and wide for a free drink Until he ran out, or more
likelywent bankrupt This is what is known as thetragedy of the cornmonslthe
analogr usually made is of the sheep grazing on common land, and the moral
is that propertywhich is not owned by some entity (not necessarilyan indiYid'
ual) is quickly plundered.

The current uriter had a personal experience of the tragedy of the commons
in August 1995. On August 24, the software giant Microsoft launched its much
bypd.Wndows 95 program. As part of the promotion it sponsorcd the Tlrnes
newspaper for the day; the pal)€r was given away free with a 28 page supple-
ment. (3) I left home about 9.45am and travelled into Central London spending
some time in Westminster Central Reference Library before valking up to the
British Library at Bloomsbury, arriving there before lpm. trbom Sydenham
Station up to the British Libraryincludinglondon Bridge and CharingCross
Stations, I looked into every newsagents and vendorrs stand I pas sed;theTirnes
was not to be seen in one of them. Yet usually, this paper doesn't sell out.

Although this is a complex issue, emergency medical and other treahent
does not, generally, fallwithin the remit of thetrage@ of the commons, because
ferv and far between are the people who will break their legs in order to have
the fractures treated for free, or who will set their houses ablaze in order to
have the fires put out for free. And so on.
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Socialism Is Not Charity - 2

Many socialists profess - and some sincerely believe - that the state not only
has a duty to provide every citizen with a roof over his or her heado free
education,.ftee thisrfree that, and that if the state is only given enough porver,
it will be able to do exactly that. Before you fall for any of this claptrap you
should bear in mind t,he words of the American politician Senator Barry
Goldwaten "A govemment that is brg enougb to give you all you want is big
enough to take it all away.' (4) However many subsidies and freebies it hands
out to vested interests or as bribes, surely no sensible person believes that any
govemment or any state is mone ailept at giving than taking? Let us reiterate,
the government has no wealth of its own, save what is created by its citizens. If
the govemnent gives you something you didn't make or earn, it must, by
definition, have taken it (forcibly) from somebody else. When socialism has
been established, you can expect to frnd yourself giving and giving and gwing.

One final point worth mentioning about the expropriation of the wealth of
the rich is that this would destroy many industries overnighl For example, if
no one could afford Rolls Royce cars or erpensive jewellery e1 fe dins in
expensive restaurants, or to patronise five star hotels, all employees ofsuch
enterprises would be deprived instantaneously of their livelihoods. Except for
tle fewwho rcmained to service the needs of the ruling elite, of course. There
can be no doubt that, whatever their professed beliefs, the majority of our
rulers would continue to live a privileged existence, just as thotslry did in New
Yorlc (O

The RichAre NotAlwaYS A Curse

Extreme socialists exhibit an almostpathological hatredof the rich andmake
it clear that when thq come to power, anyone who doesnot worft for a living will
go up against the nearest wall. It is though a colossal fallacy that all the rich
are idle all the time. \{hilst it is true that the best way to make a fortune is still
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to be born rich, it is not true that there are no self-made men in the modern
era. Many men (and women) have built vast business empires in the second
half of the liventieth Century often by their own hard work and/or ingenuity.
For the sake of example wewill list three here Bill Gates the softu,anewizard
and founder of Microsofg (6) Virgtn group founder and CEO Richard Bran-
son, probably the most recogpisable (and extrovert) of the new brand of
multimillionairesl and Anita Roddick (and husband) founder of the Body
Shop chain.

Many morc could be added to that list, and in fact the ranks of tfrie nouveau
riche have long been angmented by such (at one time) unlikely 6inisn5 a5
best-selling homor and other novelists; successful latyers; rock musicians;
and lately, even top rank amateur sportsmen.

Most of the above are anything but idle, and indeed some of the wealthiest
and most successful people's lives revolve around their worl although they do
of course rcap considerable financial resards. There is though, another and
far less well lmoum function the rich serve in our society.

At one time, scientific research was the exclusive province of the rich;
astronomy in particular benefited enormously from the efforts and endow-
ments of wealthy amateurs, and many foundations, medical charities and the
Iilre, were founded by wealthy people. kt's take a brief look at this. The two
greatest telescopes ofthe pre-1850 periodwere built by private individuals. (7)
Herschel - who was appointed Royal Astronomer on his discovery of Uranus -

nas a lifelong anateur astronomer. He built one. (8) The American astronomer
George Etlery Hale (1E68-1938), u'as financed by his father' a prosperous
Chicago businessman. In 1892, he met the immenselywealthy Charles TYerkes
who financed an observatory for $34'900. (9) It opened in 1897 and uas named
a1ls him. It was still the largest in the world of its kind in the late seventies.
(10) Around 1908, John D. Ilooker oflos Angeles financed a telescope to the
turne of S45rfi)0, enough to pay for tle milror! (11) Britain's leading popular
astronomer, Fatrick Moore, has tritten that 'It would be difficult to over'esti-
mate howvaluable the Hooker reflector has been to astronony." (12)

Tino incredibly wealtly nen, Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919) and John D.
Rockefeller I (1&t9-1937), gave away a staggering $850 million in their life-
times.Ihey funde4 among other things, education, libraries, and scientific
research. (ffi)
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Although scientific research is today carried out on a vast scale and is
supported largely by govemments and multinational corporations, many
campaigning organisations - including charities, civil liberties organisations,
potitical and otherpressure groups, environmentalist organisations and so on
- owe their very existence to the rich.

Many such organisations have diametrically opposing aims: for example,
the primary concem of ASH (Action on Smoking and Health) is to stop people
smoking Dy wft atevermeans necessatywhile FOREST is dedicated to preserving
smokers'rights. (14) Under socialism, with thewealth ofthe rich expropriated
and the finances of all large corlorations under state control, no organisation
which the state objected to would have the wherewithal to campaign on behalf
ofany cause, or against any laq ofwhich the state disapproved. (15)

One tinal case of philanthropy desenes mentioning here. In October 1995,
the fonner (and future!) heavyweight champion of the world Lcnnox Isris
fonnded a college in London with a donation of a million pounds. Lenis has
made a tidy sum out of boxing but nowhere near as much - to ilate - as many
heavyrveights. Such a donation nas a truly mapificent gesture by an exemplary
sportsmen and one ofboxing's genuine nice guys. (16) According to socialist
dogma, Lennox Lewis is another capitalist parasite, exploiter and member of
the ruling class, and the fact that he has a black skinwon't save him come the
revolution. One might also ask how much money Lewis would have had a
chance to accumulate under an "anti-ratist", socialist dictatorship? Far less
than he has made under our supposedly, inherentlyracist capitalist system.

On the subject of the rich and social change, it is important to remember
that throughout history social change, be it for good or ill, has been largelythe
work of dyramic minorities. Every movement or ideologr that has ever existed
started, by defrnition, as a minority, and very few of those minorities were ever
popular in the first instance. A classic example is the church. Christians were
persecuGd for centuries, and in tum, they persecuted both outsiders - eg Jews
- and dissenters, including heretics. Throughout history slavery has been
considered the norm by many societiesl if socialism had been established in
the 18th Century, slavery might still be practised now. Another unpopular
cause was women's suffrage. IIow nany rights would women have had if world
socialism had been established a hunfued years ago?

Manysocialists argue that socialism has always supported such supposedly
progressive causes as women's rights and opposition to all fomls of discrimi-

L1
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nation. Ihis is sinply not true. Ihe reader should always be careful to draw a
distinction between the rhetoric of socialism: human equality, the brotherhood
of man, helping the doumtrodden, etc, and the reality. Later in this short study
we will review the antecedents of tle three leading socialists of the Bolshevik
Revolution: knin, Stalin anil Tbotsky, when the readerwill see for himselfjust
howwide is the gap between socialist rhetoric and socialist r€ality.

Wthout the rich, all patronage, whether it be patronage of the causes listed
above, or of the arts' or whatever, would emanate entirely and only from the
state. Again, this would mean that any activity or cause the state disapproved
of would never receive a penny of public money' and would probably be
proscrihd by law. As throughout history the state has disapproved of or even
outlawed virtually everything, (17) this would mean, to all intents and pur-
poses, the end of change, and the end of progress. (18)

In conclusion, the existence of a certain number of independent' wealthy
peoplewho are prepared to donate theirmoney and otherresources tovarious
worthy, even lnpopular, canpaips, ensunes fhat a certain amount of dissent
will always exist, the sort of dissent which is totally impossible rvhen rYealth is
concentrated entirely in the state. There is though a subtle, if terdble, irony
here. This is that very many of the organisations which wealthy people have
founded have themselves become vehicles for socialist ideologr, and the de-
struction of capitalism and free enterprise. (19) It remains to be seen if the
neasons for this are wholly or partly conspiratorial, or entirely of misguided
idealism. (20)

S ocialism And Financial Reform

The fact that socialism has no answers doesn't mean that tle capitalist
system has no inadequacies; capitalism is far from perfect' and has many
faults, the nost important of which is the means by which the [anking systen'
a privately-oumed cartel, creates credit er nihilo and. sells it to private enter'
prise, the govemment and tle rest of us. It is, though, mor.3 than a little

significant that socialism has never attacked the financial system as such, and
has little or nothing to say about the evils of usury. As with ever;ithing else, tle

12
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panacea for all ills is seen as tle nationalisation of the means of production'

in this case the banks. Ihe nationalisation of the banking system would simply

transfer the monopoly of credit - and the creation of ilebt - fron the private

sector to the state, which is no solution at all' (21)

SocialismAnd The Profit Motive

Hard line socialists make much of the profit motive, some of them talk about

p"ontr as though theywere evil. Profrteering at the expense of someone in dire

ieed is 
"""trioty 

evii. fio take an extraordinarT hypothetical example, if you

wene a diabetic, and were stranded miles from anywhere and you needed a shot

oriorotio, it would be evil for a doctor to demand that you hand over your life

,""t"gr uJ tneprice of an injection or die. On the other hand, mostpeoplethink

doctors should be rewarded and rewariledwell for treating the sick' Socialists

themselves often campaign - sometimes sincerel$ more often cynically'for

n.tt 
" 

puy and conditions for all medical (and other) workers. Surely this

means that they are in some measure in favour of protit?

Major Dougtas, thefoundingfather of social creditwrote that "Ithas never

5"en ilear to-me why any man in any position of tife should be expected to

p""to"- *Vactionwlateverwhich u'as n otin some sense of thewordprolitable

io him..." (jZ) O" tn. other hand, Leon thotsky, the doyen of the intemationa-

iirt I"ft, ,*, iotally against the very concept of profit and the profit motive.

He wrote: "In a country where the sole employer is the state, opposition

means death by slow starvation. The old principle: who does not work shall not

eaf has been replaced by a nerv ons who'does not obey shall not eaL" (23)

ile doesn't teU us whom we are to obey, but it doesn't take much effort to

work that one out. Most people would rather work to eat than be subjected to

thewhims of a monsterlike Tbotslry.
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Chapter Three: Socialism, Minorities
AndWorthyCauses

Socialisrr The Class StruggleAnd
The First Casualff

Ihemostimportanttenet of socialistiileoloryis that of the class struggle It
was Marx and Engels who claimed the credit for the class struggle; they didn't
claim to have invented it merely to have discovered it. In reality this concept
dates back to at least 1M4 when it was expoundetl by the Chartist Leader
Feargus O'Connor. (1) Likervise the slogan for which Man has become re'
noumed, "lforkers of the world uniten, (2) was purloined from the Gennan
radical Karl Schapper. (3)

Ihe analysis ofthe world as class versus class, oppressed versus oppressor,
is not merely an oversimplification, it is dead nrong. The distinguished liberal
professoq Carroll Qulgtey, made an accurate and quite devastating analysis
of Marxism imhis magnum opus, TiagedyAnd Hope.I propose here to quote

at length from this book
At the beginning of the section on the intemational socialist movement

Professor Quigley tells us that 'Industrialism, especially in its early Y€Nr
brought with it social and economic conditions which were admittedly hor-
rible...Crowded together inrv:ant and disease, with no leisure and no security'
completely dependent on a weekly wage which was less than a pittance, [la-
bourersl worked twelve to fifteen hours a day for six days in the week among
ilusty and dangerous machines with no protection against inevitable accidents'
disease, or old age, and returned at nigbt to crowded rooms without adequate
food and lacking light, frresh air, heat, pure water, or sanitation-' (4) This is

something which is largely forgotten today, the socialist movement was, Pro-

fessor Quigley tells us, na rrcaction against these deplorable conditions of the

working masses.' (5)
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Furthermore, 'Maxist theory did not provide a realistic orworkable picture

of social and economic developments. Ithad no real provision for laborunions,
for workers' political parties, for bourgeois reformers, for rising standards of
living or for nationalism, yet these became, after Marx's death, the dominant
concerns of theworking class." (6)

Ihere are nany other developments as well utich Marx did not, and in all
fairiness could not, foresee. One of these is the franchise, which has literally
revolutionised the concepts of lbee entel?rise, capitalism and multi'national
corporations, but stayingwith Quigley, the point about bourgeois reformers is
particutarly worth noting, because that alone refutes the nonsense of class
struggle which pictures the frlthy caPitalists and the workers forever at one
anotherrs throats. Ihe fact is that many capitalists and corporations have
adopted exhemely progressive policies towards their workforces. An excellent
if exemplary example is the chain store Marks & Spencer. Founded just before
the tun of the century by the partnership of Michael Marks (7) and Tiom
Spencer, the company is today one of tte most respected retailers in the world.

By 1903, when the parhership was registered as a private limited company'
Marks and spencer had thirty-six market bazaars and shops, including three
in London. Bythe 1930s when itwas already a household name, it had set up
a welfare committee for staffttich still functions to this day. One company
biographer has written "In the 1930s...the company's concern for the em'
ployees'welfare did not make them popular in all quarters." (8)

In 1981, Marks & Spencer donated f1'205'000 to various charities' (9)

inctuding cancer relief. It also donated to the arts and education, and spon'
sorrd fashion shows. (10) The ornership of Marks & Spencer has also been
extended to its staff. The 1985 company biography by (K.K. Tse) revealed that
no less than 22000 members of staff had become shareholders through the
company profit-sharing scheme. (11) The philosophy of Marks & Spencer is
a world away from the rapacious' money'grasping capitalist parasites of
socialist fiction. (12)

Retuming to Professor Quigley, he continues: "...the picture which Marx had
drarm of more and more numerous workers reduced to lorver and lower
standards ofliving by fewer and fewer exploitative capitalists proved to be
completely etroneous in the more advanced industrial countries in the twen-
tieth century. Instead, what occurred could be pictured as a cooperative effort

by unionized workers and. monopolizeil industry to exploit unorganized con-
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sumers by raising prices higber and higher to provide both higbervages and
higher profrts." (13)

Most interestingly, Qniglsy sopments that "Since the Marxist ideologr and
the Manist war cries were more easily observed than the social realities they
served to conceal, especiallywhen labor leaders sought all publicity for what
they saiil and profound secrecy for what they did' many capitalists, some
workers, and almost all outsiders missed the new d.evelopments completely
and continuedto believethataworkers'revolutionuiias justaroundthecomer.n
(r4')

While there can be no doubt that many hard core socialists continue to
profess sincerely in the class struggle, there can be no doubt either that many
of them have long been aware of this reality, and, as we shall see in Chapter
Eight, there has been a carefully concealed working alliance between radical
socialists and monopoly capitalists throughout history.

Another point made by Professor Qurgley is the rise of the technocrat and
the separation of the oumership of capital from the management of capital'
which "must lead" in the long run, to a decreasing demand for hand labor and
an increasing demand for highly traineil technicians who ane managers rather
than laborers. And, in the longer run, this process would give rise to a
productive system of such a high level of technical complexitythat it couldno
longer be run by the olurers but would have to be run by technically trained
managers. Moreover, the use of the corporate form of industrial organization
as a means for bringing the savings of the many into the control of a few by
sales of securities to wider and wider groups of investors (including both
managerial and laboring groups) would lead to a separation of management
from ownership and to a great incrcase in the number of onmers." (15)

All this and more refutes the nonsense of Manism and the class struggle'
but hard core socialists are not interested in such niceties as truth, except the
highertruth of Mamist rhetoric. It should never be forgotten that socialists are
fighting the class war. In this connection one should never but never forget the
fme honoured dictum of United States Senator Hiram Johnson, tlat The first
casualtywhenwar comes is truth." (1O

All the available evidence suggests that hard core socialists are among the
most prolific, brazen and shameless liars in history. Socialism is in fact an
antinomian philosophy, one which maintains that its practitioners may say or
do anything on the grounds thatthe means, however terrible, will alwaysiusti$
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the end, that of a better world. (17) \{hen we cover the history of Bolshevism
the reader will see for himself just how temible both the means and the ends
of socialism are. Like any otler fom of dictatorship, including fascism, which
is literally demonised by socialists, under socialism, the state controls all the
media, at least all those media outlets that matter. This means that the
socialist state has, can, does, and will, propagate whatever lies it likes. It is not
even necessary for censorship to be applied rigorously under socialism, fhe
simple fact is that under a socialist dictatorship only those people who have
been thoroughly iniloctrinated in the party line are permitted access to the
media. Self-censorship does the rest.

Socialism And Minorities

Since the end of the SecondWorld War, and indeed before that, socialism has
made much of the so-called struggle of minorities for emancipation and
equality. This does not relate solely to ethnic minorities - in practice, all
non-whites, whether they are in a minority or not - but has been expanded in
recent years to cover all manner of, minoities, some of them very creative
indeed. The original impetus for the concer:n with minorities was the Nazi
persecution of the Jews. However, there is a big difference between ending
persecution of minorities, ending state enforced discrimination against them
and striving for equality of opportunity for all on the one hand, and on the
other hand, gving certain minorities special privileges backed up by the full
coercive force ofthe state. And there is an even bigger difference between tle
elimination of oflicially sanctioned discrimination and the violation of
property rights.
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"Racism" And Fascism - The Great Myth

The great so-called strugle by socialists against discrimination has been

reprseoted principally as the struggle againstradsm and fascism; the tend-

ency in recent years has been to btur the distinction between the two and also

to associate all (non-Marxist) foms of white nationalism with racism atd

anti-Semitism in order to delegitimise rryhite nationalism and to portray so'

cialists as valiant heroes struggting against oppression. In 1994, the South

African politician Jaap Marais hit the nail bang on the head when he wrote 'It

is stanilard leftist practice in South Africa to associate nationalism with

fascism and from there with anti-semitism, and to present this as the argUment

against which there is no argunenl' (18) He might have added that this is

stanilard leftist practice throughout the white world 'what remains of it - and
indee4 probably throughout much of the non'white world as well.

Many people have fallen for this socialist-inspired claptrap, primarily

because they are iporant of the true origins of fascism, and the common roots

of fascism and socialism. Space does not pemit an extensive analysis' but

briefly the following may be stated.
The aclnowledged father of fascism was not Ailolf Hitler but the ltalian

dictator Benito Mussolini (18Si:t-1945). Mussolini was actually the editor of a

socialist newspalter, and although a Nazi sympathiser, he detested Hifler. In

Gemany, fascism took on a specifrcally anti-semitic flavour, (19) but Mussoli-
ni was not an anti-senite, a n'mber of Jews attained high office in the

Mussolini gover:nment, andfascism itself is not inherently anti-Semitic.Ihis is

a most important point. Mussolini was also a Zionist slmpathiser. (20)

Ihe word racism is used so loosely nowadays as to be abnost devoid of
meaning; originatlyitmeanta beliefin innateracial differencesrwhich is surely
neither controversial nor hatefgl. Since the end of the Second World War'

socialists have exploited the Nazi persecution of the Jews, inclurling the

Holocaust -rvtatever itwas - as proof of the evils of racism, again, associating
racismwithfascism. It should never be forgotten though that the United States'

which was hardly a fascist country, fought fascism, and at the same time

enforced strictracial segregation inits Southern states. Likewise, South Africa

has never been a fascist country; Apartheid was actually a forn of socialism'
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because it entailed state control over the market and the fixing of differential
wage rates between races. (21) Other countries which have enforced discrimi-
natory practices in varying degrees - Malaysia, for example - have also been
anything but fascist

Ifsocialists wer€ sincere in their desire to build a society based on equality
of opportunity, they would oppose all state interference in race relations and
call for ttre abolition of the race industry. (22) Instead, many of them have
carved out careers for themselves meddling in the economy, calling for the
imposition of racial quotas, and pushing multi-racialism (a euphemism for
enforced race-mixi.g). There is no single reason for this, but again, the Nazi
persecution of the Jews usually comes into the equation somewhere. Certain
Jewish and Zionist organisations have also entered the fray, and their incess-
ant meddling and duplicity has done far more to ferment anti-Semitism than
to combat it. The unconditional hatred for Westem society, Western demo-
cratic traditions and indeed Westem Man himself, which is espoused by
certain elenents of the socialist popular front needs no doc 'menting here, but
it will suflice to say that many people who meddle in race relations - be they
socialists or otherwise - do so from tle most ignoble of motives. We will discuss
the thonryissue of race in more detail in Chapter Tivelve.

Socialism And "Gay" Rights

A special mention should be given here to one supposedly e4ploited and
oppressed minority. The homosexual minority is undoubtedly the most crea-
tive of all minorities which the Socialist Intemational has chanpioned. But it
wasn't always thatnay. In Weimar Germany, Marxists attacked homosexuality
as a fascist perversion [It may have been this opprobrium for homosexual
perversion that led Hitler to purge the homosexual Emst Roehm in the 1934
T.{ight of the Long Knives"l. (23)

A standard work on homosexuality tells us that "As early as the 1920s
leaders of Westem Communist parties began to float the idea that...homosex-
ual activity...resulted from the decadence of capitalism in its death throes.
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Homosexuality was to disappear in the healthy new socieQr of the futune." (24)

In Britain, the largely communisUsocialist anti-fascist movement made up
an anti-Blackshirt chant:

"Hitler and Mosley, what are they for?
Thuggery buggery hatred and nar!" (25)

Itwas onlywith the emergence of the misnamedgay "rights" movementin tle
late 60s that the transformation of homosexuals came about in socialist
propaganda fron d.iseased pariahs to oppressed minority. Incredibly, the
advent of AIDS has augmented rather than diminished the polyer of the
homosexual lobby and the afrinity of socialists for queers. (26) Ihat being said,
therc can be little doubt that - like the vast majority of non-socialists - most
socialists find both homosexual practices and homosexuals themselves mo-
rally and physically repulsive, but in the shuggle for socialism anything goes.

Under a socialist government, hostility to homosexualify would almost
certainly become a criminal offence, as, under intense pressure and lobbying
from (mainly) socialists, hostility to enforced race-mixing is abeady a dc facto
criminal offence.

SocialismAnd Quotas

The doctrine of oppression which socialists have foisted on society has been
extended from racial minorities to deviant minorities, specifrcally homosex-
uals. The semantics of "oppressionn, which have been accepted almost uncriti-
cally by academia, the media, politicians, and social policy makers, are both
deceptive and duplicitous, as well as demonstrably false. Briefly, smialists
believe - or profess to believe - that certain desipated minorities: (27) blacks,
(2E) homosexuals, (29) and others, are historically oppressed" discriminated
against and disadvantaged, and that because of this, positive discrirninaion
nust be effected, backed up by tle full coercive power of the state, to ensure
racial and other quotas in such areas as the professions, housing, various
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frelds of employment, ad nauseum. As stated, the semantics are both deceptive
and wrong. Ib begin wit}, there is no such thing as positive discrimination
because all discrimination is positive. (30)

Ihe doctrine of minority oppression also ignores such realities as different
racial and other social pattems in all fields of human activity. (31) If, say,
Asians are under-rqtresented Q2) in certain professions it could be because
they are over-represenfed in others. Ihe fact that they no\tr own half the snatl
retail outlets in Britain might have something to do with the fact that there arc
so few of them in the police force. An article published in the London Evening
Standard of May 1E, 1981, quoted the managing director of the Spa supermar-
ket chain, who predicted that more than half of Britain's independent grocery
stores may be oumed by Asian shopkeepers in 5 years "because they grve
customers what theywant". (33)

By the same token, heavyrveight boxing has been dominated almost totally
by (American) Negroes since the 1950s, while to date - 1996 - only one overseas
player - the (white) Canadian CliffThorburn - has everwon the worldprofes-
sional snooker sftnmpionship.Ihe ultimate lunacy of a quota system would be
to have a democratically elected world heavpveight champion and a world
snooker tifle awarded to players on the basis of race rather than merit

It is not clear if socialists would go that far, but the result of socialist policies
in the rcal world has been far more damaging to race relations, social policy
and the economy than such amusing speculations. In the Unites States, the
largely socialist-communist-controlled.civil ights movement publicised itself
as 'a drive for economic advancement for the Negro but actually [revolved]
about an attempt to invade the social privacy of whites." (34)

By setting racial and other quotas the government can compel businessmen
to employ less qualified persons solely on the basis of their race. It may even
force employers to employ people who are manifestly unsuitable for the work
performed. An excellent if alarming example of this was the company in the
United States which operated a policy of not employing fertile women in its
battery making division. The reason for the operation of such a policy by
Johnson Controls had notling whatsoever to do with keeping women in their
place, rather it was a fetal protection policy which was necessary (in the
gsmpany's opinion) because, in the light of scientilic evidence, the exposure of
lead to women under such circumstances could lead to birth defects, or even
miscarriages. This policywas ruled in breach of thePregnancy Discimination
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Act. Other comlmnies also operated fetal protection policies. Johnson Con'
trols' policy was challenged on the grounds that it discrininates against
women - which it does and will do until such time as men too can become
pregnant. The American Civil Liberties Union, of all bodies, championed this
piece of nonsense, and eventually the case was argued all the way to the
Supreme Courtwhere itwas held that companies have no right fo operate such
policies.

The end result of such a ban is that 'tompanies, in complying with a ban on
fetal protection policies, will be opening themselves to potential tort liability
in state courts for children prenatally exposed to dangerous chemicals and
suffering lifelong impaiments because of such exposure." (35)

Ihis is quite ctearly an abrogation of the rule of law, for common sense, if
nothing else, should dictate that nobody - not an individual nor a comlmny -

should be forced into a position where obeying one law: criminal' company or
whatever, should leave him, her or it open to prosecution under another.
Ieaving this aside, it is obvious, is it nof that any socialist who uses such
specious argunents in the cause of women's rights, doesn't really give a mon'
key's about women, or about workers? As, of course, they don'L

More generally, when anti-discrimination legislation is applied in such an
arbitrary manner, companies will be forced to employ rampant homosexuals
or AIDS sulferers against their will. As a landlord, perhaps of a small dwelling
you could be compelled to let your premises to such people. Even to give them
the run of your orm home. (3O The latest piece of socialist-inspircd nonsense
is to lmss sweeping anti-discrimination legislation which will allegeilly benefrt
the disabled. The logical outcome of this piece of (undoubtedlywell-meaning)
nonsense is that nigbt clubs win be compelled to employ a quota of disabled
doormen!

AII this nonsense about quotas and the state regulation ofprivate business
adds to the costs ofproducing goods and services and therefore reduces the
goods and services available - the wealth of the community. while some legal
restrictions are always necessary (37) the extent ofsocialist central plenning
is not only repressive offree enterprise but ofindividual Hberty; it is, in short
a forn ofpeople control.
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SocialismAnd The "Peace" Movement

One field in ntich socialists and fellow travellers have long been active'
though one ntich has faded into the backgrounil somewhat with the collapse
of the Soviet Union, is that of unilateral nuclear disarmament, the so'called
peace movement. TVhile the role of the former Soviet Union in promoting this
ldeologr has, undoubterlly, been greatly exaggerated by right wing ideologues
and others, it remains a truism that the Soviets were nationalists at home and

communists abroarl Furthermore, the Soviets have neverbelievedin disarma'
ment. Lenin believed that until socialism was established everyrvhere it was

false to advocate disarmament because nrevolutions could not be made by

unamed men'. (38) He wrote this in December 1916, but it remained a part of

soviet ideologr right up until the collapse.In otherwords, the propagation of
nuclear disamament by the Eastem Bloc served the express purpose of

undermining the West, and was not, and is not, based. on sincere ideologf or

deeply held political convictions.
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Chapter Four: The Rule Of Law

SocialismAnd The Rule Of Law

One of the most absurd beliefs ever to be expounded by the socialists, or
indeed by anyone, is that socialism will lead, somehow and inevitably, to the
regeneration of man. When the workers' paradise linally arrives, there will be
no need for policemen, prisons or any related institutions; not only will
governmenf as far as it exists, be purely administrative, dealing with the
ofderly running of society, but nobody will break the law or even rnant to break
the law.Ihis is not so much a political conceptas a religious one. (1) I*aving
aside the inconvenient fact that there has never been the slightest eviilence that
anything like this will ever come about it is exhaordinarily naive, and is
conparable to the pie-in-the-slry nonsense that most religions sell their adher-
ents in retun lsr lgading vfutuous lives on Earth. (And paying their tithes).

Ihere is though a far more sinister side to socialism, and onerfrich always
comes beforc the promised Paradise on Earth. Ienin defined Marxism as nthe

doctrine ofclass warfare plus the dictatorship of the proletariat'. (2) And he
defined the dictatorship of the proletariat as "the rule - unrestricted by law' and
basedonforce -of theproletaiatoverthebourgeoisie, arule enioyingthe rympathy
and support of the labouing and qloited masses." (3)

It is not easy to define precisely what is meant by the rule of laq but one
prcrequisite is that the law must be fairly abstract, that it must apply, orwould
appty, equatty, to everybody in the same circumstances. Ihere can be special
laws goveming blind persons and women, for example, but these are not
abrog"ations of the rule of law. (4) For example, in Britain' and in many other
countries, the law recognises that sometimes a woman who has recently given
birthwill, because of a hormone inbalance or some such physiologicallybased
mental problem, harn or even kill her baby. Thus the law provides for the
offence of infanticide if it can be proved that this uras indeed the case. (5)

Children aad fseHs-minded persons may be subject to different laws, primar'
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ily to protect them from exploitation, and so on. These are very proper
exceptions, as far as they can be called exceptions.

The chief safeguard for all of us is, in the words of F.A. Haye\ that "the rules
must apply to those who lay them down and those who apply them - that is, to
the govemment as nrell as the governed - and that nobody has the power to
grant exceptions.'(O

the socialist idea, tlat the government is unrestricted by law, means exactly
that, laws do not apply to the government, only to the regulation of the people
under the control of the communists/socialists. Itwas GeorgeVlrashingtonwho
saiil that government, like fire, is a dangerous ser:yant and a fearful master.
(f Like all the Founding Fathers, Washington recognised that the lirst act of
government must be to limit its own power; this is the purpose of a constitution,
to limit the power of the govemment. A leading anli-Communist, Dr fhed
Schnan, rccognises this also. Schwarz says of knin's dictum, that the gov-
emment is unrestricted by law that " [t] his is a very sinister and serious feature
of the Communist system...because the history of civilisation is the restmint
of goverrrment by law. Govemment unrestrained by law is naked f5ranny." (8)

In Britain, in recent years we have been unfortunate enough to wihess a
n'mber of monshous injustices: the Birmingham Six, Guildford Four and
similar caseso spring to mind. These cases and many others, have resulted in
people challenging their convictions through the courts. kople who have been
urongly convicted, sentenced and sened time in prison can be arryarded
monetary compensation, although most people would turn doun any amount
of money rather than spend the best years of their lives in prison. Sometimes
too the police overstep the mark, and again, there have been a number - a large
number -of successfulactions againstthepoliceinrccentyears forfalsearrest,
and other improprieties. Usually in such cases the police nght dl the way then
settle at the court door insisfing that they have arlmitteil no liability. Rarely
are olfending police ollicers even disciplineil in any meaningful sense of the
word, nuch less subjected to criminal prosecution. (9)

In reality, even in a so-called democratic countrylike Britain, the police and
otler authorities can often do more or less what they damn well like, and in
tle event of a complaint or investigation, the entire bureaucratic machinery
closes ranks in what many people often interyrret as a megalithic conspiracy.
(10) [The cunent writer has personal erperience of tbis]. Police officers who
investigate other policp oflicers are the least respecteil by their colleagues.
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ImFerfect as our system is, there are at least some checks and balances. Under
communism/socialism, none of the even limited redresses the citizen has under
our systen are possible. When you are arrested under socialism, the auth'
orities can andwill do as they damn well please. Ihere is no suing the police
for urongful arrest, no suing the authorities for wrongful conviction. Indee4
there is no wrongful arrcst, no wrongful convictionl once they have decided you
are guilty, you are not only guilty but finished.

Britain does not have a written constitution, but in Britain and otler
countries, the govemment must obey the law, and can be challenged in the
courts if it doesn't. We will give here two historic examples of this, one ftom
Britain, the other from the United States. First thougb,let us take a brief look
atMagna Carta.

The Rule Oflaw: From "Magna Carta"
To SalmonP. Chase

TheMagna Carta (ieGreat Charter) was drafted at Runnymede and sipeilby
Ki'g John on June L5rl2l5; it was an attempt by the barons to reshain the
pon'erof thekingntoupuntil then could do prettymuch as heliked.Although
it uas not the lirst such attempt, it has gone down in history as a landmark
Atre Magna Cartahail63 clauses; it was reissueil with alterations in tl16 anil
AL| ; the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 is said to originate with clause 39. (L1) For
the benelit of the total neophyte, awrit of.habeas corpus allorvs a man's lawyers,
family or friends to challenge the lawfulness of his detention. It can be used,
and often is used,when the police have arrrcsted somebodyfor a serious offence,
usually murder or terrorism. People who are amested and detained in com-
municado for several days have a strange propensity to make voluntaty confes'
sions, which are then retracted in court.

In spite ofthe provisions ofhabeas cofpus, a person detained in police
custody has very litfle chance of being released until the police have had their
way with him. (12) Magistrates tend to rubber stamP such applicationsl the
cumentmiterknorrs of no case inwhich awrit offtabeas corpus was successful
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in freeing someone from police custody. That being said, ajudge can declare
the detention ofa prisoner in police custody or prison to be unlawful and can
order his rclease. Habeos corryS may also be used by someone detained under
theMentalHealthActrtowin his freedom. Under socialism, all this goes outof
thewindow.

Ihe follorving snippets are of interest. Ab,e Magistrates' Court Act, 1952,
requires that a person arrestedwithoutwarrant should be brought before a
magistrate "'as soon as practicable' [and this] means, in the absence of any
special statutoryprovision, that he is 16 !s hsnght before a magistrates'court
within 48 hours of tle arrest..."

In a specimen period of three months, 212 persons (.43Vo) alrested by the
Metropolitan Police, were detained for more than 72 hours before being
brought before a magistrates' court" "Ihe percentage may be tiny, but we are
concerrred with people not percentages." (13) As stated, under socialism, all
this goes out of the window. Clearly, even under our (so-called) liberal system
of justice there are many abuses by the powers-that-be. A govetnment unre-
strained by even these flimsy controls will soon become a naked $ranny.

Retuming to the Magna Carta prope4 three of the clauses read as follows:

38) 'No bailiff shall in future put anyone to trial upon his own bare word,
without reliablewitnesses produced for this purpose,"

39) 'No free man shall be arrested or imprisoned or disseised [dispossessed]
or ouflawed or exiled or in any way victimised, neither will we attack him or
send anyone to attack him, except by the lanful judgment of his peers or by the
Iaw of the land."

40) "To no one will we sell, to no one will we refuse or delay right or justice.n

These are frne principles which the passage of time should not be allowed to
erode. (14) Tlmes may change, technologr does, but Man's nature remains the
same, whatever the socialists would have us believe. Clause 40 is a vitatty
important one; although a rich man can afford expensive lanyers (1O and the
privileges wealth brings, it is a point hardlyworth arguing that, in the criminal
courts at least the capitalist state has dispensed a far superior brand ofjustice
to the comnon man than Soviet Russia and Communist China. It is though
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not only the individual citizen who may be taken to court under our bourgeois
system ofjustice; the govemment can be taken to court if it breaks the law.

In April 1763, the MP andjournalist JohnWilkes (1725-97),the prime mover
behind a scunilous magazine called The North Biton, insulted the King's
mother and accused the Monarch himself of lying. Although The North Biton
uas published anonSmously, the identity of the people behind it nas no great
secret, and a general warrantwas drawn up to arrest "the authors, printers,
and publishers of a seditious and treasonable paper entitled The North Biton,
No. 45'. (1O The word "heasonable" u'as addeil to deny Wilkes the right to
pleadRarliamentaryprivitege.In three days 49 peoplewerearrested, including
many totally innocent persons. (17) [It is worth mentioning here that accord-
ing to a standard biography of Wilkes, there appears to have been a large
element of role playing in this affair. Wlkes was sent to the Tower of London,
in some style, (18) and although prior to his arrest he was running around like
a blue-arsed fly, he never seems to have been in any danger of having his ears
loppeil off, as diil William Prlmne. (19) Nevertheless, none of this should
distract the reader from the seriousness ofthe principle at issuel.

In the end" it n'as ruled not only that the general warrant was illegal, but
that a writ of habeas corpus had been infringed and Parliament violated. (20)
Foltowing this, Wilkes won an action for trespass against the Under-Secretary
of State and f1,000 danages for carrying out the instructions of the general
warranl (21)

A more prosaic example of the govemment being found in breach of the law
is the Second Greenbackcase of 1870 inwhich the American judge Salnon P
Chase ruled that greenbacks were unconstituti onal. Q2) As he had been in the
Iheasury at the time, and uras thereforc responsible for the 1862 Legal Tbnder
Act, he convicted himselfl (23)

Ihere have been othe6 contemporary, instances of the government being
prosecuted successfully because of the separation of the Executive am of
govemment from the Legislative and the Judiciary. Again, this is by no means
per{ect, and judges are all the time subjected to polifical and other pressures.
But under socialism the Executive is also both the Legislative and the Judi-
ciary. Q4) This principle is what socialists refer to as Denocratic Centralisn.
A betier phrase is naked granny. Later, Ilitler copied this structure in Nazi
Germany with the kadership Principle.
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Chapter Fivs Religion, Arts And Media

Socialism And Religious Freedom

It is well lmorm tlat Karl Mam refened to religion as the opiate of the people.
(1) Foltowing their antinomian dictum that anything that forwards the class
struggle is goodandanythingthat hinders itis evil, theatheistic socialists have
at times supported religious freedom in exactly the same uay these great
intemationalists have supported nationalist movements and movements of
so<alled national liberation, particularly in the so-called Third World" the
backrnarilness of which is aluays blamed on Imperialism nhich is somehow
said to have drained the wealth out of these countries. (2)

Once the dictatorship of the proletariat has been established' religious
freedom like all other freedoms are abolished. Like their crusades against
racismrsacism, andeveryotherlin, the socialists'support ofreligious fieedom
is simply a means to an end.

Creativity: The Arts And The Media
Under Socialism

We have already covercd this ground to some extent but I will eTand on it
here. As a uriter who has been hacking away for years and getting precisely
nonhere I often find it very frustratingwhen I see r+riters with far less talent
than myself getting into print regularly, selling millions, and making a great
deal of money. I am particularly annoyed when the only talent some of tlese
uriters possess is an ability to lie convincingly. (3) Socialists themselves often
point to the tabloiil pness as evidence of the degeneracy of capitalism: lies,
nonsense, salacious gossip, poorly wriffen, trivia blown up into front page
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news, and so on. For once they are not wrong. Who couldn't find, research and
urite better stories in a mor.e professional manner?

At the time of rvriti.g - Summer 1995 (4) - two female authors of doubtfrtl
titerary talents - Martina Navratilova and Naoni Campbell - are riding high
with gbost'written novels. Ihere can be no doubt whatsoever that whatever the
merits of their respective books, both these ladies have got into print solely on
account of being who they are. (5) Navratilova is of course the grrcatest tennis
player of all time, while Campbell is a leading fashion model, perhaps rlze
leading black fashion model in the world. (6) An unsuccessful hack might look
with envious eyes on Navratilova and Campbell, ask himself (or herselD why
tten rather than me? and reply because capitalism sucks. As indeed it does.
(7) But at least under capitalism it is possible for a woman to become
fabulously wealthy and a published novelist by ptaying tennis in Martina's
case, (8) or simply by looking good in Canpbell's. (9)

Publishing isn't quite a closed shop, but rn'riting books has been more or less
seem up by journatists, academics and a few others. It goes without saying that
not all of these authors have much merit, or indeed any at all. (10)

Artgular conespondent of mine - and fellowlibertarian - Sean Gabb' editor
of Free Life - is in much the same position as me and countless others. He is
not only at least as good a writer as myself but is an extremely erudite qualifietl
lanyer and historian. Awhile ago a mutual friend commenting on his work saiil
that he was forrver writing excellent articles and sending them offto magazines
such as t}re Spectatorrand never, or hardly ever, getting anything in prinL Sean
Gabb anil I are farfrom alone, indeed" the number of talentedwriters who have
never, andwill never, getanyrvhere, is dwarfed bythe n 'mber of firstrate actors
and other per{onners' composers, (1L) talented fine artists, and so on.

All the above people have the dubious pleasure every day of their lives, of
seeing far less talented people than themselves reaping rich renrards under the
capitatist system. At times they see people who are liffle better than imbeciles
having fame and fortune thrust upon them while somewhere out there is
another Beethoven, another Shakespeare, another Rembrandt, the worldwill
never eyen hear of, much less appreciate. There are people who have rritten
novel after novel who have never even had so much as the offer of a publishing
contrac! much less got into print. Any one of these unpublished authors could
be another Charles Dickens.
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It is not simply the unpublished author who has a hard time of it under
capitalism; let us look briefly at capitalism's staunchest defender, Ayn Rand.
Rand was bom Alice Rosenba'mr and had the doubtful pleasure of growing
up in Russia at the time of the 1917 Revolution; her familywere middle class
and would certainly have been marked down for liquidation had she not
escaped to tle West. Rand made her way to Hollywood where she had some
good luck, finding work as a screen nriter. By the early thirties she nas an
established name; unfortunately, her anti-communism didn't go donm at all
well in certain circles, intellectuals in particular had a strong aversion to iL
(n)

Her novel We, The Livingwas completed at the end of 1933; (13) her agent
submitted the book to publishers, (at least she had an agent, most prospective
novelists never have the good fortune to be taken on by one). Rand lost count
of the rejections; (14) a number of publishing houses had not troubled to
disguise tle fact that the cause of their rejection was not Iiterary but political:
they saw no possibility of making a profrt on a book that denounced Soviet
Russia! (15) The bookwas finallypublished in 1936.

Another of her books, The Fountainhead, which went on to become a
bestseller and was made into a film, had twelve rejections prior to publication;
it was said to have had 'ho conmercial possibilities". (16) Yet another Rand
worlq her 1939 play Think Twice, was never performed and was published
posthumously. lhis was not the only of her works to be so published, and
indeed, nany other authors (including Karl Marx!) have obtained recognition
only after their deaths. (17)

Many people in Rand's position have an axe to grind with the capitalist
system, or if - like Rand - they don't, then it is as good as certain tlat at times
they feel they have, or that they have received a raw deal. For capitalism does
often reward mediocritywhile tuming a blind eye and a deaf ear to talent, or
even genius. (18) Libertarians are often said to be in love with capitalism, but
the truth is that all Libertarians recognise the shortcomings of the cument
(so-called) capitalist system, (19) and nobody realises more than Sean Gabb
that a uriter of his proiligious talents would not simply remain largely unread
under socialism but would not even be pernitted to write.

Ihe same goes for all artists: poets, rock musicians, fine artists; under
socialism these people ane among the first to be persecuted, (20) for after it
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assumes power, the last thing the dictatorship of the proletariatwants is people

who rock the boat, radicals, critics of the new order-..
Actually, the situation for artists and others is nowhere near as bad as it

used to be, due primarily to new technologr. }Tith the advent of the home
computer, desktop publishing affordable, quality photocopying and paper
printing plates, (21) it is now not too diflicult for any aspiring author to get
into print. The cassette tape and tle video tape are also extremely affordable.
(n, AJone time, the capital investment required to publish a book or to press
a record uas beyond most people's means. Now, anyone with enough commit-
ment can overcome these prohibitive hurdles. Ihe main problems noril for
authols and artists are publicity and distribution. (23) Rest assurcd that,
however insurmountable the problems of generating publicityanil distributing
onets workmay appear to be under capitalism, under socialism theywould be
academic, because no one who did not receive explicit state approval would be
permitted to Publish or Perform.

\{e must now nove on, but we shall take another ' and quite terrifying ' look
at the media under socialism after reviewing the prelude and aftermath of the
Bolshevik Revolution.
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Chapter Six Academia, Education,
HealthAnd Medicine

Academic Freedom Under Socialism

Ihere are few areas of human activity where freedom of inquiry is more
inportant than academia; this applies to the social sciences as much as to the
hard sciences. Without freedom of inquiry progress is impossible in any field.
Harilly a day passes when some academic or other doesn't voice a supposedly
controversial opinion in the popular prress or other mainstream media. Just
because an opinion, idea, theory or whatever is controversial, doesn't mean
that it has any merit at all. There is still a Flat Earth Society in existence to
this day; the idea that the Earth is flat is quaint if nothing else, but of course,
it has no merit at all. In Galileo's ilay though the idea that the Earth was
spherical was extremely controversial, and ifyou had voiced such ideas in
certain circles, 1;ks Qalilse himself you would have found yourself in deep
waten Or even on a bonfrre!

In spite of their commifinent to the scientific method, and their (supposed)
willingness to tlrow out any hlpothesis, theory or law that is patenflyurong,
scientists are tardigrade beasts. Virtually every new idea in science has been
ridiculed and scorned by scientists before it has been accepted as the new
wisdom. Itwas thegreat German physicist Max Planckwho said that "Ihe new
scientifrc truth does not triumph byconvincing its opponents andmakingthem
see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new
generation grows up that is familiarwitl it " (1)

Long after scientists have accepted the value of a new hgrothesis or theory
or have ftamed a new law, the general public and the media continue to give
spurious credence to proven nonsense. (2) The best ercamples of this arc the
controversies surrounding astrolory, the Loch Ness Monster, flying saucers,
spirit medinmship, psychic nspoon-bending", and other such nonsense. (3)
Anyone who has studied the scientific literature of these subjects will realise
that such controversies exist only in the media.

a a
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Astrologers call their art a sciencel Manists call their philosophy a science.
(4) One would e:ryect therefore that the science of Mamism-Leninism would
welcome free inquiry. The reality is that Manists and their fellow travellers
have been in the forefront of all opposition to free inquiry in frelds which
conflict with their dogma; they were politically conect long before that term
was invented.

Ihe most obvious example of the socialist suppression of free inquiry anil
free debate is in the so<alled inheritance/environment controversy, with par-
ticular regard to the difference between intelligence quotients between different
races. Nay, they go even further than this, they claim that race has no meaning
inthe biological sense; theyactually denytheevidence of tleir senses andwould
have us do likewise. (5) Thus, when decent and rcspectable scientists such as
Arthur Jensen and Hans Eysenck have stated their views on nace and intel-
ligence, they have been subjected to threats, intimidation and ouhight violence,
as well as a racial inquisition by egalitarian acadenics. (QEysenck has stated
that, like the controversy over the paranornal, the controversy oyer race and
intelligence exists only in the media. (7) He might have addeil that this
controversy has been manufactured by leftist pressune' polemicising and inti-
midation, (8) principalty by smearing aII hereditarians as practitioners of
scientificracismror even Nazi race science.

Ihe obvious inequality of man - and the biological inequivalence of men and
women - is an insumountable stumbling blockto the advent of theirwo*en'
paradiserand must be stamped on at every opportunity. (9)

Serious as is the war on race science by socialists, commu ists and their
fellow havellers, the suppression of academic freedom in another freld set the
entire Soviet Bloc back a generation; I am refeming here to Lysenkoism.Ihe
Soviet "scientistn lbofim Denisovich Lysenko (189E-197O rose to prominence
with vemalization, the practice of soaking aad shilling winter wheat so that it
wouldgive greateryields than springwheat. Thiswasn'this discoveryalthough
he palmed it off as such. (10) Lysenko was a Lamarckisf a follower of
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1J4/,-1829). Lamarck believed in the inheritance of
acquired characteristics, which was by no means an absurd belief in his day,
at least ituas no more absurd than the thenwidelyhetdbelief, firstpostulated
in the Seventeenth Century, that theworld began in 4004BC. (11) Be that as it
may, Lamarckism was discredited everlnn&ere by the 1930s. Except in Soviet
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Russia. LamarcKs onlylasting contribution ofvalue to historyappears to have
been his invention of the word biologr. (12)

Lysenko's particular brand of Lanarckism endeared him to the Soviet
bureaucracy, and he became"dictator of Communistic biolory" during Stalin's
r€gime; as a resulf education and research in standard genetics were virtually
ouflawed. (13) As well as promising increased grain yields Lysenko claimed
that wheat plants raised in the appropriate environment produce seeds of rye,
which is equivalent to saying that dogs living in thewild give birth to foxes. (14)

Ihe rest is a matter of historical record; as stated, Lysenko set Soviet biologr
back a generation. Under a world socialist government there would no aca-
demic freedom at all. Indeedo aside fron Lysenkoism and race issues, we in the
West have already had a big dose of politically correct socialist science in the
AIDS scam. The best evidence ind.icates that the root cause of AIDS is homo-
sexual-related titth; in thewords of the Chief Rabbi, Sir Immanuel Jakobowits'
AIDS is "the inevitable price for moral negligence or turpitude'. (15) However,
socialist queers andtheir friends in the mainstream socialist andcommunist
movements have succeeded in spreading the lie that we are all equally at risk
from AIDS. Ironically, these normally so temibly "anti-racistn friends of the
oppressed haven't shrunk from practising their orrn form of racismby accusing
Africans of being primarily responsible for the spread of this modem day
plague.

In October 1986, the homosexual socialist activist Peter Ibtchell wrote in
the Ieft wing jounal7 Daysz'Contrary to the mytholory that Aids is a gay
plague, the overrvhelming majority of people with Aids are heterosexual,
including as many women as nen...Most of these Aids cases are in cenhal
Africa...In Aftica it is estimated.thatf%o of the total population is nowinfected
but in some counhies it is much higher -25Vo of the Malawi population' 237o
of the Uganilan population..." (16)

Ihis is not an isolated example of the organised homosexual movementts
scapegoating others for their folly, filth and sin. It is more than likely that any
future socialist government would, under pressure from its powerftrl homo'
sexual wing and its sympathisers, (17) ban outright any research in any freld
whatsoever which led, or was likely to lead to, politically incorrect conclusions
about their lifestyles, or indeed to any detrimental interlretation of socialist
propaganda. Ofcourse, such academic censorship has nothing whatsoever to
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do with science, and will, if unchecked, lead us into another Dark Ages as
Lysenkoism did to the Soviet Union, only a hundred times worse.

Freedom Of Education Under Socialism

It follows from the above discussion of the suppression of academic freedom
under socialism that whatever freedom of education exists under the socialist
govennment of the future will be minimal, so we needn't dwell on this. Suffice
it to say that all private schooling will be outlawed, all religious education will
also be outlawed, (I-8) and anything that does not conform to the prevailing
dogma will be ruthlessly suppressed. This could - and very likely would - mean,
that your children would be indoctrinated with such niceties as "gay lessons",
and indeed this has already happened under the guise of promottng eEtal
opportunities and combating the mythical disease of homophobra. (19) Much
other socialist-indoctrination disguised as education would follow.

An inportant point which must not be overlooked here is that, just as
socialists advocate religious freedom as a short term, tactical manoeuvrie, so
do fhey advocate - or appear to advocate - freedom ofchoice for parents to
educate their children. Many inner city areas of Britain now have large Moslem
populations, and socialists attempt to win them over by claiming to combat
racism, promises of more government funding for education, and the like. It
goes without saying ttrat under the socialist government of the future, the
children of Moslems will also be indoctrinated with "gay lessons" and all the
other paraphemalia of socialist indoctrination, and, in the first instance,
funding for Moslem schools, and later the schools themselves, will be phased
out.
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Ilealth And Medicine Under Socialism

the National Health Service was introduced in Britain in 194E and has much
to be proud of. We in Britain have often heard. horror stories about the
consequences of falling ill or suffering serious injury in tle United Statesn
which does not have alree healtb. service. Whenever you go abroad on holiday
or on business, it is a priority that you arrange proper med.ical insurance.
Private medicine has been criticised for being mercenarl; other complaints
often heard are that the current two tier system encourages moonligbting by
consultants, poaching of the best stafffrom the NHS by private health oper'
ators, and so on.Ihese are serious criticisms, anditwouldbeurongto affempt
to make light of them. Again though, the s ocialist solution is seen as taking the
whole system under state control, and again, this is no solution at all.

One of the arguments used frequently to denigrate private medicine is the
claim that the rich are able to buy themselves a better quality of healthcare
than ordinaryworking people, and to some extent to jump the queue.Ihis is
true, but the queuewill not disappear under socialism, the factors of produc-
tion are always limited. (20) All the evidence indicates that under socialism the
hospital queue grows even longer than under a health care systen which
contains an element of laissezfaire.

In 1993, a young girl named Laura Davies underwent specialist treahent
in the United States at enormous expense. The King of Saudi Arabia alone
tlonateil f,150,000 to an appeal fund.In June 1'992' the four year oldunderrvent
a 16 hour liver and bowel transplant operation. L,ater she underrvent further
massive surgery but, sadly, died in November 1993. It doesn't take much of an
imagination to see the sort of arguments that socialists can enploy here.
However, the fact that the King of Saudi Arabia - one man - put his hanil in his
orm pocket and coughed up the sum of$150'000 does tend to refute the c}aim
that the mega-rie.h arc all worthless parasites. Under socialism there would
have been no such angel of nercy, and Laura's treatment would still have had
to be paid for.Who would have pid for it? And bywhat criteriawould she have
been treated?

It is possible, even likely, that a four year old girl would have be trtated every
bit as erpediently under socialism, but what about someone who was not so
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attractive? This brings us to another, and quite sinister, aspect ofsocialised
medicine, its use as a fotm of people control, in particular, to persuade people
against theirwills to conform to certain lifestyles.

On August 13,1993, a 47 year old lifelong smoker named Harry Elphiclq
died rvhile awaiting a heart bypass operation. His death caused a wave of
controversyin the print and telecommunications media, and in nedical circles,
because he hail been refused treatment on account of his habit. Mr Elphick
had a history ofcoronary heart disease and suffered from angina. He needed
a heart blpass operation but was told by the consultant at Wythenshawe
Hospital, Manchester, that he wouldn't be considered for one until he stopped
snoking. He stopped, but not in time. He was buried the day he rras due to be
admitted for tests, having gone sixweeks without smoking a cigarette.

Ihe case of Harry Elphick was by no means an isolated one. At the time a
lot of blather appeared in the media about doctors having to make rational
decisions about the management of linite resources, as they do, and as we have
already stressed, but there can be no doubt that the refusal to operate on Harry
Elphick had as much to do with social policy as with medical judgrnent.

Between 1920and 1933 theUnited States wentthrough the era of Prohibition
during which it uas iltegal to manufacture or sell any drink with morc than
57o alcohol content on pain of a $1,000 frne or 6 months in gaol. (21) Prohibi-
tion was considered a great social disaster and was eventually abandoned.
Many other practices have been prohibited under regimes socialist and non'
socialist, including of course the prohibition of hard drugs, u&ich is stillwith
us,andnotleasttheprohibition of certain religions andpolitical philosophies.

The total monopoly of health services by the state offers a more effective
form of Sranny than almost any other. Any practice - whether related to health
or not - could be outlawed on pain of the removal of the right to medical
treahent If this sounds too bizar're and too outrageous to consider, the reader
should think again. A govemment that has a total legal monopoly can do
exactly as it likes, and that includes in the fields ofhealth and general welfare.
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Chapter Seven: A CloserlookAt
Todavts Socialists

PayingTheirDues

The lhotskyite Socialist Workers Party publishes a weekly nerrspapen There
are many otler well-establisheil socialist publications, T\e Moming Star is
published daily. By contrast, the declared arch-enemies of socialism, the
so-called fascists publish monthly journals and broadsheets. Although in the
United States, the far right is generally far better funded' there can be little
doubt that for all its professed share-the-wealth dogma, the far left in Britain
is extremely wealthy. This wealth comes not only from its patrons, from the
capitalist foundations and trusts it professes to despise' from Ieftwing coun'
cils, (1) and from its business fronts, (2) but from ordinary rank and lile
members.

In the Spring of 1995, a small right wing journal published a contribution
schedule (Regishation form) for the SocialistWorkers Partywhich shows how
much members are expected to pay each month. For a single person the
subscription ranges from unemployed at S4 per month to f5 for students to
f24 for someone earning $500 per month to a staggering Sa00 a month for
someone eaming 92,000 a naonth. (3) This is a political party that doesn't
contest elections and which is forever denouncing the rich as parasites. AI'
thougb one can only admire the dedication (or gullibitif) of the SWP's grass
roots membership, no organisation which demands 20Vo of its members' net
earnings has the right to denounce the rich or anyone else as parasitic. Under
an SWP-style socialist govemment everybody would be expected to pay even
heavier dues, not to t,he party, but to the state. Remember, under capitalisn'
man works for profit; under socialism, he works for the cornrnon goodriefor
the state.
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A Closer Look At Today's Socialists: The
SWPandtheCPGB

Ihe time has come norv to take a closer look at the rhetoric of contempomry
socialists. We shall do this by examining a short book by leading Socialist
Worker and.jounalist Paul Foot and a pamphlet by the Socialist Party of Great
Britain.

The SocialistWorlsers Party is without doubt the leading thotskyite organi-
sation in Britain.In July 1990' it publishetl THE CASE FOR SOCIALISM:
WIAT I:HE S OCULIST WORKERS PARTY STANDS FOR' which uas urit-
tcn by-Paul-Eootr one ofjlsmore high profiIe members.

Apparently what the SIYP stanils for is nreal socialisd. The (former) Soviet
Bloc and everybody else who professed to practise socialism werre really
capitalists rvho were simply pretending. This is not simply dead urong but a
total andwilful distortion of the true nature of Malxism-Leninism. Ihe usual
SWP traddle - as you'll realise if youte ever arguedwith one of its members'
is that the former Soviet Union practised, not socialism' but State Capitalism.
Ihe Revolution rftrs both glorious and successful, but nas usurped by Stalin.
Ihe huth is that it nras the great Lenin himself who introduced State Capital'
ism. According to Marxist-Ieninist theory Imperialism is the highest stage of
capitalism, (4) capitalism itself being the highest stage of human development
to dztn, and one which will be succeeded - inevitably ' by socialism. According
to Lenin, State Capitalism was introduced as a transitional stage' (O in reatif
he introduced it because it soon became obvious that total socialism (ie
absolute collectivisn) doesn't work (Q Just how ludicrous is socialism in
practice can be seen from the chaos that resulted from the short lived rEgime
of B6la Kun in Hungary.
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B6laKun - Flom Fanaticism To Farce

Like knin, Ktrn uas a law graduate. He was also a great admirer of lenin
and as soon as he took power in Hungary in 1919 he set about putting the full
Communist programme into practice. Although he set up one of the first
communist dictatorships, Kun's name is rarely heard in even communist
circles today. Anyone who reads his entry in the Encyclopaedia Britannicawcll
soon realise why. (7)

Kun planned to convert the peasants to communism by force; seldom do
forced conversions to any philosophy have favourable consequences, none less
so than f6 sg6pnni sm. Britannica tells us "Kunts programme lvas to tarm at
once, and forcibly hansfer every industry and all landed property without
conservation into the hands of the proletariat ' At lirst he collaborated with
the Social democrats, but soon shouldered them aside, nationalizeil all banks,
all concems with over 20 employees, all landed property over 1p00 ac., every
building other than worlmen,s dwellings. All jewellery all private property

above the minimum (e€., two suits,4 shirtsr 2 pairs of boots and 4 socks) u'as

seized; ser:vants abolished, bathrooms made public on Saturday nights;
priests,with the insane, criminals and shopkeepers employingpaidassistants
were declared incapable of the active or passive suffrage.n

The currentwriter has no infornation on the state of Hungarian bathrooms
in 1919, but obviously tleywere far fewer and farther between than they are
nouadays. Can you inagine, dear reader, the sort of lunacy compelling people

to open up fheir bathrooms to the great unwashed would lead to, even in this
ilay anfl age? Kun inhoduced a nerv curTency; like all communists he didn't
realise that money has no intrinsic value, and as soon as people stop believing
in it, it isn't worth the paper itts printed on. The new cruTencywas boycotted
and 'the urban population starved, while prices soared." (8) Krn was in power

for less than five months before the peasants hail had enough; he was throum
into a lunatic asylum - the best plass fff him 'but escaped to Austria.
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A Closer LookAt Today's Socialists:
The SWP - continued

Returning to Foot, wilh de rigueur socialist disrespect for truth, the aufhor
whiteuashes Soviet Russia and blames its subsequent plunge into tganny on
Stalin. On pages 14-5 he gives the impression that Karl Marxwas sone kind
of 'anti-racist". The reality is that Marx was both a vicious anti'black bigot and
a gutter anti-Semite, the latter notwithstanding his own Jewish origins.

The American Jewish author Nathaniel Weyl has uritten that "...the belief
that some races ane innately more able, nore vigorous, and morc intelligent
than others...uas the consensus opinion of educated men in Marx's tine. It
was a view held by Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Abraham Lincoln, and
other American statesmen. Philosophers like Daviil Hume and Montesquieu
concurred in it.' (9)

This is indeed true, and although the racism of Thomas Jefferson and
Abraham Lincoln (the Great Emancipator) have likewise been written out of
the history books, it is common knowledge in certain circles that they were
anything but egalitarians. (10) However, the racism of Karl Marx and his
mentor Engels went far beyond a belief that blacks, and others, were genetically
inferior. According to Weyl "Strangely enough, the so'called secltt conversa'
tions of Adolf Hitlerare less suffusedwith hatred and destruction than Marx's
contributions to the Marx-Engels correspondence." (11) Yet in spite of this'
"Publicly and for political reasons, both Marx and Engels posed as friends of
the Negro. In private, theywere antiblack racists of the most odious sort." (12)

Atthougb they may not be infused with eitler an intense hatreil of the Negro
or an overtly patronising attitude, there is little reason to believe that today's
leading (white) socialists are any less cynical about non-whites than they are
about the workers they profess loud and long to support. Certainly they
rutllessly exploit both in the furtherance of their ideologr of anti'capitalist
hatred. (13)

Returning to Foot's book, the reader is toltl that "Man argueil that all
human historywas dominated by a tussle for the wealth between classes, one
of which took the wealth, and used it to exploit tle others'" (14) We have already
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disposed of this nonsense; Marri and Foot and his ilk would have us believe
that the likes of capitalists such as BilI Gates and Riclard Branson, and
corporations like Marla & Spencer are simply expropriators of wealth rather
than creators of it. While it is probably a little unfair to take Marx to task for
promulgating this view, Foot, who lives more than a centurXr later' has no
excuses. Furthermore, he bas seen the evil effects of the philosophyMan did
so much to crrcate, so if Marx can be dismissed as a well-meaning crackpot'
Foot can only be denounced as a mischief'maker.

Foot tells us that workers have to seize the wealth of their so'called exploi-
ters: (15) Exploiters nto amassed their power and wealth by robbing workers
were not sentimental or namby-pamby about iL They would hold on to their
wealth and power, if they had to, by force. They would neYer sturender that
power and wealth, however intellectually or morally unjustifiable it was.' (16)

One can argue of course that men should not have polYer over other men, and
that the power of the state shouldbe dispersed. Foot and companydo notwant
to disperse or deshoy such power though, rather theywant to bring it all under
their control. His claim or inference that people should surender their wealth
because it is immoral for them to be wealthy is totally fallacious.

l{e have refuted this fallacy already (that of the redistribution of wealth)'
along with that of tle class shuggle, but we reiterate, if it were left to the likes
of Foot to decide how muei personal wealth we should be pemitted to
accumulate, and if we were left to obey the likes of Foot (and his idol lhotsky)
in order to eat, we woulil all be in serious trouble.

Foot continues: The new millionaires who emerged in the 1980sr almost to
a man, are people without any noticeable skill, intellect or ability. They are
expert only at playng the stock market or sacking workers - the two activities
most likely to make a f35t millien.' (17) While there is, unfortunately, more
than a grain of truth in this claim, it is not the remorseless quest for profit
that makes workers redundant but nerv technologr. However, until such time
as the capitalist system can be reformed, (L8) we will all of us have to live with
its evil 

"oosequ"oces. 
That being said" capitalists who do not invest their

capital soon become ex-capitalists' so rnoney saved by sacking one set of
workers will usually be rcinvested elsewher.e.

Foot is on even weaker grounds when he claims that the rich are rich because
they have robbed other people's labour. (19) Again' while there are such
creatures as the idle rich, the likes of Bill Gates, Richard Branson, Anita
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Roddick and so on are people who have built vast business empires, and
although they enjoy a standard of living and lifestyles that most people would
enry, they haven't got where they are today by lying on their backs. (20)

A much more serious grievance, and one Foot doesn't raise, is that of the
grotesquely inflated salaries paid to certain chairmen of formerly nationalised
industries. Recently, even certain Conservatives have commented. unfavour-
ably on this sort ofthing, and there have been calls for legislation to cap top
peoplets salaries. One chief executive who came under fire was Cedric Broum,
the Chairman of British Gas. In June 1995 the Times reported that while
British Gas had axed orwas about to axe 25,000 workers due to nRestructur-

ingi (21) Mr Broum had been awarded a 75Vo pay nse which took his salary to
a cool S475,000.

Small shareholders didn't like this much, and over 4,500 of them attended
the company's AGM where many of them voiced angry opinions, (one fellorv
even took along a pig named Cedric!). The small shareholders voted over-
whelmingly against the reappointment of 4 directors including Broum, but the
big institutions (which hold, 97 Vo of the votes) had other idea s. QZ)

Cedric Bronm uas not the only chairman of the fomer nationalised indus-
tries found to be eaming a mighty salary The Chairman of Eastern Electric
was on 9242r(X)0 a year and the Chairman of NorthWestWaternnas on S338'0fi).
Opposition leader Tiony Blair called for the govemment appointed-regulators
to stop nthese excesses'. (23) Although even Conservative politicians realised
that this sort of indulgence represented the unacceptable face of capitalism,
the govemnent rejected legislation. Wider share ornmership and such grass
roots protests as that elfected by the angry British Gas shareholders are to be
encouraged, and are, in the long run, likely to have a positive effecl But even
if they don'trmost peoplewould prefera pignamed Cedric to a latterdaySoviet
bear.

Retuming to Foo! on page 57 he carps that'If the people of Zanbia paid
everythingthey produced to the bankers and investment companies who have
Ioaned their country money, itwould still take them three full years to pay off
the interest charges." Like all socialists, Foot is wilfully blinit to tle creation
and control of money. He doesn't even think to ask where money comes from,
because he doesn't care, and like all socialists he is concetned with enslaving
the people rather thanwith liberating them.
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on page 60 he endorses higher taxesl we have already seen what such higher

taxes lead to. On page 61 he states batdly that "Most rich people' however, are

rich through no ability of their otYn." Ihis is obviously somethingthe Odord'

educated Foot knows a lot about. Exactly how much of his standing as a long

time tabloid journalist is due to ability, and how much to his having been bom

with a silver spoon in his mouth?
page 69: "Socialism means that tle means of production are onmed and

controtled by society so thatwhat is produced can be shared out according to

people's needs. socialism is founded on the idea of equality,which means that

iloJt peopte wilt get the same." On page 70, he sounds as though he really

believes that a brain surgeon and a refuse collector will work for the same

money. Lcaving that aside,let us return to the second part of that firsJsentence:
'khat is producetl can be shared out according to people's needs." lVIy needs

are a new 486 computer with a gigabyte hard dis\ a chaulfeur driven limousine

and a villa in the South of Flance. That's only my needs, wait until we get onto

my desires.
Doubtless you, dear reader, have sinilarly modest needs and desires. If you

haven'! the next man certainly has. The very fact that there are such things as

thefts, robberies, burglaries, frauds - simple, complex, great and small 'is

surely proof enough that people's perceptions of their needs and desires often

exceedtheirmeans. Somehow,under socialism, all this is goingto be done arYay

with. The worker will produce, and, if his neighboar needs more than he

produces, he will share it with him. There will be no poverty because if you are

i*g"y, your neighbour will feed you. And there will be no destitute people

either, because Paul Foot, like B6la Kun, will order you to open up your

bathroom to the local dossers on saturday night, and maybe put them up on

your sofa as well. oh boy! The most frightening thing is that these bozos

ac'tuallybelieve this cloud cuckooland stuff.
Thais not all though, don't forget that according to Comrade Foot, nSocial'

ism is founded on the idea of equality, which msans that most people will get

the same." At the time of writing, judges are paid salaries of nearly seventy

thousand pounds a year. (24) The far left are forever carping on about the

supposeilly exorbitant salaries of judges, MPs and the like. But there is a

metnod in this apparent madness. Members of Parliament were initially

unpaid. Even today, most magistrates are unpaid, which in effect means that

thei.e arrc very few working class magistrates. (25) Paylng such people, and
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paying them well, actually widens the franchise, particnlarly to people from
working class backgrounds. Ihe reason judges are (apparently) so highly paiil
might also have something to do with making bribes less attractive. (26) Under
socialism thougb, there will be no need to worry about that. Not onlywill no
one be rich enough to ofrer judges bribes, but judges wiII be academic anryay.
If they exist at all, their function will be simply to rubber stamp Executive
policy. Including in criminal frials. Q7)

Page 70: The socialist argument is that people are far morr likely to do what
they uant to do, and what they are best able to do, if the reward for everything
is roughly the same...o

Ihe onlythingunongwithFoot's logic is everything.While it is certainlytrue
tlat manywealthypeople, people of independent means, retired pebple, etc, do
workatwhat they choose, including voluntarywor\ tlere is a vast gulf between
the voluntary worker and active pensioner, and a world in n&ich everybody
does what they want and what they are best at. (28) According to Foot, a doctor
who has to train for seven years will receive the same remuneration as a car
park attendant A senior factory manager with thirty years enperience and a
great deal of responsibilitywill receive the same remuneration as the man who
mops the floor. And of cource, they will all be blissfully happy with tlis state
of alfairs. We have though, omitted a minor - or perhaps not so minor -
qualification. What Foot actually says is that"most people will get the same.n
@mphasis added). It doesn't take too much imagination to rcalise that Foot
and his chums in the SWP - who will be telling everybody else what to do - are
notmostpeople. (29)

On page 71, f,'oot refers to public ownership of the means of production and
stat€s or implies that tlis will not include cons'mer goods. Bear in mind
though dear reader, that it is not nerely the ghosts of Ienin and thotslry that
will haunt this nightmane world, but the ghost of B6la Kun. Will your batlroom,
your motor car (if the state gives you a permit for one), or even your bed" be
counted as consumer or as capital goods?

Still on page 7lz "...the whole point of tle public ownership of the means of
production is that more is produced and shared out, not less."

The proof of that pudding is the collapse of Communism. Professor Quigley
relates that after the Second World War, Russian soldiers were amazed that
"erploited" Geman workers onmedwristwatches; their standard of livinguas
that mucl higher. (30) Such startling revelations are not difficult to find. The
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gulf between the United States and the Soviet Union was even greater' (see page
s7).

On page 73, Foot tells us tlat socialism will be controlled from beloq
"democratically", of course. This is what the planned economy is all aboul Foot
himself will playno part in controllingtbiswo*ers'paradisel indeed, conside-
ring his bourgeois origins, he'd be most fortunate to escape being shot as a
class enemy.

ANobleException

Atthough PauI Foot is living in cloud cuckooland, the de rigueur claims of
socialists that the profit motive can be done awaywith is not a total nonsense,
but this requirts a re+valuation of the meaning of the word profit. Ihe most
obvious examples are the fields of creativiff (eg the arts, including literature
and music) anil the voluntary sector. Many are the poets who have never got
into print; thecumentwriter has correspondedwith two novelists, one ofwhom
had at the time - several years ago - written five novels without having one
published. At one time I lnew personally an extremely talented composer and
perfonner - primarily a classical guitarist - who had composed, according to
his own reckoning, two thousand or more pieces of music; he has hadverylittle
published. Ihe world is full of such people, doubtless you, dear rrcader:, know
of some such person, or several of them. You may even be one!

Similarly, there are many millions of people throughout the world whose
voluntarywork earns them no frnancial reward, sometimes leaves them out of
pocket, despised by certain sections ofthe public, or even endangers their lives.
(31) However, whatever drives such people - creativity, a sense of duty' or
perhaps even some base motive - it is a total fantasy eYen to suggest that tle
world can be run along such lines. There is a vast chasm between writing a
novel, performing a song, or manning a lifeboat on an ad hoc basis, and
sweeping the streets Iive days a week for thirty years. Or training for several
yearr as a doctor or an architect and then working at somebody else's whim
for as long as that person pleases, whether or not that person is Leon llotslcy'
Paul Foot, or some other collectivist.
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As a confirmed Social Crediter, the current writer recognises that the
purpose ofthe financial system should be to tlistribute the goods and services
the community can produce rather than to act as a de facto system of punish'
ment and rermrd, but again, there is a vast chasm between a sound linancial
system - one which delivers 1[s pnximgm goods and services with the mini-
mum effort - and onewhich condemns people to a life of povertyand sutrering
simply because its purchasing power devolves primarily from credit which is
created at no cost as book entries by privately'owned corporations against the
real wealth of the community.

A Closer LookAt Today's Socialists:
The SPGB

If you haven't heard of the Sociatist Party of Great Britain that is hardly
surarising, it is diminutive and devotes half its time to promoting socialism
aud the other half to attacking an organisation it refers to as "Ihe Socialist
Farty of Clapham". According to its literature the SPGB uas reconstituted in
June 1991, (32) and has since then been at war with a rival of the same name.
The reader may frnd this amusing, but it is by no means unusual. Inileed, the
nastiest hate literature produced by socialists and communists is directed
trailitionally not at either their capitalist oppresson or the mythical fascist
menace but at other socialists. (33)

In its 1995 pamphletSOCIALIST STWIES NO. L6, the SPGB kicks offwith
a swipe at the establishment which creates a public n&ich is "docile'n wallowing
in "political ignorance, general indifference, apathy and prejudice against
Socialism". (34)

On the very same page it refers to "the so-called communists of Russia" and
on the next page makes the stock charge that "Socialism has never been tried'.

lTheir italics.] Obviouslyl-enin,lbotslry, Stalin, and perhaps most of all' B€la
Kun, would turn in their gpaves ifthey realised that not only had they never
tried socialism but had never even been conmitted to it. I*nin's collected
works run to 56 volumes, (35) most ofwhich are devoted to espousing the cause
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of socialism. And Bdla Kun certainly practised socialism, communal bath-

roons and all.
on page3, peoplewho do notacceptthefacts of socialism - in particularthe

concept of class struggle - art "mental and social slaves", while those who live

offthe labour of other people are said to be parasites. One of these parasites

is mentioned - but not nemed - on page 19. He (or she) is the anon;mous
benefactorwho donated 920,000 to the Socialist Party of Clapham. Obviously
hail this person donated this money to the sPGB, the party would have been
rather more restrained, polite even. Perhaps they'd. have addressed their
benefactor as Comrade Parasite.

on page 6, the new realism of the Labour Party is attacked. The cify elite

are not at all unhappy with Labour now, and may well ditch the lbries at the
nextelection. On pages 7-11, the partyoffers an explanation ofthe phenomenon

of inflation. This is caused by the govern-ment pnmping in an excess of
ban}notes. Inflation, we are told, is a form of hidden taxation. this is a

common view, and one that is not entirely inaccurate. However, it is not simply

an increase in the money suppty that causes inflation, but an increase in the
money supply out of all proportion to the goods and services available. Also

missi'B from this equation is the little matter of interest rates.It is interest -

in particular, high intercst rates - which cause inflation more than anything

else. Ifthe government needs money it can raise it by taxation, print it (or crcate
tle credit), or bomow it at interrest. Ihe most cost efficient metlod is un-
floubteilly to create its orm credi! but a stu y of this would take us far beyond
the present analysis. (9O

More nonsense about the class struggle appears on pages 10-1 and the
pamphlet endorses the views of Karl Marx (naturatly). on pages 124 is a

discussion of class. It would be poinfless to dissect all the nonsense that
appears here, but the claim that "the function of politicians and their advisors
is to act in the interests of the capitalist class" is more than a little unfair not

only to Labour politicians but to the politicians of all parties throug[out the
worldwho have striven, often against mlgb$l vested intercsts, to improve tle
lot of the common peoPle. (37)
while the SPGB are neither as large nor as nasty as the swl they, likewise,

have nothing to offer the common people, and the adoption of the policies they
advocate would lead not simply to the destruction of what rcmains of our
rapidly dwinilling frcedoms but to the wrecking of the economy.
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ChapterEighfi A Straight LookAt
Bolshevism In Practice

The Revolution Before And After:
A Potted History Of B olshevism

The foltowing account - which is largely non'contentious ' has been included
to showwhat sort of men the Bolsheviks were, and the result in practice, of
the adoption of hard line socialist policies. Ihe word that best sums up the
Bolsheviks is scnm. For that is preciselywhat these men were. Scum. Iheywere
scum after they seized power, and they were scum before they seized power.

Although communist theory goes back to Karl Marx and indeed way back
before him, the history of Bolshevism begins with Lenin. On May 8, 1887'
Lenin's elder brotheq Alexander Ulyanov, uas hanged along with four other
conspirators for plotting to assassinate the Tsar. According to at least one
source, he seems tohavebeen totallyunrepentant, andtherecan belittle doubt
that this had a profound effect on the young Lenin. (1) Lenin took an interest
in radical politics himself, andwas active in the Social Democratic Party (the
Russian Social Democratic Labour Party).Ihe Second Congress of this party
was heldin Brussels andlondon fromJuly30,1903' anditwas atthis congress
that the split occurred between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks. \{hile
Leninleilthe Bolshevikfaction,Julius Martovledthe Mensheviks.Atthis time
the Bolsheviks were in the majorify, (2) but by 1908 all the leailing Bolsheviks
bar Zinoviev and Kamanev had deserted Lenin. Both men were executed by
stalin in 1936, (3) as, incidentally, was the aforementioned Marxist-I-eninist
lunatic B€la lhrn. This was Kun's reward for his fanatical devotion to both
Lenin and Communism. (4)

In spite of their professed ideal of sharing the wealth, the main priority of
the Bolsheviks nas to raise money to maintain their organisation and to sprcad
their ideologr. We should not deride them for this; even organisations which
seekto restrdcture capitalist society on a not-for-profit basis have no altema-
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tive but towork - for the present - within the confines of the capitalist system.
However, as Lenin's biographer points out "The Bolshevik Centre had to be
maintained at all eosts - and money had to be raised by any possible means.n
(5) [Emphasis addedJ lhese means included political maniages, forgrng
cumency, donations from wealthy sympathisers and, not the least" robbery' in
one case with appalling Ioss of life. One wealthy s;mpatliser, the Moscow
mi[isnsirc Sava Morozov, subsidised the Bolsheviks to the tune of 12'fi)0
rubles a year. (O As with our latter day socialist millionaires, the poor fellow
obviously didn't realise just how much the recipients of his largess hated him
for the crime of being rich, nor what sort of fate they had in storc for him.
Morozov didn't live long enough to frnil ou$ he sqmmitted suicide in 1905. IIe
was said to have left a large legacy for the promotion of Bolshevism; he and
many other bourgeois supported the Bolshevik cause, with lenin's full knowl-
edge. (7) this is the equivalent of German Jews frnancing Hitler in the fuIl
linowledge of the Nazis'programme of exclusion and expulsion. (8)

Ihe Bolsheviks' criminal methods of raising money were called' acpropria'
tions;I*nin's biographer refers to those who objected to expropriation squads
- in particular Plekhanov and Martov'as squeamish. (9) Ienin spent most of
his life exiled abroad. Anothsl lea.ling Bolshevikwho spent a great deal of time
in (internal) exilewas Stalin. On one occasion Stalin defended a man who had
robbed a peasant before an ad hoc court of political exiles. The thief is a
product of capitalist societyr, he argueil' "Instead of condemning him for his
ac! he should be recruited, because men of this type arre necessaryforthe fight
to destroy the capitalist order." (10) For a man tike Stalin it was but a short
step from condoning an act of theft from a poor man for an obviously selfish
purpose to the justification of nurder for a higher purPose. It was he who
organised the greatest Bolshevik expropriation of all, the Tlflis post office
robbery ofJune 1907.

the sum expropriated here was estimated from 250,0fi) to 341'{X}0 rubles.
This rms not so much a robbery as an act of mass murder which involved the
killing and maiming of literally scones of people when the Bolsheviks opened
up on a post oflice convoy with guns and bombs. (11) Most of the people
murdered during the course of this robberywould have been ordinaryworking
people. This terrible act shorw the Bolsheviks in their true colours.

To be scrupulously fair to the Bolsheviks, theywere neither the first nor the
last idealists to resort to criminal activity in order to finance theft higfier
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puryose. But even Hitler did not resort to such methods, and although shortly
after his accession he murdered some of his most loyal supporters ' in the
Roehm purge - the tSranny of the Nazis was directed alnost exclusively at the

Jews, tle comnunists and other groups they had declared their iihad againsL
Even the Nazis didn't tpannise the common peoplewhom theyclaimed, as did
the Bolsheviks, to seekto liberate. (12)

Axelrod and Plekhanov wanted to break with the Bolsheviks over their
criminal activities; Martov even appeared as a witness against them at the
party investigation. (ff!) Unfortunately for the rest of mankind, the Bolsheviks
survived. In May 1912 the partyjournal Pravdawas founded. As most readens
will realise, this has the unfortunate translation of Truth. The Social Demo-
cratic Farty's first paper' Islca (ie The Spa*) had been published since
December 1900. It was printed in Germany and smuggled into Rtrssia. (14)

In March 19L7, the Tsar abdicate{ antl a provisional government was
established by Prince Lvov. Ihe Lvov government gaveway to that of Kerenslry'
who issued a general amnestf, for Communists and other revolutionaries
;asluding Iflin (who had been in exile since tle abortive coup of 1900. Irnin
was in Switzerlanit at this time; Thotslqywas in NewYork

In l!72, the American Consenative and conspiracy theorist Gary Allel
published a best selling book called None Dare Call It Conspiraqt in which he
claimedthat the Bolsheviks had been sentinto Russia byWall Street bankers.
Ihis claim is not nerr, and has in fact been a cornerstone of anti-Semitic
ideologr since the tirne of the "Russian" Revolution. Usually the (Jewish)

Bolsheviks are said to have been in the pay of the Intemational Jews of Wall
Streel It has often boen claimeil that Lenin and even Stalin are Jews; both
these claims are false, (15) and because of this nonsense and the taboo
s1111eunding the Jewish Question, this subject has been avoided like the plague
by serious historians.

However, in t974rthe established scholar and Revisionist Historian Antony
C. Sutton published a thoroughly documented strtdy, Wall Street and the
BolshevikRevolutionrwhichput the involvement of Wall Street bankers in this
afrair into context, in particular Sutton demonstrated that the Gentile firns
of Rockefeller and Morgan were the prime movers rather than the American

Jew Jacob Schiffand the Jewish firm of Kuhn, Loeb. Whatever motives Wall
Stret Insiders may have had for financing their alleged avowed enemy' it is
nowhere disputed that the German High Command sent Lenin and his crew
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into Russia in the famous "sealed train". (16) The Bolsheviks then proceeded

to seize power and give the oppressed people of Russia a heary dose of the

freedom they had promised them. Itwas Lenin, incidentally, who declared that
fneedom is so precious that it must be rationed. (17) Their slogan, he said'
must be "Arm the proletariat in order to vanquish, erpropriate, and disarm
the bourgeoisie!" (18) [The reader should contrast this with the activities of
socialists and communists in the peace movement fherrgh6uf ttre western
democracies in the 1950s'80s1.

AII tle Bolsheviks' talk of freedom went out of the window from the day they
seized power. On November t0,19t7, the Soviet Government published a
decree curtailing freedom of the press, accompanied by the assurance that the
repressive measunes were only temporaly and would become inoperative as
soon as the nery r@ime took lirn root. six days later, this was justilied by a
decree of the Soviet Central Executive Committee on the gfounds that "The
re+stablishment of the so+alled freedom of the Pressl viz. the simPle retull
of printing offices and paper to capitalists, poisoners of the people's con-
science, would be an unpardonable surrender to the will of capital' that is to
say, a counter-revolutionarA measure." (19)

Thrs temporary curtailment of freedom is not unique to the fomer Soviet
rdqime. During the Second Worlil lT'ar, most of the freedoms Britons and
others were supposedly fighting to preserve were destroyed. Including, most
especially, the right to protest against the war itself. (20) Many other freedoms
which were won only by our ancestors spilling their precious blood have been
destroyed into the bargain, usually at the behest of some allegedly oppressed'
minority, aided and abetted by socialist fanatics.

whatever, it is not generally realised today that as well as shutting dorm the
so-called capitalist press, Ienin and company shut down the socialist opposi'
tion. Lenin ordered the disbanding ofWorkers'Opposition groups within the
Party, (21") and the great man himself said that to tolerate such opposition
socialist newspapers nis to cease to be a Socialist...The state is an institution
built up for tle sake of exercising violence. Previously this violence was
exercised by a handfut of moneybags over the entire peoplel now we wanl..to
organize violence in the interests of the people-.." (22) There you have it, we
want to organise violence. David. Shub points out candidly that from May 1918
nthere have been no independent newspaperc in Russia. The limiteil rigbts
which the Liberals and Socialists had enjoyed under autocratic Tsarism were
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denied to all bylenin." (23) In otherwords, the curewasworse thanthe disease.
But there was much worse to come.

Lenin advocated the mass murder of the ruling dynasty, (24) and the
Romanovs werr indeed murdered. He also ordered mass terror against the
Kulaks, (25) and this too-the Bolsheviks carried out. The promised restruc-
turing of society didn't simply involve mass murder however, but the ethos of
working for others, ie for the state. Needless to say, the common people had
other ideas. David Shub tells us that "[t]he peasants refused to plougb their
land, because there was no incentive for cultivating more than was needed. for
immediate village consumption." (26) Substitute the wortl profit for incentive
in the previous sentence andyou'Il understandwhy commnni5p,lsocialism has
never worked and can never work, it runs contrary to human nature. Q7\ ln
Tiagedy And HoperProfessor Quigley comments on this tragic era of human
history and the picture he paints is no better. By 1920, industrial production
rnas only abott l3%o of tle 1913 figure, and money was printed so freely that
the ruble becanne almostworthless. (28) Thue, the FirstWorldlVarhad caused
devastation, but that would not have accounted for the almost total economic
collapse.

By March 1921, even many die-hard Bolshevils had had enough, and the
sailors ofKronstadtrevolted. This revoltwas crushed mercilesslybythatgreat
champion of the working class lhotslry, who put a former Tsarist general in
charge of the supprcssion. (29) Ihis was in spite of the sailors refusingto shed
'needless blood". (30) When several Red Army regiments mutinied and refused
to fight the sailors, the Cheka shot every frfth soldier. lbotsky personally
ordercd the murdersl men werc shot "like ducks in a pond." (31) Never let it be
forgoffen rhat these men: Lenin, lbotsky, and in some quarters, even Stalin,
are still worshipped as heroes by our contemporary socialists.

After Kronstadt, Irnin reintroduced capitalism under the guise of New
Economic Policy, (32) because the period of '\Mar Communism", which lasted
from 1918-21, had proved unmanageable. [We have already touched on this
brieflyl. 'In 1918 Lenin had regarded private enterlrise as anathema. Now he
admitted thatprivate tradewas indispensable forrestoring Russiats economic
health." (33) And he actually called the new system State Capitalism! (34)
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The Myth Of Stalinism

When lenin ilied rn 1924, a power struggle took place between Stalin and
Ihotstry. (35) Stalin won, and thotslry fell from grace, was exiledn and finally,
murdered in Mexico in furgust 1.940. The expulsion and subsequent murder of
thotslryhas allowedhis followers to portrayhim as a kind. of saintlyfigure, the
h 'man face of communism as it nerel the fyranny effected by Stalin has, to
some extent, made this necessary However, having read this far, the reader
should be under no illusions as to the true nature of any member of tle unholy
ftinity of Ienin, Tbotslry and Stalin. These were men who engaged in all manner
of nefarious schemes prior to their accession of power - the Tlflis post ollice
robbery for one - who advocated tenor and suppressed all opposition (even
the socialist opposition), during their accession, and. after they had consoli-
dated ponar, ruthlessly suppressed and murdered even tleir, at one time, most
devoted followers, in the Kronstadt mutiny. AII thrrce men were totally evil' all
three urerc totally committed to the ideals of communism, and if Lenin had
lived, or if totslqy rather than Stalin had succeeded him, the course of history
though fotlorring a different path, would have been every bit as bloody. More-
over, tfie track record of comnunism/socialism has been essentially the same
in every other counfrywhere these fiends have come to powen Red China anil
Cambodia are two equally terrible examples of the success of socialism and the

freedom enjoyed by the people who sulfer under it.
The only major difference between Stalin and Tbotslry is that while lbotslry

uas a true internationalist, advocatingworld revolution, Stalinwas both more
practical and more efficient Stalin's slogan was' or might have been enunci-
ated as, nCommunism in a single countqr". (3O It appears that the Soviets
genuinely believed that the lilthy hnperialists had nothing better to do than
plot the overthrow of their gloriou s workers' paradise; this led to the belief that
the country must be industrialised atbrealneck speed, and that the peasantry
must be broken by terror and reorganised. Everyone who stood in their uay
had to be crushed. (37) But tle reader should have absolutely no doubt
nhatsoever that the differences between Stalin and Thotslcywere purelytacti'
cal; they sought exactly the same end by dilferent means' and were both
prepared to trample over, and murder, anyone who stood in their way.
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The same applies to their successors, be theythe New Communist Parfy, the
Socialist Workers Farty or any of the hundreds of communist and socialist
parties scattered throughout the world today. There is no such ffuing as
socialism with a human face.

How Socialism Has Survived -
TheWest LendsAHand

The dichotomy of Capitalism v Communism which we in the West have been
spoon-fed by leftists and by our own establishments, is not merely a distortion
but is dead nrrong. The history of the triumph of socialism in Russia has been
reuritten to such an extent that there are serious problems with any attemPt
to assess it fairly and accurately. We have seen already that the Bolsheviks were
aiderl byWallStr*tlnsiders from the wortl go. Another pleasant liction is that
the capitalist nations, in particular the United States, sought to crush the
Soviets bywhatever means. Again, this is simplynot true.Iluring andafter the
terribte famine of 1920-1 which the lunatic pseudo-economics of the Bolsheviks
had created, tle American Relief Administration came into the country and
fed as many as ten million persons a day (in August 1922). (38)

Throrghout the 1930s it was all but impossible to voice any criticism of the
Soviet Union in the United States, in intellectual circles at least Recall the
experience ofAyn Rand, (see page 31). On August 23' 1939' the Soviets signed
a non-aggression pact with the Nazis. fess than a fortnight later the Second
World War uas underway in eamest, and the Soviet Union's senants in the
West did everything in their power to undermine the war effort. One British
communist, Douglas Hyde -whowas news editor oftheDailyWo*er -wrotpof

"the phony war", as indeed it was, a war that 'bas not our war. It was a war
between rival imperialisms with several millions of workers in uniform as the
unwilling pawns." (39)

In June 1941, Hitler showed himself in his true colours and attacked the
Soviet Union. It was only then that the Imperialist War that Douglas Hyde and
his fellow cornmunists spoke of became a glorious struggle against fascism. A
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new enthusiasm for Soviet Russia sprung up in the West; it is difficult to say
how much of this was due to rvar propaganda, but for the duration of the rest
of the warit had a profound effect. It led also to increased economic assistance
to the Soviet Union. The extent of U.S. and more generally Western aid to the
alleged avorved enemy was revealed by Stalin himself when he claime4 truth-
fully, that '...two-thirds of all the large industrial enterprises in the Soviet
Union had been built with United States help or technical assistance.' (40)

The full extent of this aid to the Soviet Union by its capitalist enemyhaslong
been reliably documented; it does not appear to have been diminished signifr-
cantly if at all by the phony red scares of the McCarthy era and the resulting
witch hunts of domestic communists.

Iheworks of Antony Sutton reveal the full extent of Westem (in particular
U.S.) technical and other assistance to the Soviet Union; his boola are thor-
oughly documented; they cannot be rcfuted, so the powers-that-be do not even
try; the media has largely ignored them. Among other things, Sutton reveals
that in May 1929 the Soviets siped a $13 million deat with the Ford Motor
Company, the plant, later knoum as Gorki, was subsequently converted to
nilitary operation. (41) "Evera single Soviet weapon system has semi-conduc-
tor technologr which originated in California and which has been bougbt,
stolen or acquired from the United States." (42) And, quoting a fomer Soviet
Defense [sic] Military ofriciak "lVithout U.S. help the Soviet milifary system
would collapse in [one and a halfl years." (43]

Revealingas this is, the lowdoum on the Soviets'inferiorproductivecapacity
is perhaps even mone so. In 1957 the Soviet Union had 33 million telephones,
358 per hundrerl personsi the US had 49.8. ln t964, there were 919,000
automobiles in the Soviet Union, all produced in Western-built plants. The US
had 71.9 million! (44)

In short, the former Soviet Union was able to survive only because it nas
propped up by capitalism for the entire duration of its existence. (45) In other
words, socialism cannot survive unaided. The full ramifications of this are of
enormous significance; if the entire world werc to be run on socialist lines, it
wouldn't run at all. Ihe inevitable result would be the starvation of hundreils
of millions, perhaps billions, of people, as well as their total enslavenent and
brutalisation. World rcvolution would not mean, as lbotslry and company
promised - and probably sincerely believed - the regeneration of man, but a
retum to the DarkAges, or even to the Stone Age. (46)
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Leon Thotslqy: An Amu sing Anecdote
Orlko

Wehave seen the sort of peoplewho make up the socialisteliterandthereader
will, doubfless, recall FauI Foot's comment that under socialism'most people
will get the samen. Just as Paul Foot is not most people, neither rvas Ieon
lbotslry, for while he nas living in exile in New York, tlis champion of the
doumtrodden and the oppressed appears to have done verywell for himself. In
his autobiography which was published in 1930, thotslryurote that all manner
of rumours were circulated about him, but 'My only profession in New York
vas that of a revolutionary socialist." (47) In practise this meant u'riting for
the small circulation emigr6 press and gving a few lectures. Ihe income he
would have derived from this does not taily with his lifestyle at that time;
Antony Sutton finds lhotstcy's explanation unconvincing; (48) another author
believes that lbotsky may have dabbled in the frlm industry. (49)

I{hefher or not 1tris shsmpion of the working class uas indeed bankrolled
by American bankers - Jewish or otherwise - orwhether he was at one time an
aspiring Kirk Douglas (or more likely Charlie Chaplin), he certainly appears
to have lived well in capitalist America. Ihe thotskies rented a house and were
a IiffIe disappointed when their Negro janitor absconded with the rent (50)
Howeve.4 their faith in human naturewas revivedwhen theyfound both their
rent and their propertywhich at first they thought had disappeared.lbotslqy
urote that The janitor had taken the noney of the tenants who had already
received their receipts; he ditl not mind robbing the landlord, but he was
considerate enough not to rob the tenants." He and his wife were deeply
touched: nit seemed as if a coruer of the veil that concealed the black problem
in the United States had lifted.' He called the janitor "A delicate fello#. (51)
Doubtless the landlord had harsher words for him.

One reason tle lbotskies lived so well in the United States uras because Lev
Davidovich spent a lot of his time poncing off socialism's staunchest suppor-
ters. In L930, henrote "In the United States there is a large class ofsuccessful
and semi-successful doctors, Ianyers, dentists, engineers, and the like who
divide their precious hours ofrest between concerts by European celebrities
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and the American Socialist part5r." (52) It is people like this who have always

been the backbone of the socialist movement. And people like this who have

always been the first to go up against thewall come the rcvolution. Incidentally'

throughout his lifer lhotslry seens to have had no or little trouble moving

aboutf how manyrrorkerf at that time could afford to move from the Soviet

Union to the United States and back? How many of tlem could have afforded

to travel to spain, and to Mexico, and to take their families with them?

totslrywas far from the only such "revolutionary" who flitted from country

to countrywith apparent ease and little or no declared incomel as stateq L€nin

spent much of his life in exite. Other socialists have devoted enormous time

uid 
"fo"t 

to stirring up trouble, and organising expensive conferences and

demonstrations: (53) where did the money come from? where does it come

from?
Returning to Lev Davidovich, one of the people who entertainedthe thotskies

*, u 
"""tuio 

Dr M. Mrs lbotslcy and her sons were taken out for jaunts bythe

good doctorts wife, and on one occasion when the happy party visited a tea

ioom the boys asked their mother: '\ilhy doesn't the chaulfeur come in?" (54)

How could anyone have ever given these revo lutionaies the time of day?

Not that it was all play and no work for everybody's favourite working class

hero. totslry studied the economic history of the United States and found that

e:rports grew during the war. The growth uras so great that it astoundeil him.

ftir r""-r to have led him to the belief tlat capitalism wants wan (5O Of

course, capitalists often do profit from war, but before they can so profrt from

a war, ihere has to be somebody to start one. Certainly socialism has started

morc than its fair share of wars this century. Andwe should never forget that

the likes of lhotsky and Lenin are at war with us all of the time; whether you

realise it or not, whether you want to confront tlem or nof they are frghting
you unrrcmittingly in the class war.

Interestingly,lbotslry gfosses over Kronstadt in his autobiography; there is

no mention here of the rebellion proper. And certainly no mention of shooting

workers tike ducks in a pond, probably because such "untypical" socialist'in'

spired brutalify would not have gone doum too well with his concert'going

doctor friends in the American Socialist Party.
Sevenyears later, Thotskypublished a damning indictment of socialismrThe

Rwolution Betrayed.. (5O In the first chapter he asks what has been achieved,

and concludes not a lot "In thebest metal foundry, according to the acknow'
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ledgment of its director, the output of iron and steel per individual worker is
a tlird as nuch as the average output of American foundries.n (57) He refers
to the dying away of the state as a "sociological theorem"; (58) and states baldly
that nln a communist sociefi the state and moneywill disappean lheirgradual
dying avay orrght consequently to begin under socialism." (59) It is now mone
than half a centura since totslry's assassination, and three quarters of a
century since the glorious rcvolution he and his kind foisted onto tfie Russian
people, and to some extent onto the rest of mankind. Thewithering arvay of the
state is no neaner than it ever was, but still lhotslry's acolytes continue to
proclaim that it is just around the corner and that when it does anive all will
be mitkand honey.\ilhich is surelyproof enough that socialism is less a science
than a religion.
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Chapter Nine: More About The Media

Who Controls The Past Controls The
Future - The Media Under Socialism' 1

A charge often made by the far left is that the Westem media is controlled by
a handful of super-rich corporations hellbent on serving the interests of the
rich. Fhequently, one hears expressions like "the Tory press". This is a serious
criticism and one the cument uriter will not attempt to gloss over. Unfortu-
nately, the inevitable outcome of uncontrolledlaissezfaire is that some cor?or-
a6ons and inilivirluats will become not only incredibly wealthy but incredibly
power{ulrandthattheywillattemptto exertthis power, sometimes successfully'
in ways which are detrimental to the interests of the majority. If nothing else,
such power allows them to buy favourable publicity, or, as is morrc often the
case, to suppress ne$4sworthy stories because theywould embanass ' or indict
- the powerful. Also, in most if not all Western countries - and many others '

the mainstream media has long since become part of the establishment. This
is a de facto politicat reality which is not worth seriously debating.

Accepting this, the socialists' cure is, as ever' worse than the disease. Their
argument is that the media is controlled by a few vested interests, so power

should be taken out ofthe hands ofthe few and placed in the hands ofthe one'
(ie the state). When the state controls all outlets of information, it is able to
exert a terri$ing and literally malevolent influence over not only all communi-
cation, but over the minds of its subjects. Ilere is what actually happened in

the Soviet Union.
In May 1920, a famous photograph was taken of Lenin adilressing a crowd

of troops. (1) In this photograph, thotslry and Kamanev apPear in the back'
ground. These two were later painted out. (2) One of the gfeatest atrocities of

the second \ilorld war was the Katp Forest massacre of some 14,500 Polish
officers andintellectuals. (3) The remains of only4l53 ofthe nenwere actually
found, (a) but there can be no doubt whatsoever that theywere all murdered

by the communists. At the kangaroo court that was Nuremberg, the soviets
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tried to paln offthis atrocify on the Nazis; this pretencewas kept up longafter
tle war, and involved, among other things, the faking of documents (eg letters)
which were planted on the victim s to prove that they were still alive in 1941 . (5)
The fact that the Soviet Union was able to effect such a cover-up for so long is
due primarily to the monopoly control of the media. (6) Incidentally, the
victims of Katyn included many joumalists, which should give all media
socialists food for thought.

The death of Stalin changed nothing with regard to Soviet methods of
disinformation. In February 1956, Stalin's successor, Krushchev, denounced
the great man to the Communist hierarchy. His speech was leaked to the West
andwas the subject of lengtlyarticles intheNewYorkTirnes onlune 4-5 ofthe
same year, (see below). Stalin was said to have created a personality cult
around himself. Thus the Soviet Union entered a new phase, that of de-Stalini-
sation, and history was rewritten. Stalin's name was purged from boohs which
were withdrawn and reuritten Afilm,Ldnine m 1918rwas cut from 2 hours 13
minutes to t hour 35 minutes. Almost all the scenes involving Stalin were cut,
and it was reissued as I inine en Octobre. Other films got the same treatment,
including films in Western libraries in which portraits of Stalin appeared; they
were replaced with portraits of Lenin or Marx. This was done free of charge
on the pretext that theywere being restored. (7) Let us here take a brief look
at the changing of the guard in Moscorv.

Krushchevon Stalin

Krushchev's address was actually made on February 24, L956 in a closed
session ofthe 1lventieth Congress. Ihe first news ofthe address and an outline
nas publisheil in the New York Times, March 15, 1956. (8) The full text of the
speech was published by the U.S. State Department on June 4, andan edited
version of the text appeared in the Na,vYork Time.r the following day. The actual
address ran to more than fiftypages. Dr Fbed Schwarz said this was perhaps
the most remarkable speech ever made. (9)

Among other things, Krushchev revealed that Stalin planned to "do away
with" (10) Molotov and Mikoyan, andwould have done if he hailn't died. He
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changed the law to permit the conviction of Old Bolsheviks on the basis of
unsupported confessions. Stalin had sought to eliminate all the older men and
replace them with young sycophants, to help erase the record of his past crines.
He was iporant of agriculture (which led to the rise of Lysenkoism and the
resulting disaster for Soviet agriculturt). He practised the mass repression of
both enemies and loyal communists and was so paranoid that he saw spies
everyrvhere. (11) Seven tlousand six hundred and sevenfy-nine people had
been rehabilitated since Stalin's death, though many of them were already
dead.

It was Statin who originateil the concept of "enemy of the people', and his
supposed military genius was nothing more than self'praise. Krushchev re'
ported also on mass deportations, and documented many outright murders.
Statin is said to have signed the execution orders in advance for defendants

[sic] the police had not yet charged.
Ninety-eight of the one hundred and thirty-nine members and candidates of

the Central Committee who were elected at the Seventeenth Congress were
arrested and shot, mostly in 1937-8. Krushchev reasoned that because 60%oof
themwereworkers theywere honest Communists whowere slandered. This is
perhaps the most frightening aspect of the doctrine of class wan Dr Fred
Schwarz comments that if Stalin had murdered only those Communists who
had not been korkers", neither Krushchev nor any other indoctrinated com'
munist would have seen anything wrong with this. (12) A total of 1,108 of the
1p66 delegates to the Seventeenth Congress with voting or advisory rights were
charged with anti-revolutionary activity. (13) I"€t us now retur:n to the subject
of the media under socialism.

Who Controls The Past Controls The
Future - The Media Under Socialism - 2

One commentator has written that "The falsification of photographs cones
easily to those govemments and elites that seek to be the sole interpreters of
history and have a monopoly on the information media." (14) This is un-
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doubtedly true, but the claim by author Alain Jaubert that this sort ofthing
can't happen in a denocracy outside of war (L5) because of "pluralify of
information, freedom of access to sources, freedom of expression..." is simply
not true, (16) as anyone who has studied the continued faking, dissemination
and endorsement of Holocaust propaganda will surely realise. (17)

Ironically, the latest battle for state control (or regulation) of the media, is
taking place largely in that great bastion of capitalism, the United States. The
advent of the Intemet has enabled people to communicate cheaply and instan-
taneouslywith people on the other side of the world. This means flat, in theory
at least, it will be impossible in the future for any government to hush up major
embarrassing incidents such as the March 1993 siege at Waco, Tbxas, (18)
which resulted in such appalling loss of life, and is widely perceived by even
the less conspiratorially-minded of Americans as an act of state-sponsored
mass murder. (19)

In the past year or so (20) atl manner ofnonsense has been circulated about
bomb manuals being made available through the Internet; (21) an anti-Semitic
hate game called. Concentration Camp Manager Q2) in which you win by gassing
[sic] the most Jews in the most economical method; child pornography, (23)
and much more. It is difticult to believe that all this nonsense has been the
result of sensationalist tabloid or simply irresponsible jour:nalism. It is quite
likely that many such scare stories are started wilfully as part of the Marxist
Hegelian dialectic of crisis management. (24)

.I/ the numerous conpanies which sell Intemet services can light off the
attempts at regulation by all manner of collectivists and hatemongers, then
censorship of the Internet in any meaningful sense (if not of anything else) may
eventually come to an end. Needless to say, such a scenario is overly optimistic.
Under socialism, any Internet providersn as far as they existed, would be totally
under state control, and free communication would go right out of the window
along with all our other freedoms.

Another, pleasing offspin of the Internet - for budding authors - is that it is
nowpossible foranyonewho can afford a computeranda modem, andthevery
reasonable connection charges, to linkup. Which means that anyone can now
become a published poet, writer, or 'zine editor. There is no guarantee that
anyone will read your outpourings, much less pay for themn but this fairty
recent exponential leap in household technologr has d.one more to level the
playrng field for the budding artiste tlan socialism has ever done.
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A subject not entirely unrelated to the Internet is the provision ofpostal and
telecommunications services. The socialists use a number of arguments here:
such services mustbeproided bythe state because onlythe state can be trusted
to deliver tle mail on time; because this is a vital service and shouldnot be run
for profit (this is a well worn n on-sequitur); (25) because of the confidentiality
of such communications and the degree of security inyolved.

This latter argument is in fact a very good argument against state control of
the mail and telecommunications systems. It is far easier for the state to open
your mail and to eavesdrop on conversations than for a private company to do
so, and again, the fragnnentation of such services bytheir being farmed out to
private enterprise does reduce the ability of the state to control us all. Another,
most pleasing side effect of the privatisation of telecommunications, is the
resulting increased efficiency and reduced running costs. This is due entirely
to the advent of competition.

Fleedom Of Speech Under Socialism

Ihe previous section makes this sub-heading seem rather superfluous. We
have already discussed academic freedom (or the lack thereof) under social-
ism. Exactly how much freedom of speech would exist under socialism can be
ascertained from the freedom of speech today's socialists permit their alleged
ilearlly enemies, in particular so-called racists and fascists. The slogans "No
free speech for fascists" and 'Smash fascism, by any means necessary", (26)
and variations thereof, sum it up in a nutshell. In practice, anyone who opposes
socialism can and will be smeared or denounced as a fascist, including the
police, and this isn't all simply slogans, rhetoric or ignorance, many of them
really do believe that anyone who doesn't share their particular - and often
bizarre -Weltanschauungis araving Nazi. We have seen earlier thatwhen they
took power the Bolsheviks shut dorvn the socialist opposition as well, lrecalt
their renarks about "The re-establishment of the so-called freedom of the
Press..." Q711.1\ere is not a ha'porth of dilference between the originat
Bolsheviks and their spiritual heirs.
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The Power OfAdvertising

Much is made by socialists of the rampant consumerism which exists under
capitalism, and the supposedly manipulative advertising that goes hand in
hand with it. Again, unlike some capitalist apologists, the cunent writer does
not dispute that such things exist.

That notwith5141ding, the power ofadvertising, if not the power ofthe media
in general, has been greatly exaggerated. The truth is that tho'lgh the public
can at times be extremely fickle, it can also be taken for a ride, as can all of us.
Just as astrologers record only their successes, so do the detractors ofadver-
tising record only its successes. The success of marketing is due in large part
not so much to advertising as to market research. Mega<orporations spend
enormous sums of money on market research, so one would expect them to
make the right marketing decision occasionally. (28) Even so, the failurrcs are
many: there are companies that specialise in remaindered books; few and far
between arc the fiIm mega-stars who do not make at least one film that sinks
like a lead balloon, or the rock band that doesn't make an album that flops
badly. Even scandal doesn't aln'ays sell, as the rock star Michael Jackson found
out when he nas accused of indecently assaulting young boys. Although no
charges wene eyer frIed against him, his sponsorship deals dried up virtually
overnighL

Likewise, products frequently flop; the current writer has personal experi-
ence of this. A few years ago I was an extra in a TV commercial for a chocolate
bar. Ihe company - Cadbury's, I think - hired a West End theatre for two days
and literally hundreds of extras [incluiling myselfl. (29) I received about f,70
for twelve hotrswork (although I was there for far less than that). On top of
that everyone received f4 lunch allowance and a free breakfast. (Nice work if
you can get it). Tio film this commercial - about 30 seconds worth of film - and
to screen it, must have cost tle advertiser literally hundreds of thousands of
pounds. As far as I recall, I saw it once on Tf, then it sankwithout trace. I can't
even recall the name of the chocolate bar itwas made to advertise. The reader
can argue that this evidence is merely anecdotal, but if he looks around he will
frnd many similar examples of commercial flops.
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Capitalism's frequent flops are due to many factors, not all of then intrinsic,
but under capitalism the public are the final arbiters of taste, or the lack of it
If the public wants crap, then the man who gives them crap will be well
reuarded. Under socialism the rulers think they know better than the public
what the public wants, and indeed what it should have. Knowing now what you
do about Comrades Lenin, Stalin and Thotslry, don't you think that it would be
better for all concerned if you rather than they decided what you rnant to spend
your hard-eamed money on?
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Chapter Ten: Monopoly, Marketing
AndEmployment

OnMonopolies

Aswe have alreadypointed out,tle inevitable outcome of uncontrolledlaissez

faire is that some corporations become both incredibly wealthy anil increrlibly
powerful. In some cases this can lead to monopoly, or more usually duopoly or
otigopoly, inwhich the market is dominated by one, two, or a few such giants.
(1) It is a widely held belief that once monopoly status or s omething approach'
ing it has been achieved, the monopolist can exploit his consumers with
impunity. Socialists believe that this is a powerful argument for state owner-
ship of major industries. Like many widely helil beliefs, this is urong, as is the
belief of socialists that the state can run such industries better, more efficiently
and more fairly (whatever that means) than private enterlrise.

The word monopoly has connotations of power, but a monopoly is not
everything it is crackedup to be, (as I toowfrom personal experience). Many
publishers have monopoly rights on certain nagazines and books; this doesn't
gUarantee that theywill be successfu[ magazines go to the wall everyyear and,
likewise, books are remaindered. (2) In the mid'7Os, a man named Rubik
invented an amusing toy, the Rubik cube, which caught on like wildlire for a
few months and made him a wealthy man. Although, he owned the patent, the
Rubik cube was manufactured by many sompanies. But of course' if he had
decirled to manufacture it himself and the public couldn't see the novelty, he
could have had all the Rubik cubes in the world and they wouldn't have done
either him the slightest good or the public the slightest harm.

If one company had a monopoly of an essential ptoduct, bread for example,
yet sold loaves of such poor quality or at such exorbitant prices, it wouldn't be

long before the pubtic realised that bread isn't quite the staple food that it is

meant to be, and would abandon it in favour of something else. cake perhaps!

The increased demand for cake would mean that, through the familial 6a1'ftsf
mechanism its price would rise, and this would stimulate both production and
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investment. This would lead eventually to an actual lowering of prices as the
economies of scale came into play, and as companies pared back their profits
per unit due to the increased competition; they would buy more and sell for
less, making their profits offtheir incrcased turnover.

An equally Iikely scenario is that if the price of bread were to go through the
roof, many people would start baking their own. Doubtless some, probably on
a local scale at first, would begin to sell it. Eventually this would lead to new
companies starting up, and the bread monopolywould be broken. The monop-
olist would then have no alterrnative but to improve the quality of his product
and/or lower his prices, or face bankruptcy. Llltimately it is the consumer who
is sovereign.

In practice, the only way for a manufacturer to preserve a monopoly is to
use state coercion, ie to lobby the government to pass laws restricting the entry
qf g6mpetitors into the marketplace. This can and does happen. In the United
States, a plethora oflocal taxes is the result not ofsocialists in the legislature
but of pressure from businessmen. In the words of Professor Quigley: "Busi-
ness hates competition. Such competition might appear in various
foms...[making] planning difficult, and [jeopardising] profits. Businessmen
prefer to get together with competitors so that they can cooperate to exploit
consumers to the benefit of profits instead of competingwith each otherto the
injuryof prolits." (3)

In October 1995, two drug manufacturers were granted a High Court
injunction against theASDA supemarket chain to prevent it from sellingtheir
drugs at discount prices. They claimed their profits were being damaged. (4)
Af least theywere being honest! The drug companies have in fact been opera-
ting a nice liffle cartel for manyyears. (5) Socialists would have us believe that
the likes of the ASDA supermarket chain - and its rivals - are capitalist
parasites (6) who should be taken over by the government, but what we see here
is actually a clear example of the collusion referred to by both Professor
Quigley and Adam Smith, not to promote laissez faire, but to destroy it. (7) It
is, is it not, truly amazin g, that a court of law, and a civil court at that should
have the power to order a company to raise its prices?

Another nice litfle racket is the Net Book Agreement; it doesn't take much
to start publishers and distributors bleating about how beneficial that is and
how it is essential to protect the consumer. Again, this is vested interest talking
rather than concern for the publicwell-being.
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Ihe bigest rip-offs of all are the tariffs which countries impose on cheap
imports.We in Britain are toldthatwe must be protected from wickedJapanese
businessmen who are plotting to destroy our industries by selling us cheap TV
sets, video recorders and other merchandise which we as consumers have no
altemative but to buy. (8) Thriffs are imposed on Japanese and other goods to
protect the home market, to protect iobs and for other fanciful reasons. I)oes
the consu'ner really need protecting against a company that will sell him a
better product at a cheaper price? Of course not! But the govemment likes
tarilfs, they raise money, in the short telm at any rate; tley create make-work
jobs: extra posts for customs ofricers, product inspectors and the like. And
theysavejobs,wearetoldrwhich iswhyorganisedlabourlikesthem.Thereality
though is that tariffs may save jobs in the short term, but it is the consumer
who suffers ultimately. If consumers want to buyforeign-made goods theyhave
to pay the tariff (ie a tax) to the government, which is money they might well
have spent on something else. Or they might have invested it. The money
consumers would have spent or invested elsewhere would have benelited the
local economy in other ways. (9)

Ihe Japanese in particular have long been criticised for their efficiency as
manufacturens. Yes, for their efficiency! And for a smiety that makes so much
noise about the evils of racism, hostility to Japanese manufacturing and
commercial efliciency manifests itself in a curiously xenophobic manner. In
1983, one author, a certain Malvin Wolf, claimed in a paranoid book that Japan
was out to dominate theworldwith itseconomic nationalism. Thethemeof The
fapanese Conspiracy (which might more accurately have been titledThe Proto-
cols oftheLeamedElders of Nippon),is thata sinisterentitycalledtheMinistry
of International Thade and Inilustry (MITI) had hatched a plot to dominate
worliltrade bytheevenmore sinisterpractice of subsidising theirexportswhile
protectingtheir home markets from cheap imports. (L0)

Maflin Wolfs ravings were nothing new though, a full half century before
his nonsense appeartd in print, Australian manufacturers were complaining
that Japan was dumping cheap goods in Australia, and calling for a tariffto
protect Australian industry against this outrageous practice. (11) DidAustra-
lian manufacturer really want to protect Australian industry or their own
profits?

By making a foreign produced product more expensive, the tariff also makes
the same home produced product cheaper, but only in relative tems, not in
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real terms. So the consumer who buys the relatively cheaper home produced
product is actually subsidising not only wasteful government bureaucracy but
local businessmen and labour. (12) In short, he is subsidising inefficiency. The
ultimate lunacy is to have both tariffs and export subsidies, for surely there is
nothing quite so absurd as to tax foreigners in order to subsidy our inellicient
industries and at tle same time to tax our own people in order to subsidy
inefficient foreigners.

Under socialism, a state monopoly of goods and services would result in
gross inelliciencyn a bloated and far more wasteful, ineflicient and unnecessary
bureaucracythanwe have even noq andno consumer choice at all.Whowould
decide what products to manufacture? Who would decide what llavours to
make ice cream, what clothes women will be wearing next summer, what size
or design ofcars people will want to drive, and so on?

We will end this short discussion of monopolies with a lengthy quote from
the Libertarian economist trbederick Hayelc "Our frredom of choice in a
competitive society rests on the fact that, if one person refuses to satisfy our
wishes we can tun to another. But if we face a monopolist we are at his nercy.
And an authority directing the whole economic system would be the most
power{ul monopolist conceivable. While we need probably not be afraid that
such an authorify would erploit this power in the manner in which a private
monopolist would do so, while its purpose would presumably not be the
extortion of maximum financial gain, it would have complete power to decide
what we arc to be given and on what terms. It would not only decide what
commodities and services were to be available, and in what quantities; itwould
be able to dircct their distribution between districts and groups and could, if
itwished, discriminate between persons to any degree it liked. Ifwe remember
why planning is advocated by nost people, can there be much doubt that this
poriler would be used for the ends of which the authority approves and to
prevent the pursuits ofends which it disapproves." (13)

In other words, when the state has a monopoly, you will dance to the tune of
the people who control the state. Indeed, we have seen this very often in the
political arena; left wing councils have refused to hire halls to racists and
fascists. There have been manycases of people being dismissed from theirjobs
on account of their political affiliations, (14) or simply for holdingracist vierlvs.
It goes without saying that this sort ofnonsense can be, will be, and indeed has
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been, extended to people other than die-hard racisrs and their fellow travellers.
Including smokers!

Profes sor Rubilq Marketing
AndAdvertising

On page 68 we mentioned the inventor of the Rubik cube. Although the Rubik
cube has amusement value and little else, there are many people who have
similar ideas be they useful or useless. A lot ofthese people are not particularly
weatthy, and lack the wherewithal to bring their ideas to the markeL Often it
is not simplyacase of throwingmoneyaftera goodidea, because itis nanifestly
not true that if you make a better mouse trap the world will beat a path to your
door. An idea or invention has to be marketed and often advertised, otherwise
its prospective buyers will not know that it exists or why they should buy iL
Marketing and advertising are highly specialised fields. Tbue, anyone can place
a classified ad in the local newspaper to sell a car or whatever, but a product
n&ich has national or worldwide potential, and which may have a limited
shelflife, (15) has to be marketed and/or advertised efliciently.

In a free market the inventor can take his contraption (or whatever) to a
venture capitalist (incluiling a bank) and to a marketing company, advertising
agency, or to whomever he sees fit. All these people have to be paid; bearing in
mind thatthereis no guaranteethat even awonder{ul contraptionwill succeed
commercially, a venture capitalist who is prepared to risk his ovm moneywill
expect a high retum. Fbequentlythis leads to misunderstandings and disputes
between the client and the agent. Tlvo fields inwhich tlere are often acrimon-
ious disputes are the music business and professional boxing.

lnLgg4,therockmusician George Michael lostan action in the High Court
against his company Sony; he had claimed that Sony was stifling his artistic
freedom. (16) This action saddled him with an estimated 92.7 million lepl bill.
(171 Many musicians felt Michael was in the right and atlmired his principletl
stand. Ihe court took a different view, and in his 273 page ruling, Mr Justice
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Parker ruled tlat the contract, which Michael had siped in 1988' was nreason-

able and fair'. (18)
It is all too easy for musicians and others to portray such a battle as a replay

of David and Goliath, to whit, an enotmous corporation riding roughshod over
its artists. Granted that Michael was (and remains) a big name and that he
sincerely believed he had fua oppressed,itis an undisputed fact that he was
able to afford to bring, and lose, such an action. How many of us have so much
money thatwe can afford to tlrow away nearlythree million pounds to preserve
our artistic fircedom? How many rock musicians and bands who were not
making George Michael's mega-bucks would have happily traded places with
him and allowed the company to dictate its ouar terms?

The judge said that Michael had been poorly advised by his team. Pundit
Jonathan King (himself a fonner perfomer) said Michael had sold his soul
to the Devil. Hewould have been a Greekwaiter otherwise. (19)

Then there are the innumerable disputes between boxing promoters/mana-
gers and professional tighters. Whilst it is undoubtedly true that sharks can
be found in all professions, is it reatly true that there are more to the square
mile in boxing? Surely a promoter who invests in a frghter, payrng for his
haining his board, his fares, and paying the fighter as well, is entifled to an
above average returr?

I,et us brieflyreview both fields: boxing and music. Apromoter or manager
may invest heavily in a fighter, whose career could be ended at any time if he
sulfers an iqiury. (20) A rccord company may spend enormous sums of money
financing and promoting a band. There is no guarantee that any particular
frghter will become a world champion, or any sort of champion; similarly there
is no guarantee that any particular bandwill become a mega'success' or break
even. Because the failures are many, the investor must recoup his losses
through his successes as well as reaping his rewards through tlem.

Ihe most notorious boxing promoter in the world is Don King' he of the
electric haircut. (21) King has been investigated by the authorities more than
once for his alteged sharp practices. Even so, there are some Peoplewho speak
very highly of Don King. One such person is the British fight manager and
promoter Fhank Wamen, u&o in November 1989, was gunned donm in an East
London strcet.Years later he tolil a British boxing maga"ine that the veryfirst
phone call he had taken after the assassinafion attempt had been from a
concemed Dsn King. Wamen commented thatyou remember things like that.
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Q2) Leaingaside Warren's revealing comment, is it really such a sin for King
to make two million dollars for himself and only one for a fighter when that
frghter might not have made a cent on his own?

One might ask in response to all this, what is the socialist altemative?
Probably under socialism boxing witl be banned, at least as a professional
sport, and there will be even more discontented musicians around under
socialism than there are now, because only those bands who are given the state
seal of approval will be rewarded with contracts; what this will be is anybody's
guess, but presumably the traditionally senif lyrics of rock anthems will be
anathema under socialism's political correctness. It goes without saying too
that there will be no repetition of George Michael v Sony, because the George
Michaels of this worldwho are siped up by the state record companywill have
neither artistic freedom nor the wherewithal to tight for it.

At this point let us return briefly to the Rubik cube. Although its inventor'
Professor Erno Rubik, patented his invention in Hungary as long ago as 1975,
(23) itwas reported in September 1981, that the Ideal Toy Company (which

held the joint coppight) had brought an action in the High Court against an
alleged initator. Ideal - who were also the licenced distributors - were said to
have lost around f,5 million sales to their alleged fi'val. Q4) Obviouslywe are
talking about big moneY here.

Socialism And Unemployment

One of the recurrentcises of capitalism has been so-called unemplolment. I
say so-called because it is taken for granted by alk economists, politicians,
labour leaders...that full emplolment is desirable, and that this should be the
frrst priority of any govemment, along with keeping inflation down. We cannot
discuss the Social Credit theories of Major Douglas here for want of space; it
will sufrice to say that emplo;m.ent for employment's sake is as undesirable as
itis unnecessary.Ihe desire toeffectfull employment stems fromthefallacious
betiefthat the purpose ofthe financial system is to act as a system ofpnnisfu-
ment and reuard.We have already discussed at some length the failings of the
socialisVcommunist system because of its erosion of incentives as much as its
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inability to transmit market information. There is though a vely stark dif'
ference between allowing people to enjoy the fruits of their otm labours and
the aforementioned system of punishment and reward that the financial

system has become.
Theproblem that society faces is that exponential advances in technologr

have allowed us to increase output per man to an absolutely staggering extent
over the course of the Tlventieth Century. One of my favourite snippets of
economic information is a quote I foundintheNew Scientisf forApril1992: "In
TIIE 1950s. an electronic circuit that could store a single'bit'of information

cost more than sl. lbday, a pennywill buy 5000 of them." (25) This is a problem?

It is if the only methods of |istributing purchasing polver to the community
are wages, salaries and dividends. The increase in effrciency and Productivity
brought about by the micro-chip revolution has not been effected right across
the boardo and obviously thert will always be industries and professions which
are labour intensive, (26) nursing for example. However, the full ramifrcations
are that in the future, there will be an increasingly massive surplus of labour'
particularly unskilled labour. Indeed, any unemployed person over the age of

ibout thirty with a less than impressive CV who has ever tried to find a

lucrative job will already know exactlywhat I mean.

Socialism And The UnemPloYable

Without linancial reform, as technolo5r progresses we will see the increased
polarisation of society between the haves and the have-nots. Ihose in htghly
paidtechnical jobswill be taxed heavilyto pay for the unemployed,while tlose
without socially useful skills will eke out an existence as best they can. The
ranks of the unemployed will be swelled by those whom no employer - no
employer in his right mind - would willingly employ. This includes, but is not
limited to: the criminal element, heavy drinkers, dossers and drop'outs.
Socialism promises these people jobs; itwould be more realistic to accept the

fact that some people are more trouble than they are worth and simple pay

them a flividenil provided they keep their proverbial noses clean. Under
capitalism the tendency has been to try to force them into taking literally any
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job, faiting which their benelits will be cut off. The culrent uriter does not
approve of this and indeed opposes it vigorously. But the socialist altemative
of work for all is no altemative at all.

Remember Thotsky's maxim that under socialism who does not work shall
not eat becomes who does not obey shall not eat? lbrrible as the future is for
the unemployable under capitalism in the 21st Century it will be far more
terible under socialism. Because under socialism, it is not simply the socially
inadequate, the unkempt, the recidivist, the wino...who are unemployable.
Under socialism, anyone rvho does not obey is unemployable. Living proof of
this are the sundry hate canpaigns that have been mounteil against so'called
racistsby'anti-racisf" socialist fanatics andtheir fellowtravellers, (seenote 14).
As with any and every other freld of human activity, people can and should work
to reform the system, to repeal repressive laws, to improve the lot of the
workers, of women, of children, and of the old and infim, etc. But whatever
approach is ailopted towards the so'called problem of unemploSmenf social'
ism is not the answer.

Minimum Wages And Price Controls

It will not have escaped your notice dear reader, that while the likes of Cedric
Brorm (see page 44) arepaid obscene salaries, a lot ofworkers in Britain and
elsewhere can barely sulvive on their pay.In addition to this, there are literally
milliels of people who are either unemployed or sick or who are dependent on
benefrts - state hand outs - for one reason or another. The tendency in recent
years has been to withdraw benefit from ths unsmployed on any pretext in order
to force them into taking any availablejob, however poorly paid or unsuitable.
I will not dwell on this here because although the system defrnitely needs
rrcforming socialism is not the answer in this case any more than it is in any
ofthe previous sases we have discussed.

One of the schemes socialists - and indeed many others - advocate in order
to improve the lot of poorer people and the truly oppressed workers is the
,minimumwage. Ihis sounds a goodideain theory after allrwhowouldn'twant
a minimum wage guaranteed by law which no employer could fail to paf At
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the time of writing a minimum wage of around f,3 to S4 per hour is being mooted
bytheLabourFart;l,and eventhatisn'tmuch.Ina free - orlargelyfree -market,
r;vage rates arc determined by market forces. A minimum wage can be either
greater than or Iess than or the same as the rate determined by the markel If
the minimrn wage set by the govemment (or the relevant quango) is equal to
or less than the rate determined by the market there is no point setting it. If
for argument's sake the govemment were to set an absurdly Iow rate, say 50p
per hour, for which no one in his right mind would worl and which no one
could possibly exist on, then there wouldn't be any point at all in setting one.

In practice, the only purpose of bringing in and enforcing a minimum wage
;. 16 ssmpel employers to pay above the market rate. Again, this sounds good
for people in extremely poorly paid jobs, but if the employer can't alford to pay
such a rate then these people will be thrown out of work If that is not clear,
imagine ntat would happen in the government declared that catering workers
had to be paid a minim 'rn wage of f,100 per hour and that any employer who
didn't pay such a rate would be thrown into gaol. Is there any caf6, restaurant
or five star hotel that coulil pay any of its workers such a wage? Obviously not,
because businesses generate income by selling goods and services, and the
going rate for a bacon sandwich at the present time is about a pound" t&ich
means that no catering establishment in the countrywould be able to pay such
absurdly high uages.

VVith a more realistic minimum wage the problem would still exis* if
employers couldn't afford to pay the going rate they would either have to a)
employ people clandestinely at below the market rate or b) not employ them
at all. In short minim ur wages destroyjobs rather than either create them or
protect oppressed workers. (27)

Allied to minimum wages are price controls. Like ninimum uages they don't
worlq and they have the added drawback, that, running contrary to human
nature, tley encourage black market activity and thereby criminalise a large
section ofthe population. Price controls (and rationing) don'twork because
whercver there is a demand, there are people who are willing to supply it, and
again it is ttre market that is the principal deterninant of price. (28) If
producers are precludeilbylawfrom sellingbelowacertain pricetheywillsoon
be undercut by their less scrupulous competitors. If on the other hand they are
not permitted to sell above a certain price they will either not sell at all or cone
to some other arrangementwitl their customers, eg perhaps theywilltake part
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of the palment in cash offthe books. Again, all that happens is that business
is hampered and otherwise industrious people are criminalised.

A brief mention here of rationing. It is well documented that the in the former
soviet union comtption was endemic and that anyone who wanted to obtain
goods or services promptly (or of a quatity the state could not supply) had to
grease a few palns. An extreme example of the ill effects of rationing uas the
oil crisis in the 70s. shortages of oil in the united states werc not caused by
the Arab producer states rrestricting supply, or bumping up prices, theywere
caused by the us govemment's affempts to respond to the cnsis by imposing
domestic controls. The best nay to react to such a cnss is to ipore it, for if
certain overseas producers of oil - or of any other commodify - decide to
increase their prices way above the market rate, the relative cost of domestic
production falls and this stimulates investment. Likewise, other overseas
competitors soon decide that they can increase their share of the market by
lowering their prices. In practice, the onlyway a cartel can ever be preserved
is by legislation, othenrise somebody always gets greedy and breaksit up.
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Chapter Eleven: From Hell On Earth
To Pie In SIqy

Antinomian Communism:
GuiltyByDint OfBirth

We have mentioned atready the antinomian aspects of communism/social-
ism. Now let's hear it straight from the horse's mouth. Here is Lenin himself
speaking: "A Communist must be prepared to make every sacrifice and" if
neeessa(y, even resort to all sorts of schemes and stratagems, employ iil€t-
inate methods, conceal the truth, in order to get into the trades unions, stay
there, and conduct the revolutionaryworkwithin..." (1)

I-enin's biographer David Shub wrote that Lenin was scornful of trades
unions but sought to control them. (2) Indeed, in this rrcspect his successors
have been spectacularly successftrl in most Westem nations bar the United
States; the trades union movement has become all but synonlmous with
socialism, although most workers wouldri't be too keen on socialism if they
realised exactlywhat the comrades have in store for them when the revolution
comes.

Herc is another Lenin quote from the samework, and this one is a lollapa-
looza: "!Ye repudiate all such morality that is taken outside of human class
concepts. We saythat this is tleception, a fraud, which clogs the brains of the
workers and peasants in the interest of the landlords and capitalists.We say
that our morality is entirely subordinatetl to the interest of the slass strrrggls
of the proletariat. Our morality is derived from the interests of the class
struggle ofthe proletarial' (3)

In otherwords, anything that furthers the class struggle is good, including
mass murder, even if such mass murder includes the workers who are being
liberatedby the socialists. It is a staple of socialist propaganda that people are
guilty by dint of their birth; (4) the fact that Lenin and most of the othel lsa.ling
socialists were of bourgeois extraction never enters the equation; when the
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revolution comes, you are down for liquidation, or at the very bestre-edttcation
in some foul concentration camp. Ihis was what happened before, in the Soviet
Union and eve4mhere else these monsters have seized power. Anil this is what
will happen the next time.

In his book-,4dvance Tb Babaism, the lawyer FreilerickYeale explains the
socialist mentality perfectly. When Nazi Germany was defeated at the end of
the Second World War, the Allies decided to hold a series of trials to prove '

among s1[s1 things - that t]e Nazis alone were guilty of starting the nar, and
ttrat they alone should be held accountabte. (5) Ihis rvas not to Stalin'5 liking!
he wanted to put all the Nazis up against the nearest wall. (6) The reason for
this had absolutely nothing to do with their alleged responsibility for war
crimes andeverythingto dowith socialistideolory.Vealewrites that "obviously,
a man like Hennann Gdring could not be made to fit into a proletarian system
of society. What else, therefore, could be done with him but eliminate hirn? No
question of punishing him enters into the matter. In facf in the abstract' a
Communist might even admire him as an individual in the same uay as one
might admit that a lion roaming about Piccadilly Circus was a noble animal,
a masterpiece of nature produced by ages of evolution which was only devour'
ing people in accordancewith its perfectly natural instincl One might become
lyncal conceming its courage and beauty and yet quite reasonably naintain
that therc was no altemative to removing by violencc a creature ufrich would
obviously be a disturbing influence to the human life around it In this entirely
passionless spirit lenin and Dzerzhinslry had eliminated the aristocratic and
plutocratic classes ofCzarist Russia togetherwith tens ofthousands ofortho'
dox bishops and priests after the Revolution of L917. To complain that many
innocent persons perished in the Red Temor is entirely to miss the poinl The
great majorityperished" not because theywere deened guilty ofany particular
offence, but because they could not be assimilated by the new proletarian state
then being createil." (7)

Ihis lengthyextract sums up thepenertedlogic of socialisnandatthe same
time cuts throughall the crap about buildinga caring societyandabetterworld
for all. f irst and foremost, socialism is a philosophy of hahed.

Just as anything that furthers the dass struggle is good, while anything that
hinders it is bad, so too is anything that furthers the class strugle true, while
anything that hinders it is false.We have seen this with regard to the manipu-
lation andcontrol ofthe mass medial numerous otherexamples couldbegiven.
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One author has nritten tha* "Faced with a clash between their ideas and the
evidence, scientists will change their ideas. The special pleaders, like social
scientists, prefer to change the evidence, and show why normal judgments
cannot be made in their particular case. Very often it is the supreme importance
of the cause which is called upon to justify the special standards." (8) This may
or may not be true of all social scientists, but it is certainly true of "socialist
scientistsn, and indeed of socialists generally.

The Withering Away Of The State
Under Socialism

We nentioned briefly earlier ttrat the promise of socialism is the regeneration
of man and the withering away of the state. We stated also that this concept is
a religious one mther than a political one, (see page 24). We might have added
that both Man and Engels, the chief theorists of communism/socialism before
I*nin and Thotslry, were confirmed Lamarckists, and that their political
philosophywas based in part on the fallacious beliefthat acquired charac-
teristics can be inherited. This alone should be enough to raise serious ques-
tions about its validity. (9) Further, when one examines the quackery that
passes for Mamist s cience, one soon realises that it contaips many other flaws
and absurdities. Wlmot Robertson has written that "Engels was particularly
noted for a perverted brand of llegelian gibberish that would be utterly
ludicrous if it were not now considered Holy Writ by a large segment of
mankind." (10)

Exacfly how and why an all-powerful state is going to wither away has never
been properly explained, nor has the supposed regeneration of man. Lenin was
full of such blather. Here are three of his quotes on the stats 'So long as the
state exists therc is no freedom. When there is freedom there will be no state."
(11) And 'fJnder socialism all wdll govern in turn and will soon becone
accustomed to no one governing." (12) And "As the state is only a transitional
institution which we are obliged to use in the revolutionary struggle in order
to crush our opponents forcibly, it is a pure absurdity to speak of a Fbee
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Feople's State. During the period when the proletariat still needs the state' it
does not require it in the interests of freedom, but in the interests of crushing
antagonists." (13)

The lirst sentence of the first quote is an unfortunate reality, but that doesn't
alter the fact that some states are more free than others and that it is certainly
possible, in theoryat least fora state to interfere minimallyif at all in the lives
of its citizens. (14) It stands to reason that the state which is less able to
interfere in the lives of its law-abiding citizens is the state rvlich has the least
legal power to ilo so. The further claim that'\ilhen there is freedom therewill
be no state" is sonethingwhich none of us need concern ourselves with because
even if this statement is true it will not come about in our lifetimes, if at all.
Lenin's claim that "Under socialism a/i will govem in tum andwill soon bocome
accustomed to no one governing" has been refuted time and time again in
practice; under socialism all are ruled, and nany are t5rannised. Socialism
involves the centralisation and concentration of powe4 not the difrrsion of
polYer.

As to the third quote, about the state being a transitional institution; the
reality is that the state - in one form or another - has been with us since the
advent ofcivilisationandwill bewith us for a long timeyelAs to the proletariat
needing the state to crush antagonists, this is the very antiJhesis of frcedom'
forin a free societyantagonistswill betolerated. (15) Brieflythen,thewithering
away of the state after the establishment of socialism is not only a piece of
wishful thinking but nonsense of the first ord.er.

The ComradesWake Up

Ihe death of the leader of the Labour Pu"ty, Joho Smith, in 1994 at the
relativelyyoung age of55, brought the election ofthe youthful Tony Blair as
head ofthe Opposition. Blair has set about the deconstruction ofthat party's
socialist machinery and has attempted, for the most part successfully, to
inftoduce serious reforms toits economicpolicy.This is notsonethingentirely
new, and indeed Blair has for the most part simply continued the process that
John Snittr introduced after Labour had suffered its fourth consecutive
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General Election defeat. The last defeat was all the more difftcult to swallow
not because it uas the fourth in a row but because Labour had expected
confidently to win. The biggest change in Labour Party policy has been the
scrapping of Clause Four, an antiquated piece ofnonsense dating from ante-
diluvian times which committed the party to the state control of major indus-
hies. (16)

Labour is far from the only "socialist" partywhich has woken up to the reality
of the unworkability of socialism; the Revolutionary Communist Party pub-
lishes a maga zine called, Living M amism which is less Manist than Libertarian;
on occasion the RCP have even offered to debate with "fascists". (17) But the
most telling indication that the boobs have iinally woken up came' for the
current writer, when he visited the oflice s of the Moming Star newspaper in 1992
as part of his ongoing researches into far left ideologr. Though tbe Moming
,Sfar (which was founded in 1930 as tble Daily Worker) was once a signifrcant
Communist Party newspapery its circulation has dwintlletl significantly over
the yrcars. (18)

Ihe person who assisted me with my researches at the lmper was Don
Cuckson, a time serving communistwho was the Archivist/Librarian.If I recall
he was long retired, had white hair and worked for the paper part time. At the
time of myvisit, radical changes were going on behind the former Iron Curtain;
I asked Don Cuckson what he thought about all this. In reply he took out a
piece of paper which he said concern ed the Nomenklatura in Poland. It was a
lengthy list of the faithful. Every important office of every organisation had
been controlled by a party official from, not just national and local government
butright iloumto thelocal chess club. Don Cuckson lookeda sadoldmanwhen
he told me that this wasn't what he meant by socialism. By socialism he meant
freedom, and this wasn't it. I found this both very moving and very saQ if Don
Cuckson, who nnas obviouslya decent human being ' unlike some of the scum
one finds in the SWP - if he, and people like him' had laboured under the
illusion for so long that they had been fighting for freedom, people who had
devoted their entire working lives to the "struggle", then something must be
tenibly wrorg with, not only the socialist system, but with people's critical
faculties also.
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The Growth OfThe State:
Empire-Building And The
Destruction Of Freedom

"socialism is not a movement of the people. It is a movement of the intellec'
tuals, originated, led and controlleil by the intellectuals' canied by them out
of their stuffy ivory towers into those bloody fields of practice where they unite
with their allies and executors: the tlugs." - Ayn Rand (19)

Ihe appeal of socialism/communism has always been to tle intellectuals;
all the evidence of socialist duplicity, cruelty and naked finanny has not
diminished its appeal to the intellectuals in the slightest. Indeed this appeal
has increased markedly with the passage of time. What is the explanation for
this? There is probabty no single erplanation; undoubtedly iilealism has a lot
to do with it, intellectuals tend to be cultured' thoughtful and philosophical'
mone so than the rest of us. At least, that is what theywould have us believe.
Ihere are though less honourable and inherently selfish rcasons for their (and

ottrers' adhertnce), to collectivist ideologies.
Intellectuals tend to be employerl bythe government, by the universities, and

similar institutions. Generally they do not concern themselves with the manu-
facture of goods or getting their hands dirty. They are academics, lawyers, but
most of all, they are bureaucrats. Every olganisation needs sone form of
bureaucracy, however limited; cash flows have to be managed, timetables have
to be scheduled, and most ofall, policyhas to be formulated.Manyintellectuals
believe that because oftheir (supposedly) superior intelligence and their (often
narrow) superior education and learning, they are better equipped than the
restof us tomakedecisionsrincludingfortherest ofus.This is in starkcontrast
to their professed egalitarianism. Ihe same people who denounce the likes of
Arthur Jensen and Hans Eysenck for their supposedly racist view that blacks
are inherrcntly less intelligent than whites have no qualms whatsoever about
regulating the business and social lives ofthe rest ofus because theybelieve
sincercly that they know better how we should live our lives than we do
ourselves.
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One must be careful here to draw a distinction between bureaucrats and
technicians. As Man's understanding of the Universe grows by leaps and
bounds, so too does the need to specialise. Three hundred and moreyears ago
men such as Newton and konardo could make pioneering discoveries in a
variety of fields. Newton fonnulated the laws of motion, discovered gravity, and
co-invented the Calculus. Leonardo was not only a great scientist but a great
artist. lioday, most scientists tend to specialise in rather narrow fields. (20)
Even in the social sciences there is a tendency to specialise because the
literature is so vast. Ihe increasing specialisation of knowledge means that,
increasingly, fewer and fewer people are qualifred to make important technical
decisions. Ihere is though a very sharp distinction between such technical
decisions and the despotism of those who would rule over us without our
infomed consenL

The great Chinese statesman and philosopher Dr Sun Yat-sen viewed
government as a purely technical device with our rulers acting merely as
technicians. Ihe govemment, he said, had political power and administrative
power; his viewwas that the administrative power should remain in the hands
of the govenment while the political power was divested in tle people, [see
Figure l belowl. (21)

POI.ITICAL POWER OF TIIE PEOPLE

I
Suffrage

I
Recall

rl
Initiative Referendum

OF THE GOVERNMEIqTADMINISTRATIVE POWER

t l
t l

Legis1ature JudiciarY Executive Civil CensorshiP
Service
Examinations
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Only a fool would deny the fact that, although we have the right of suffrage -

every live years or so - the people do not, by and large, have the power of
initiative, Q2) nor of recall, and only very rarely have we seen referenda
an;'rrhere in the Western world. The other tendency is for the various anns of
government to be either concentrated into the Executive or to be subverted by
all manner of special interest groups. The theme of Frederick HayelCs 19214
bookThe RoadTb Serfdom is that all governments, the then Nazi goYemment
of Germany, that of the (much more recently defunct) Soviet Union, and the
so-called democracies of the West, were, and are, travelling the same road.

Indeed, as long ago as 1936, a respected American politician, Alfred E. Smith
of New Yorl made precisely the same claim: "Just get the platform of the
Democratic party andget the platform ofthe Socialist partyandlaythem doum
onyour dining-room table, side by side, and get a heavyleadpencil andscratch
out the word 'Democratict and scratch out the word 'Socialist,' and let the two
platforms lay there, and then study the record. of the present administration
up to date.' (23)

He was referring here to the New Deal administration of Flanklin Delano
Roosevelt, in particular to its collectivisation ofresources and their redistribu-
tion "not by any process of law, but by the whims of a bureaucratic autocracy.n
Q4)

Then Smith made this stark challenge: "After you have done that make your
mind up to pick up the platfom that more nearly squares with the record, and
you will have your hand on the Socialist platform...it is not the first time in
recorded history that a group ofmen have stolen the livery ofthe church to do
the work of the devil." (25)

Another extremelywell informed indivitlual writing on this same subject has
observedthat kars bringcontrols and...somepeople in high places areso fond
of contrsls that a war may appear a desirable means 16r s5ta[lishing them.'
(20

kst the reader think this is idle rhetnric, let me quote someone who
endorsed this idea. In March 1933, the LondonDaily kpress reported that:

"Mr. Gilbert Fhankau, the novelist, [made] a piquant speech [the previous
niChtl... 'A war would be a great idea,' he said. tAnother war would give our
three million unemployed ample employnent.
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I would suggest conscription for this country. It would be immensely
popular."'(27)

The speaker in this instance was not concerned with establishing controls so
much as creating prosperity. No doubt he meant well' but the idea that wars
can create prosperity - except for arms manufacturers, et al - is less novel than
insane. Onewonders if, in the immediate aftermath of the SecondWorldWar'
people who remember.ed this speech would have been quite as williug to endorse
its sentiments as they had been, evidently, in 1933. It goes without saying that
if people are willing to endorse wars to end unemplolment for others' they will
be just as willing, if not a great deal more willing, to endorse wars, and other
means of enforcing social controls, in order to generate employment for
themselves.

It is not thqugh only the intellectuals uiho find statism comforting. Com'
merce, business, marketing, have always been precarious ways to eam a living.
lhue, there ane some products which will always be necessary. A baker is a
secure job, so one would imagine. Peoplewill always need bread. Or is that the
case? In December 1988, the Junior Health Mlnister Mrs Edwina CuIrie,
concerned at an outbreak of salmonella, wamed the British public not to buy
eggs. Egg sales plummeted, literally overnight. (28) Who's to say that some-
thing similar couldn't happen to bread, and bankrupt half the bakers in the
count4r, or even in the entire world?

Today, even once traditionatly secure jobs are no Ionger what they used to
bb. \ilho's to say that computer-assistetl learning will not eventually make
many teachers redundant, or security cameras and other devices lead to a
drastic reduction in the number of police officers?

The commercial sector is dependent on making a profrt, and it can do that
only as long as it satisfies its customers. The state though is different; it can
always pay its emptoyees because it can print money, borrow money (including
under duress), and extract money from its subjects compulsorily. (29) More'
over, the nature of govemnent means that inefficiency tends to be rewarded.
A private corporation that can use one man instead of two to do a particular
job will do so and increase its efficiency and save costs. A govemment depart-
ment that can employ two men instead of one will increase its funding.

Furthermore, the people at the top of the organisation, whatever it is, have
a tendency to build layer upon layer of bureaucracy around themselves; this
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makes them look more important and gives them more power, it also makes
their own jobs more secure, for when the axe is wielded, it is inevitably the
junior and'less important" posts that are lost. It is not necessaryto postulate
any sort of conspiracy theory to explain such empire-building, it is sinply how
human natureworks.

It is this phenomenon morr than any other that e4plains the grorvth of
bureaucracy throughout the capitalist world" and to a great extent the strang-
ling of industry by red tape. People who work in certain agencies are forever
drrcaming up new ways to justify their own existence, and to push their own
agendas. In order to do this they will stoop to the basest of tricks, including
outright lying and often naked tyranny. An excellent example of this is the
anti-smoking industry.

In Chapter Six we mentioned the Harry Elphick casel other dirty tricks of
the anti-smoking lobby include the manufactured controversy over passive
smoking, the use ofchildren to entrap tobacconists, and the abuse, doctoring,
and even outright faking of mortality statistics. In the United Statesn the
Environmental Protection Agency has used its Draconian powers to virtually
strangle industry, and has manufactured one environmental scare after an-
other. (30)
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Chapter Tlvelve: Race, Socialist
MendacityAnd TheAppeal Of Fascism

Anti-SemitismAnd The Rise OfThe
PopularFront

Ihe current uriter has demonstrated clearly here, as have many before himt
that the main appeal of socialism has always been to intellectuals, and that
genuine workers in the movement have been few and far between. That being
said, there have aluays been more ways than one to skin a cat, and the more
dedicated members of the Socialist International have long resorted both to
the infiItration of bona fide movements for social reform and to the creation
ofpopular fronts in order to further tleir long term goal, the subjugation of
all nankind. (1)

A popular front is exacfly that [ie an organisation which supports a popular
cause butwhich is in reality (or also) a front for other activitiesl. It is usually
a campaigning organisation created by communists and/or socialists with the
ostensible purpose ofbringing about desirable social change. Ihis can be any
number of things, but the two most important fields in which the far left has
campaigned since the end of tle Second World War are (against) nuclear
proliferation - specilically through CND - and assorted race issues.

The earlyl920s sawtherise of Italian Fascismunderthe leadership ofBenito
Mussolini. At the time, Fascism was an entirely non'racial philosophy. (We
touched on this brielly in Chapter Three). Ilowever, in Gemany' National
Socialism which (all but purists like Colin Jordan will concede) is a form of
fascism, took on a distinctly anti-Semitic flavour. Again' we must stress that
anti-Semitism is not a necessary ingredient of fascist or even of National
Socialist ideology. It is not widely known that the Dutch Nazi Farty' founded in
1931 under the leadership of Anton Adriaan Mussert, was totally non-anti'
Semitic. (2)
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It is also a matter of painful historical record that the origins of anti-Semi-
tism lie squanely with organised Christianity rather than with any political
novemenL At &e time Hitler was beginning his political career the main
purveyors of anti-Semitism were not the nascent fascists but Consenatives of
a very different bent. In 1920, the notorious Protocols Of Zion reared its ugly
head in the West. Although theProtocols, a Tsarist fabrication, tirst appeared
shortly after the tum of the century, it was all but unknown until after the
Bolshevik Revolution. It was distributed to the White Armies who were tiglting
against the Bolsheviks, but it wasn't until the publications of the German
translation Dle Geheimnisse der Weisen von Zion, and shortly afterrvards tle
first English translation (The Jewish Peil),that it really caught on.

On May 8, l920,the London Times (of all papers) published a review of the
Protocols utrder the headingz "THE IEWSH PEKIL.. A DISTURBING
PAMPHLET CALL FOR INQUIRY. In July the same year, another higb Tory
newspaper, the MomingPosf, published a famous series of articles under the
generic tifle The Cause Of World Unrest.

Anyoneu&o has taken the troubleto examine such nonsense dispassionately
will conclude that the Protocols is less an anti-Semitic document than a
mystical one. Be thatas itnay,it becamea majortenet ofanti-Semitic ideolory,
(3) and uras given an enormous boost when Henry Ford, founder of the Ford
Motor Company and one of the richest men in the world, developed an
obsession with the Intemational lews and. the Jewish world conspiracy which
was to lasttle rest of his life. Ford, an ascetic Conservative, pumped millions
of dollars into a campaip to educate the American people about the Jervish
menace, and, although he was certainly no Nazi, he is known to have been an
early backer of Adolf Hifler; the admiration was mutual. (4)

The Jewish menace wasn't the only contemporary scare, allied to it vas the
Bolshevik menace, which filled many people in the West, including in Westem
governments, with grave apprehension. It was as a response to this that
fascism was founded in Britain, as well as in Germany.

The first British fascist party was known as the British Fascisti. It uas
formed byMiss Rotha Beryl Lintom Lintorn-Orman (1895-1935), in May 1923.
She is said to have bomowed the name and very little else from ltaly. (5) The
British Fascisti were not fascists at all in any meaningful sense of the word,
but radical Conservatives. Iheir platform included making both strikes and
lbck-outs illegal, and allegiance to God and counfi. In practice they supported
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the Consenative Party. (6) The membership, including the leadership cadre,
contained a surprisingnumber of women, and although Miss Lintorn-Orman
was prone to making absurdly inflated claims about her party's membership,
(7) it is doubtful if the British Fascisti was eyer taken seriously by anyone
outside of its own small circle. The most daring thing it ever did was send the
Kinga telegram on his birthday. (8)

That being said, a number of people who would later become prominent in
the fascisJ movement also started their careers in the British Fascists. (9) One
of thesenas William Joycenwho later became knorrn as Lord Haw Haw; another
was Amold Leese, who went on to found the Imperial Fascist League and to
become the most fanatical anti-Semite this country has ever produced. (10) In
spite of all this, the man who is generally credited as the kingpin of British
Fascism is Sir Oswald Mosley. The British Union of Fascists was founded only
n t%2; this was about the time that the Nazis were really coming to pro-
minsass, and although Mosley's early supporters included a number of Jews,
among them the former world middleweight boxing champion Kiil Lewis, it
was not long before the dregs of East End Jewry and their red friends began
to attackthe BIJF as anti-Semitic.

On forming the BU[, Mosley had stated categorically that anti-Semitism
was no part of his moyement's policy; (11) there can be no doubt whatsoever
that he uas sincere, and the Jewish press condemned those Jews who attacked
BIJF members. (12) On one occasion, Mosley was praised in the Iewish
Chronicle as a formidable opponent of anti-Semitism. (13) All this was not to
last tlough, and when Mosley attacked what he considered to be - rightly or
wrongly - sinister Jewish influences thatwere attempting to embroil Britain in
another war with Germany, the Jewish press turned on him with a vengeance.
Give a dog a bail name and it will bite you. So with the BUF; it excluded Jews
from membership and began a series of crude Jew-baiting articles in its
newspaper 77r e Blacl<shirt, and quickly lost the support of, among others, Lord
Rothermere, the publisher of the Daily Mail who had previously erpressed
admiration for Mosley.

In the public mind also, any form of fascism became associated inevitably
with anti-Semitism, and later with racism and aII forms of racial bigotry and
haheil. The greatest beneficiary of this was the Socialist Intemationaln which
had created the myth of anti-Semitic fascism in the first place, and which was
able to present itselfas a champion ofthe downtrodden and oppressed, in
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particular of the non-white peoples of the world, and, of course, of the Jews.
An early front organisation was the London-based Jewish People's Council
Against Fascism And Anti-Semitism; this was in bed with the NCCL (now
known as Liberty). ln!937, the NCCL anil the Jewish People's Council sought
a meeting with the Home Office in connection with anti-Semitic activities in
the East End of London. The Mandarins were not amused, and the official file
on the NCCL's rcquest spits contempt: "...the National Council of [sic] Civil
Uberties...is a bodywith close subterranean connections...with the Conmunist
Party...its modus operandi is to vilify the police on all possible occasions, the
favourite charges being that the police consistently abuse their powers...[to]
show partiality towards the Fascists..." (and that notwithstanding its distin-
guished supporters). (14)

Interestingly, the memorandum continues: "The propagation of Fascism as
a political philosophy is as lawful as the propagation ofany other creed, and
for the govemment to receive a deputation from organisations, one of whose
main objects is to combat Fascism qua Fascism, would be open to misinte4lre-
tation...n (15) This is an inportant point which is often forgotten nowadays in
the hysteria over racism, (shortly to be discussed). Fascism is a legal philos-
ophy, and its adherents havejust as much rigbt to preach it as do the adherents
of any other legal political philosophy. The Jewish People's Council was not
liked by the Board of Deputies of British Jews,was said to have little support
from the community, and to be an unrepresentative body. (1O

The JPC was far from the only such front organisation operating in Britain'
oreven in London,atthattime.The otlicial Special Branch reporton extremist
meetings covered by the Metropolitan Police in November 1938, reported that:

'Anti-Fascist novements have been more active than usual following the
latest Nazi drive against Jewry.

The COMMUMST PARII has made some attempt to organise demonstua-
tions among the Jewish population in London but achieved little success in
this direction.

A number of pseudo Jewish anti-Fascist organisations have sprung up
again, operating chiefly in the Dalston and Stoke Newington aueas.

They style themselves variously as tle DEMOCRATIC LEAGUE, DEMO-
CRATIC UNION, DEMOCRATIC LEGION, LEGION OF DEMOCRATS anil
JEWISH DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT and are conducted by men who have
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been mentioned previously in these reports in connection with this kind of
organisation. As has been pointed out before they cannot be regarded as
genuine anti-Fascist or Jewish organisations but are merely operating to

obtain contributions from the public and to exploit the present disturbed
political situation in Europe. The meetings receive little support." (17)

Six Mitlion Reasons To Hate
TheWhite Race

The Second World War ended with perhaps fifty million dead, and atrocities

committed on both sides, for such is the nature of war. Allied atrocities
included such acts of insanity as Hiroshima, Nagasaki, the fire-bombing of
Tolryo and the destruction of Dresden. However, at the end of the war, the

victors hit on the novel idea of putting the vanquished on trial, mosfly Germans
but also many Japanese, and collaborators such as the Iilorld War One hero

and leader of vichy Flance, Marshal P6tain. The focus of the spurious war

crimes trials was, and remains, the Nazi death camps, including the allegetl
extemination camps of Auschwitz and others in the East.

The British, who liberated Belsen, found some thirteen thousand col?ses
lying arounil the camp, which was disease-ridden, particularly with typhus'

and, on account of severe logistical and other problems, a scene of mass

starvation and utter homor. Simitar scenes were found at other liberateil

camps, including Dachau, although bynomeans all the liberatedinmateswere
infected with typhus, or starving. Some of those liberated at Dachau were fit

enough to abuse their forner captors. (18)
altuay of the true nature of the Nazi camps is beyond the scope of the

currentwork,itwill sufrice to sayhere thatall the camps, andtheNazi ideologr
which is saiil to have created them, have, by clever propaganda and manipu-

lation of the media, become associated permanently in the public mind with

racial hahed and genocide. Although it has never been claimed - except by the

sensationalist prtss and the ignorant ' that Belsen was any sort of extermina'

tion canp, (19) the public perception of the Holocaust has always been, in the
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minds of the British public at least, the temible scenes found at Belsen, and
these have been used not only as pro of that the Nazis gassed Jews, (20) but as
proof that any form ofwhite racial consciousness, white racial awareness or
antipathy tonards any form of race-mixing, is inherently evil and must lead
inevitably to genocide. (21)

Both individual Jews and Jewish (specifically Zionist) organisations have
quite ruthlessly exploited the Ilolocaust - whatever it was - for financial, and
more often, political, pur?oses. They may and do scream to high heaven that
any such suggestion amounts to rabid anti-Semitism, but it is a point that is
hardly worth debating. The most cynical exploiters of the Holocaust though
have without doubt been the Socialist International and their fellow travellers
in the race industry.

Racial Realities In Recent History -
Colonialism And Imperialism

Over the past few hundred years the white race spread out over the entire
globe subjugating all before it and inposing its customs and institutions on
the non-white peoples of the world. Hardly any of the non-white races was left
untouched by the long arm of colonialism, and indeed, much of this subjuga-
tion was accomplished by one small island nation, Britain. Incredible as it may
seem to thosewhite British kids growing up today, at one time the greater part
of the civilised world was mapped in the red of the British Empire on which
the sun never set.

Because of the pervasive inlluence of the aforementioned socialists and their
fellow travellers, the negative aspects of colonialism and Imperialism have
been drummed into the heads of, especially the young' to the exclusion of all
else. It is certainly true that many formerly subject races could. make out an
impressive case against theWhite Man. The peoples of Thsmaniawerewiped
out, the native peoples of North America were likewise treated at times bar-
barically, andthe colonialisn and Imperialism of the British and otherEuro-
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pean powers certainly did exploit the peoples of Africa and India. But overall,
tle Imperialists bestowed far more benefits on their subjects than misery.

The distinguished liberal historian Professor Quigley has written that:
"British rule in the periotl 1858-1947 tied Intlia together by railroads, roads,
and telegraph lines.It brought the countryinto contactwith theWesternworld,
and especiallywith worlil markets, by establishing a uniform system of money'
steamboat connections with Europe by the Suez Canal, cable connections
tlroughout the world, and the use of English as the language of government
and administration, Best of all, Britain established the rule of laq equali8
before the law, and a tradition ofjudicial fairness to replace the older practice

of inequality and arbitrary violence." (22)
This was far from the only contribution of the wicked Imperialists to the

Indian sub-continent. The Research Bulletins of the Agricultural Research
Institute at Pusa for 1911-12 report on flax experiments, wheat cultivation'
rrcsearch into horse diseases, rice diseases, bee-keeping, and much more. (23)

Other, equally impressive contributions to the welfare of Indians and other
colonial peoples were made in many other fields.

Nowhere was the impact of colonialism greater than in Africa. Contrary to
the fantasies of the Boas school of cultural anthropologf' there was never any
civilisation in Black Africa in any meaningful sense of the word. The first
pnerequisite for civilisation is a written language, and it is a fact that the Negro
has oever developed anyuritten langUage. Thus, even slavery has not been
entirely without benefit to the Negfo, albeit to later generations rather than
those who suffered under it and died in their millions while being transferred
to the NewWorld in the most brutal and inhuman of conditions.

Because ofthe hysteria oYer racisrn which has been generated by the scenes
found at Belsen and elsewhere, and ofthe alleged Nazi genocide ofthe Jews,
any suggestion that different races have different (ie inferior) potential to

contribute towards the advance of civilisation has become taboo throughout
academia as well as throughout the media. The word racivn (24) has been used
as a catch-all device to blame the White Man for all the sins of the world and
to excuse all black shortcomings. Whites have been portrayed as inherently

evil; blacks a s oppressed.Thewordracism is used to desipate not only a belief

in innate racial differences (its original meaning) but hostility to racial inte-
gration - including forced integration - hostility to miscegenation and the
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resultant racial death, telling politically incorrectjokes' poking fun offoreign
accents, preference for the company of one's own kind, you name it.

There are those, it is true, who believe that the Black Man has no innate
capacity for civilisation at all, that he should be segregated, or even denied the
common cultural inheritance (25) which is the rigbt of us all. Ihese people
though are, and always have been, an insignificant minority, and in any case
such racial intolerance, bigotry or outright hatred is by no means unique to
whites. (26)

Since the end of the Second World War, the former colonies of the European
porryers have been slowly, and sometimes brutally, decolonised. All manner of
neasons have been advanced for this, including conspiracy theories, many of
them bordering on the absurd. Probably the wisest words ever written on this
subjectwere thosepennedbyElmer Pendell in his study,SerZersus Civilization.
Undoubtedly the world communist movement played a major role in the
destruction of colonialism, if only by the spread of communist ideologr rather
than actual conquest.

The classic example was Rhodesia. This was a country that had been
successfully self-governing for over 40 years; its white population numbered
some 220,(X)0 to about 4 mitlion Negroes. A declaration of rights was enhen'
ched in its constitutioq the franchise was not restricted to the whites but was
extended to all citizens who owned property or earned a certain minimum
income. In addition to this a chief or headman could vote. The reason for this
was clearly, as Pendell states, that a country cannot be governed by iporance
or stupidity, and that where the majority of a country's citizens are illiterate,
as they were in Rhodesia, some sort of overlordship is not only inevitable but
necessary. (27)

In 1980, when Rhodesia was handed oYer to the murdering Manist thug
Robert Mugabe, we witnessed the spectacle of illiterate people voting. As
kndell points out:

"Illiterates are likelyto be tools of persons alreadyin power'so ineffectthere
is less of government by the people as the suffrage is broadened.' (28) And
when that happens "the Communists offer their oum government machinery -

by internal agents. Ihey have something that is better than chaos, and they
succeed in convincing tleir victims of that.
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most biologists, anthropologists and others were quite candid about racial
dilferences, often to the point of embarrassment. (31)

Nowadays, the largety Malxist dominated race industra does not shrink
from outright lying and the lies are so grotesque that it is a wonder that anyone
would believe them.

Aparticularlygrotesque enample is a series of pamphlets spewcd out bythe
so-called Institute of Race Relations in the earlyeighties. The first in the series'
Roots of racism, claims that "there is in fact no such thing as dilferent races'
not scientifrcally speaking. Despite all the years ofinvestigating and charting
- this blood group and that this bone structure and that, this disease and that
- scientists have found no biological characteristics that belong exclusively to
any one group of the world's people. Separate 'races' do not exist. All we are
left with are the scientitically meaningless variations of skin colour." (32)

Ihe most insidious thing about this poison is that it was produced under
the guise of educational material in order to indoctrinate the young.

On the very same page, the barely hidden agenda of this pamphlet and of its
publisher comes right out into the open: !'It is the white nations which have'
and appear determined to keep at any cost, wealth, and therefore power, grossly
outof proportiontothe size oftheirpopulations,anditis the non-whitenations
which struggle relentlessly forjustice and equality.' (33)

This is very clearly Marxist rhetoric. All whites aFe seen as oppressorsrall
non-whites as oppressed. The fact that the white nations have proportionately
more wealth and power could just have something to do with the fact that they
created this wealth and power by their own industriousness. Ag;ain, the capi-
talist system has more than a little to do with this, for as Ayn Rand tells us:
"Under the ineptgovemment of the czars andwith the mostprimitive methods
of agriculture, Russia was a major grain exporter...That Russia should nowbe
on a list of hungry, wheat-begging importers is the most damning indictment
of a collectivist economy that reality can offer us." (34)

Indeed, for all the talk about raclva and racial disadvantage, the American
Negro has always enjoyed a far higher standard of living than the white
Russian. In his 1966 book Bondage of the Free, the American author Kent
Steffgen pointed out that American Negroes then owned 45 million auto'
mobiles - one to almost every four persons - while in the Soviet Union, there
was only one carfor every350 people, andmost of thesewere either state'orryned
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

states on shopping trips. crime is all but unknown on the island. (3o Another

non-white 
"utio" 

which eqioys an extremely high standard of living is the

island of Brunei. As with Bermuda, one does not have to look far to see the

reasons for Brunei's high standartl of living. These two island paradises are

totally atypical, but they indicate that there are many causes of poverty'

backrvardiess and oppression besides the universally proclaimed nonsense of

racismand Imperiafiim. (37) And, incidentally, of the far right's much trum'

petea geoeti" iiot""io"ity of blacks. (38) Which brings us to so'called racially

motivated violence.
Fbequently, much is made of this by the media and by "anti-raclif" organisa-

tions, and atsurrl figures for racial incidents (meaning white on non-white)

including murders are bandied about from time to time. Yet consider the

followintstatistics. Between 1969 and 1987 ,2,618 people were killed and more

nan ssrdoo injured in the Tioubles inNorthern Ireland. (39) Northem lreland

nur u popot.tion of less than 1.6 million. (40) The majority of these thousands

of innocent people were murdered simply because they were Protestants or

Catholics. This is what white people do to each other; why should they behave

u"i or.*"uv toward.s non-whites? If there had been proportionately that

many racially motivated murders in Britain, we would be talking about a

virtual g"o*id". Then there is the well-documented case of the misreporting

anA cf'nicat exploitation of so-called racial attacks' (41)

Nor does the story end there. In the United States the most serious crime

problem is black on bhck A statistic which the current writer has often seen
^bandied 

about - one that is truly horriffing - is that one btackAmerican male

io zr mt eventually be murdered, mostly by other blacks. (42) Predictably the

socialists and their fellow travellers even blame t|olis onracism.l\e dispropor-

tionate number of young black males in prison (a {igure which is not so much

,no"f.i"g or scandalousj, is seen as the result of oppressrue policing, ethnic bias

in senteicing, and other such nonsense. The fact that moreyou-rg blacls may

be inherently dishonest, thuggish orwhatever, is dismissed asracist rhetoric'

(43)' 
in the wake of the genocide in Rwanda, the Socialist Workers Party crowed

that "The roots of Rwanda's civil war lie in the divisions caused by decades of

colonial rule bywestern powers and the deep poverty that the capitalist world

system has brought to Africa.
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

Finally, Steffgen refers to the work of Dr Ernest van den Haag, who was then
Professor of Sociologr at Nerr York University. Prejudices, he says, whether
ettrnic, rcligious or racial, increase rather than decrease in proportion to tle
degee of non-voluntary contact between separately identifiable groups. (51)
In other words, people of all races resent being socially engineered and
manipulated, especially by those like the Socialist Intemational who exploit
them quite cpically in order to advance a political agenda.

The Poison Spreads

In addition to the decolonialisation of African and other nations, a new
phenomenon has come about the process has been reversed. Non-whites from
virtually every country on Earth have flooded into the white nations for a
multitude of rcasons. A very tiny minority are bona fide refugees fleeing from
political and other persecution. Sone, in particular' Indians, are businessmen
- the newmerchant class -nhoare expanding theirsmpires. Agreat manywere
actually encouraged to immigrate to Western nations. After the SecondWorld
War therre was a so-called labour shortage in Britain, and the government
thought the best rvay to solve this problem was to recruit cheap labour in the
West Indies. It may have been cheap at the time, but we have all of us paid a
hearyprice ever since.

In a frrce market therc are no labour shortages, when labour is scarce, the
price oflabour (wages) rises, and the vacancies are soon filled. (52) Organised
labourwas hostile to immigration, andnot simplyout of so'calledxenophobia.
As state( when there is a labour shortage the tendency is for the eost of labour
to rise, which improves the lot of the working people. Thus' the best reason for
organised labour to oppose immigration was a purely selfish one: competition
from non-whites in the home labour market would. depress wages. Ihe Com-
munist Party though saw things difrerently. As early as 1955 it publisheil a
pamphlet calleil No Colour Bar for Bitain. This pamphlet argued speciously
that "British public opinion in general is firmly against a colour bar, as anyone
who reads the newspapers will see", and that any sort of colour bar was the
desire of "a prejudiced minsrity". (53) The idea that the newspapers (ie the
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

The Rising Tide Of Colour: Flom The
Yellow Peril To The Black Plague,
And The Other Face Of Hatred

The virtually unchecked non-white immigration into Britain and other once
overrrhelminglywhite nations has not beenwithout its benefits, but overall it
has caused far more problems than it has solved. In particular it has allorved
all manner of self-seekers besides the Socialist International to carve out
lucrative careers for themselves in and around the race industry; it has also
led to Draconian so-called "anti-racist" legislation which is, in some rcspects,
more nepnessive thanwere the race laws of Nazi Gernany.

So-called positive discrimination and other practices' (57) in particularthe
quite blatant advancement of non-wlites in the media and other fields, often
at the enpense of more talented whites, the ease with which cries of racismhave
been used to stifle debate, legitimate criticism, or eYen to put some groups
totally above criticism, this and the falling white birth rate coupled with the
barely concealed pronotion of miscegenation by the media, and the ridiculing
of their Anglo-Saxon heritage, has led some people to perceive the hidden hand
of a conspiracy at work lhe truth is that there arc many agendas at work here,
but as things stand, the white race is on the way out' atthough some people
won't be satisfred until the last white woman has passed child-bearing age.

All tlis and more has led some white people to seek radical solutionsl one
of these solutions appears to be the re'emergence of a racial philosophy, often
with elements offascism attached to it or ouhight FascismA.lazism. (58) Many
white people are worried bywhat they see as fhe rising tide of colour. This was
actually the title of a bookutich was published by Lothrop Stoddard as long
ago as 1920. In this the author refers to 'The world'wiile struggle between ttre
primary races of mankind - the 'conflict of color,' as it has been happily termed '

anil claims that this 'bids fair to be the fundamental problem of the twentieth
century and...perhaps the gravest problem for the future.' (59)
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who was assassinated in 1967, suffered from similar delusions to Lotlrop
Stoddard, though instead oftheYellow Peril he sawthe Black Plague; this is
actuallythe title of a chapter in Roclcwell's boolc, Wite Power.Apparently, the
blacks or indeed all the non-whites of the world, are going to rise up and smash
us. At the very least they will outbreed us, something they are doing any{iay.
Here is what Rockwell hatl to say about the so-called Black Plague:

"To stop a plague of bed bugs takes killing, not words.
To stop a plague of traitors, agitators and black half-animals is going to take

killing, notwords.
Locusts and bed bugs which do not invade your home do not need killing.

Inferior humanity which leaves the White Man alone does not need killing,
either, and can be left to limit their own numbers by their own stupidity,
improvidence and cruelty.
But it is forever too late for those colored people who ATMCK the White Man

to be permitted to sunive.
We have no intention of attacking of exterminating those who leave us alone.
But let this be a declaration of war upon those scwages who dare to shout 'Kill

WhitE),' and on those Jews and others who dare to encourage, agitate, arm and
finance them in this bloody insanity.

It's them, or us!" (65)

It is diflicult to credit that these words were vritten by a graduate of Bronm
University. Rockrrell's claim that what he refers to as infeior humanity can be
Ieft to limit their orvn numbers by stupitlity, inprovidence and cruelty is
particularly ironiq it is dillicult to read anything but cruelty into these words,
thougb at a push one can add both the stupitlify and the improvidence he rails
against, because it was certainly both stupitl and improvident to have uaritten
rhis, and to act like this - as he did throughout his political eareer. Certainly
such bellicose pronouncements andcold, rational hatred do much to maskthe
genuine grievances ofthose whites who seek to preserve their heritage, they
also playinto the hands ofthe Socialist International and others,rvhoseraison
d'€fte is to destroy it.

Again, it must be stressed that the Black Plague is every bit as much a
delusion as the Yellow Peril before it. I'm not saying that the Los Angeles riots
or other riots befort tlem werc an optical illusion. Nor am I saying that the
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race riots we have experienced in Britain are a fantasy; inileed they have

certainly been played down by the media at the behest of the government and

under pressure from the race industry and other vested interests.

ThJ current uriter has long been in touch with people in both far right

movements and in the media who have confirmed the truth of this. Racial

violence is not a fantasy, and it maywell be that most racial violence in the (still

but rapidly diminishing) predominantly white world is directed against white

people ratler than by them. The Black Plague is a fantasy because the picture

it puiotr is inherently flawed: the world is not made up as the so'called

"aiti+acist" lobby would have us believe of whites and non-whites. (66) We have

already mentioned the reality of black on black crime.Ihis, and most of all the

history of modem decolonised Africa, is surely proof enough that blacks are

""".y 
bit ur *pable of brutalising andmurdering each other as theyarewhites,

orwhites them.
Ihis scenario is repeated across the world, as is inter-ethnic violence. Some

of the worst racial violence in Britain has not been so'called Nazi and skinhead

gangs attacking non-whites but the violence between various walring clans of

Liuor in areai like Southall, West London. And we have alreadymentioned

Northem Ireland. Inciilentally, during the LA riots, Korean shopkeepers were

targetedalongwithwhites, andit is insufficient to say thattheywere sotargeted

simpty by freebootersl there has been much genuine resentment against

troreans in the Uniteil States the same naythere has been against Asians here.

They are both envied and resented for their commercial success by the indigen'

ous population who wonder why these Johnny Come Latelies can enter the

country and in a few years own their own businesses, even tlough many of them

can't even speak good English, when they, the natives, are stuck in menial,

low-paid jobs, or living off welfare. This is not so much racial hatred as

ignorance of economics. (67)
It is easy for most people to see such delusions as the Black Plague and the

Yellow Peril nowadays, but the biggest delusion of all is racism. Earlier we

touched on the Protocols Of Zion; this and other conspiracy literature port'

rayed the rising Jewish merchant class of the late Nineteenth and early

Iiventieth Centuries as part and parcel of an all-encompassing megalithic

conspiracy. The bogus theory of racism is yet another conspiracy theory for

just 
-as 

the Jews were saiil by the peddlers of the Protocols to control the
-economy, 

the banks, the government and virtually everything else, so racisz is
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meant to exclude all non-whites from positions of power in the Western
Establishments.

1n1992, an article published in the (now thankfully defunct) anti-male hate
"feministn magazine Spare Rib claimed that AIDS had been created in a US
laboratory and that its purpose was to eliminate Afro-Americans by the year
2000. A secret memorandum to that effect was said to have been found. (6E)
Who would believe such lunacy? A lot of people' apparently. Indeed, as I write
these wordsn this modem day blood libel has been given further credence. A
doctor visitingZimbabwe is said to have launched his new book in the capital,
Harare. It is calledl.ids - Origin, Spread and Healing, and, claims that AIDS is
not transmitted sexually but by agents in the air and food, and that it was
developed as "a well'orchestrated move by the governments of s ome developing
countries to reduce the African population and 'subtly re'introduce colonial-
ism'." (69) Incidentally, this doctor is said to be German; (70) onewould have
thought that in view of all the libels that have been visited on his race this
century, that he, indeed any highly intelligent and educated German, would
have more sense.

Now replace this slur on the United States government (the SpareRlb version
above), with the claim that AIDS was manufactured not by those damnedrccisf
Yankees but by the Jews, and see the reaction this draws. In this and many
otler respects the theory of racisrn parallels that of the Elders of Zion: dark'
nysterious forces, secret meetings, the ruling 6lite of white Anglo-Saxon males
excluding all non-whites from positions of power, and so on. (71) Where once
Jens and blacks were fair game for baiting by the bigoted and scapegoating by
the malevolent, now the white Anglo-Saxon male can beo and vera often is,
blamed for all theworld's troubles.

The Fear OfABlackPlanet -
And RacialDeath

The non-white exodus into the white nations, and all the other trappings of
governmentally forced race-mixing, (72) socialist-inspired bullying and indoc-
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In 1987, the Economirt reported that the Minister for Thade and Industry
of the State of Singapore, Brigadier-General ke Hsien Loong, had called on
Singapore's Chinese to have more childrenl the countrywas said to have had
perhaps the world's lorrest birthrate. Not only did Singapore's Prime Minister
endorse this policy, he was said to be an unabashed advocate ofeugenics, and
indee4 the falling birth rate was to be boosted by the provision of linancial
incentives. Although the article stressed the importance of economic factors,
it is impossible to read anything but the fear of racial death into the Ministers'
pleas. (77)

Further proof of this comes from the bland admission that'immigration
cannot be expected to help...Singapore has strict controls (only 3'893 immi'
grants became citizens last year)...' (78) The Socialist Workers Party have been
strangety silent over Singapore's immigration policy (or perhaps one should
say non-immigration policy). After all, aren't those Oriental Nazis well on the
roid to Dachau?

A more open manifestation of racisrn occurred in China. The British
nationalist magazine Spearhead rcported in its June 1980 issue that students
and workers had rioted over the presence of foreign exchange students in
kking. Demonstrators had carried placards which read' Black devils, and'had'
shouted "Go back to Africa and fight the imperialists!" Chinese women wene
assailed for fratemising witl blacks. (79) Is this really racial hatred? Or is it
simply a violent rrcaction to a perceived threat, the survival of one's genes?

Yet another example of non-white racism is given by Professor Quigley'who
tells us that "[In Japanese society] all non'Japanese, lacking divine ancesfi'
arr basically inferior beings, existing only one cut above the level of animals
and, accordingly, having no basis on which to claim any consideration' loyalty'
or consistency of treatment at the hands of Japanese." (80) Obviously such
haditions totally refute the nonsense of such insidious Marxist fronts as the
Institute of Race Relations. My own (very limited) experience of the Japanese
leads me to believe that they are not an anti-social people, certainly they are
no more anti'social than most whites. Perhaps thougb, like most whites' and
most peoples of all races, they simplywant to be let alone?

Examples of such blackracisnt are not difficult to find either: the following
will sullice. Ihe powers-that-be at Cornell University, Ithaca, were not pleased
that students tended to segregate thenselves by race; a plan to forcibly
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being rounded up and sent baclc (87) South Africans of all races were said to
be blaming illegat immigrants for driving down wages, taking indigenous
people's jobs, dealing in drugs, and increasing street crime. Sound familiar?
As far as I am able to ascertain, none of the so-called "anti'racist" press in
Britain devoted as much as a paragraph to this supposed outrage.

The Doctrine Of *Racism":

Sictq Evil, Manipulative

The most sickening thing about the doctrine of racism as perpetuated by the
socialist left is the way it smears all whites as bigots if they reject any degree
of forced rass-pi*ing or if they express the slightest antipathy towards the
genocide these monsters have planned for them' And for all mankind-

In September 1991, the boxer Michael Watson collapsed in the 12th round
of his super-midtlleweightworld title challenge against Chris Eubank (88) As
a result ofwhat for all boxers is an occupational hazaril, he nearly died. (89)

Michael Watson is blaclg of course. Boxers are not usually renowned for their
innate modesty, but Watson, although always quietly confident, was never tte
sort of person to shoot his mouth off outside the ring. Even after he defeated
his arch-rival Nigel Benn in six thrilling rounds in May 1989 he remained the
quiet, personable young man he hail always been. Although lacking the char-
isma of the likes of the flamboyant Benn or the anogant (and at times offensive
miscegenist) Eubanlg lVatson won much public support.

After the fight had been stopped, it was evident immediately that the26year
oldWatson was in grave, and almost certainlylife-threatening, trouble. In the
wake of the fight the hospital switchboard was deluged with calls ftom frght
fans. (90) IVere all those fans black? Were all the people who later raised funds
for MichaelW'atson black? (91)

Likewise, were and are all the people who have donated countless millions
of pounds, francs, Deutschmarks, dollars and shekels to African'oriented
charities black? Are all these people nascent Nazis or foaming-at-the-mouth
anti-blackracrfs because they are opposed to unrestricted non-white immigra'
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practice so long to exist; and beseech him in his providence to prevent it from
being in any degree revived here, or from being entered upon by other nations."
(et7

In 1811, a man named Arthur Hodge was tried, convictedo sentenced to
death, and hangedforthe murder of aNegro slave called Prosper on the island
of Tortola. (95) Slavery was abolished in Britain in 1833; and in the United
States (the Thirteenth Amendment) in 1865. By contrast, it was abolished in
Iraq onlyin L924 and, in Ethiopia in1942. (96\

Slavery still exists in many countries, although it isn't always recognised as
such. The Anti-Slavery Society is still extant. (97) As recently as June 1995 it
was reported that non-whites resident in Britain were keeping their serrants
in what amounts to virtual bondage. (98) One might add also that the 14th and
15th Amendments in the United States gave Negroes the vote (with poll taxes
and literacy tests), while women received the vote only in 1920, with the 19th
Amendment. And in Switzerland, women received the vote only in 1971!

The fact that a white man was hanged in 1811 for the murder of a Negro
slave proves thateven a slavewas regardedas worthyof life bytheWhite Man's
system ofjustice (99) even then. Horv much was a black man's life worth under
the government of Idi Anin? (100) How much is it worth now in uar-torn
Rnranda if he happens to belong to the wrong tribe? (101) Further comment
would be superfluous, yet all we in the West ever hear about is the evils of
something called, racisrn One pundit has written poetically that "All things
considered, I pnefer discrinination without murder to murder without dis-
crimination." (102)

The End OfThe White Race, And
The Fascist "Solution"

Tlnre EconomrJts'claim that Singapore has perhaps the world's lowest birth-
rate is, unfortunately, not correct. (f.03) ln \947, a United States senator
published a book in which he claimed - probably correctly - that with the
currrnt rate of intermariage, in only nine generations the white race would be
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

Fascism And Socialism: Siamese T\vins

"Lenin, the founder of Bolshevism, and thus of Fascisn..." (110)

Ihe conventional political spectrum nay be represented by Figure 2. (Lll)

Dictatorship Democracy Dictat

Communism Fabian Socialism

However, this is a total distortion; what sort of spectrum has the same thing
(dictatorship) at both ends? An accurate political spectrum is the one shoum
in Figure 3 (page 117).
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Total Government

Communism
Social ism
Fascism
Nazism

Anarchy

Constitutional
Republic
Limited Government

Figure 3: Ihe reader will see that there is nothing here about race at all, and
at the riskof boringhim Iwill repeat the factthatno form offascism (induding
Nazism) has to be anti-Semitic, anti-black or anti any particular efhnic group.
Ib paraphrase George Onrell, if a boot is stamping on your face, the ethnic
origins or political afriliations of the owner of the boot make little difference.

Ihe appeal of fascism, and nore parochially, of Nazism, can be sumned up
in the phrase 'AIl within the state, none against the state'. In reality, fascism
adopts a similar power structure to that of socialism, one knonm by the curious
oxJimoron of I)emocratic Centralism. (112) Before returning to the racial
ideolog of Nazism, let us take a closer look at the power structure and briefly
review the history of Nazism from llitler's rise to power.
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Nazism: The Benign Face Of
Authoritarianism

A stock charge against Hitler is that he was a dictatory a stock charge against
the Nazis is that theywere totalitarians. The lirst of these assertions is partly
true; the second is demonstrably false. Professor Quigley tells us that the Nazi
r€gime was not totalitarian in either theory or practice but authoritarian,
because two members of the Quartet were not coordinated, and although the
economic system was not ruled by the state it was subject to'self-rule'. (113)
IntheWeimar Republicrthe quartet of powerwas Army, Bureaucracy, Industry
and Landlords. Under the Nazis this became a quinteh Nazi leadersr lndustry,
Army, Bureaucracy and Landlords, (114) though it doesn't take much imagin-
ation to fathom who had the final say.

In Hitler's Germany, the landlords gained economically; prices fixed by the
Nazis were not high but were adequate. "Pa5ments for interest and taxes werrc
both reduced...' (115) There is, by the way, some evidence that the Nazis hied
to reform the comupt, debt-based money system. Or at least, sone of tlem did.
The author of the NSDAP's programme was not Adolf Hitler but Gottfried
Feder, who espoused similar ideas to Major Dougfas. Breaking the thraldom
of interest was a major plank of this programme. Howeve4 in 1934, Feder was
purged, (116) and by and large it was business as usual for the money creators.

According to Professor Quigley, the Nazis rejected totalitarianisnl those
who wanted a "second revolution" were purged in June 1934. The reader may
find the following difricult to believe, but it is true nevertheless that "Many of
the economic activities which had come under state control wererepivatiznd.
The United Steel Works, which the govemment had purchased from Ferdinand
Flick in 1932, as well as three of the largest banks in Germany, which had been
taken over during the crisis of 1931, were restored to private oumership at a
loss to the govemmenl" (117)

Nazism had other things going for it as well. Although today praising Hitler
is likely to have one denounced as a fascist, an anti-Semite, a crank or simply
mad, tlis wasn't ahnays the case. In 1936, after the passage of the Nuremberg
Laws, the formerBritish prime ministerLloydGeorye praisedhim as perhaps
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the greatest man he had ever met, (118) while as late as 1941 he was quoted on
Hitler thus: none of those men who appear once in a centuqr out of the forcst
and can see beyond the well-rubbled field where we and they stand, into the
green grass beyond." (119) And tlere was nothing wrongwith Uoyd George's
judgment because he said of Churchill that he had picked him up out ofthe
political $rtter and wished he had left him there. (120)

Many other statesmen and famous people lavished praise on Hifler; many
also lavished praise on Stalin. One of these political pilgrims nas the literary
giant George Bernard Shaw.When Shaw travelledto the Soviet Union hethrew
a supply ofprovisions out of the train before crossing the border because he
was convincedthere wer.e no shortages in Russia. (121) Of Soviet prisons, Shaw
said tlat prisoners found conditions so pleasing that they were reluctant to
leave aftertheyhad served their sentences. (122) Another fellowtravellerurote
thattle methods usedin Soviet Russia to rehabilitatermongdoers were sojolly
spifhng that "crininals occasionally now apply to be admitted', while yet
another said of a labour camp that "I could never see what kept nen in this
camp unless theywanted to stay there. No convicts I have lnown would have
any difficulty if they wanted to break away." (123)

Who could believe such nonsense today? Who could have believed it at the
time? (124) Just as socialist Shaw and other left intellectual dupes were so
blinded bythe slogans and professed idealism of Soviet egalitarianism andthe
workers' paradise, and just as their successors remain blinded to this day in
spite of the masses of inefutable evidence testifying to the real naturc of the
socialist system - evidencewhich even manysocialists do not deny -just as they
did not, do not, will no! can not, see the brutality' degradation' inhumanity,
utter ruthlessness, andjust plain inefficiency ofthe socialist system, so too
were, and are, the followers of Adolf Hitler blinded to the reality of National
Socialism and Fascism.

It has often been said of Mussolini tlat whatever his faults at least he made
the trains run on time. Likewise Hitler did many good things, and only a fool,
a socialist or a Zionist stooge would deny the reality of Hifler's achievements.
If he had died in 1939 Hitler would undoubtedly have gone down in historA as
one of the greatest leaders of all time, perhaps even the greatest leader of all
timer notwithstaniling his govemment's anti-Jewish policy. And if Organised
Jewry had tried to appease him rather than bring Germany to its knees, and
if Hitler had continued to develop Germany on autarkical lines, he maywell,
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as A.K. Chesterton claimed, have bestowed the greatest gift upon mankind
since Prometheus stole the fire from Heaven. (125) If, if, if...

Unfortunately we do not live in the world of if; yes, Mussolini did make the
trains run on time, and so did Hifler, but the reader should recall tle words
of Elmer Pendelh "the Communists...own government machinery [offersl
something that is better than chaos, and ttrey succeed in convincing their
victims of thal..they manage to keep a fairly harmonious relationship between
the people and the govemmenl..bysuppressingall but onepolitical party, and
bymaintaining strict control of the press and other means of communication.
Ihe govemment in a Comm u nist country does not reflect the will of the people;
rather it directs the will of the people..." (126\ Ditto Nazism and all foms of
Fascism.

So let's look at some of the other achievements of Adolf Hitler, the ones his
admirers either dontt boast about, or rationalise, or explain anray. I don't mean
his anti-Jewish policy, like most people who haven't fallen for the propaganda
of the Zionists and their socialist dupes I an sick to death of hearing about
Hitlefs anti-Jewish Pollcy, and about the poor, persecutedo powerless Jews,
especially when tle systems tley - the socialists and the Zionists - have created
are many times worse than Nazism. Let's though take a long hard look at the
other face of Nazism.

One of the veryfirst things Hitler didwhen he came to powerwas to supprcss
the parliamentary opposition. The pretext used for this was the Reichstag tire
of February 27, 1933. Ihe Nazis blamed the Reichstag fire on the Communists;
the far lefl naturally, blameil it, and continue to blame i! on the Nazis,
although one verywell informed person with no sympathy touards Nazism has
stated categorically that he believed althougF the fire had indeed been started
bya communist, it nas the act of an individual lunatic. (127)

A\eEnabling.lcf of March 23,1933 gave Hitlervirtually dictatorial powers,
at least as far as the formulation of policywas concer:ned- Contrary to Zionist
and socialist propaganda, Hiflerrs persecution ofthe Jews was far from brutal
- certainly in comparison with the Zionist persecution and murder of the
Palestinians - and.nas effectedwithin the framework of the rule oflaw, although
as time passed the anti-Jewish legislation becnme more and more repressive.
(128) The courts did not rubber stamp Nazi policy, and frequently decisions
in labour disputes and the like were given in favour of Jews. Acts of violence
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and other unlawful acts against Jews - 'lndividual acts" - were punished by the
courts, sometimes severely. (129)

On June 30 the following year, Hifler purged the SA' a purge which included
the murder of Emst Roehm, who, although a homosexual, had been one of
Hitlet's staunchest supporters. According to the anti-Nazi propagandist Sef-
ton Delmer, the German public approved of the murder of Roehm, while to the
outside world it looked simply like one set of gangsters wiping out another.
(130)

Ihe current writer does not shed any tears for the extermination of a fagot
like Roehm, but the point should be taken that if the state, or whoever controls
the state, can act so capriciously against their former allies, then they can do
exacfly tfie same to any of us. Similarly the Nazis' book buming and attacks
on Jervish and decadent art may meet with general approval amongst white
nationalists, but it would be a strange kind of fool who claimed that no Jewish
author had ever nritten a book worth reading, or that only Jews and commun-
ists had written trash. And it would be an even bigger fool who didn't realise
that the censorship directed by the state at Jews and others can also be dirrccted
at him. Indeed, the Zionists have themselves had cause to regrct the Franken-
steints monster they have helped create. In the 1970s and 80s when the far left's
nno platform for fascists' had become virhnlly de ig"tezr at British institutions
of higher learning, leftists who associated Zionism with Nazism succeeded in
silencing pro-Israel speakers as well as 'T.{azis".

At North London Polytechnic -where a certain htrick llarrington was once
the victim of a sustained far left hate canpaign - a motion advocating free
speech for both Jews and Arabs was defeated. No platform votes lfor "Zion-
ists"] were taken at Essex, Swansea, Bangor, and Dundee Universities, and at
Middlesex, Coventry and Teeside Polytechnics. This was traced to students of
the FalestinianDiasporaexercisingtheirpolitical clout;while one Polymeeting
is even said to have witnessed the absurd spectacle of a member of the rabidly
"anti-racist", Jewish-led Socialist Workers' Party quoting at length from the
Protocols of Zion! (131)

So too did the Nazis ruthlessly suppress all political opposition, even though
the economy under NazismlFascism is far more eflicient than under interna-
tional socialism, even though the attacks on individual liberty are nowhere so
great even though the system is nowhere near as repressive, it is still a ruthless
fom of government and still one to be avoided like the plague.
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Nazi Germanywas a police state, and nobody in his right mindwants to live
in a police state. In Nazi Germanyyou ran the risk of ending up in a concen-
tration canp not only if you were a political opponent, (132) in particular a
g6mmunist, but if you were a Jehovah's Witness, a drunkard, or a social
inadequate (whatever that might be). (l-33) Homosexuals wene also intemed,
(134) an4 in practice, anyone the state disapproved of could be inter:ned, and
would be, if Hitler's heirs ever took power in Britain. (135)

Again, at the risk of boring the reade4 we must reiterate that just as I-enin
suppressed all opposition under socialism, so Hitler suppressed the opposi-
tion under his r6gime, and not only by the aforementioned.EnablingAct.Hitler
did not do absolutely anything he uanted, for example, the euthanasia pro-
gramme "encountered deep hostility in the German population" and led to an
oflicial protest from the Catholic Church. (136) Under the euthanasia pro-
gramme the mortally ill were at frrst killed (humanely?), ((t7) later the insane
were added. (138) It doesn't take much of a leap of the imalnnation to see that
under certain systems of govemment, 'lnsane" could include anyone who
rcfused to tow the party line. In our so-called democracy certain categories of
political dissidents are already treated as though they are mentally ill. Ihis
includes Holocaust Revisionists and, racists, (139) and may one day include
homophobes.

Ihe rcader may argue that under Nazism/Fascism, such a prospect is
unlikely; if he does, he misses the point. And that point is that once constitu-
tional safeguards are thrown out ofthe window, the state, or the clique or
individual n&o control(s) the state, can do whatever they or he like(s).

Althowh a reading of the.Iewish Chronicle for the Nazi era, especially the
early Nazi erao reveals some remarkable surprises, (!-40) it is an inescapable
fact that the rule of law rlas increasingly usurped in Germany. (141) Again, this
is inevitable once the power is concentrated in the hands ofthe few, or, as in
Nazi Germany, the power of the one.

Ilitler became Fiihrer on August 2, 1934, with the death of the aged Paul von
Hindenburg.Ihis consolidated his power, and from that moment on, anyone
who stepped the slightest bit out of line had his card marked. Sixty and more
]rans on fron Hitler's consolidation ofpower the very concept of dictatorship
is far more terrifying and the principal reason for this is the exponential leap
in technologr. Noq with the introduction andworldwide use of inter-connected
computers, smart cards and all the associated technolory, the power of a Hifler,
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FHEEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

blamed for this; it is not simply a case of giving a dog a bad name, the fact is
that it is often the activities of certain Jewish (more often Zionist) organisa-
tions and individuals that are the root cause of anti-Semitism as much as the
crazies and the outright bigoterl.

The net result of all this has been the associating of any form of n&ite racial
consciousness in Britain with a particularly bizame fom of sex shop Nazism,
and six million uterninated Jews. We have already covered this ground in a
more general sense; this is of course a pattern that has been rrepeated the length
and breadth of the white world, what remains of it. The driving force behind
the Anti-Nazi Letgue (henceforth ANAL) was not Organised Zionist Jewry but
the Socialist Workers Party, which in spite of its pathological opposition to
Zionism (165) has never been shy about soliciting funds from Jewish business-
men to combat (ostensibly) the mutual enemy.

It is theworlds worst kept secret that the SocialistWorkers PartyanilANAL
are the same organisation in all but name; (16O from the latterrs inception
many ANAL oflice holders wene prominent members of the SWP; many still
are at tle time of uriting. (167) When they cry racism, racism, racisn the
popular front puts forviard its own solutionz socialism, socialism, socialism.
this pattem is repeated tlroughout the white world, what is left of iL In the
Uniterl States, one of the leading nanti-racist" organisations is the so-called
Center for Democratic Renewal. This started life as the National Anti-Klan
Networlg (168) its so-called Research Director is a man named Leonard
Zeskindo who is a former organiser of the Marxist-Ieninist Sojourner thuth
Organization. (169) Zeskind is the US conespondent for the Jewish-ormed,
anti-white race-hate magazine'Searchlightrand, for the record, hewas present
with that organisation's head honcho, Gerrry Gable, and another Jew, Stephen
Silver, when the current rvriter served a libel writ on Gable at the House of
Commons on Wednesday, December 8, 1993. (170)

In Fbance, one of the leading "anti-raclsf" organisations, MRAf, tle so-called
"Moyement Against Racism and for Amity 4rnong Peoples', is a Comnunist
Party Flont. (171) Another "anti-racist" organisation, SOS Racisme, has been
partly funded by that country's socialist government. (L72)

There is though nothing new under the sun. The reader should recall the
words ofLothrop Stoddard from 1,920: "in every quarter ofthe globe, in Asia,
Africa, Latin America, and the United States, Bolshevik agitators whisper in
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the ears ofdiscontented colored men their gospel ofhatred and revenge. Every
nationalist aspiration...", etc. (173)

It goes without saying that such "nationalist aspirations" exclude any form
of w,hite racial nationalism, save thenationalism of the IRA and other bands
of murdering Marxist thugs.

It would be pointless here to itemise all the trials and Fibulations the
National flont and other white racial organisations were to face over the
coming years. For these and for other reasons the Fhont eventually collapsed.
In 1980, John lindall split and formed tle New National trbont, which uas later
to become the British National hrty. The reason ljmdatl left the Flont,
ostensibly, was because he had discoyered a honosexual network operating in
its upper echelons. This network appears to have consisted primarily if not
entirely, of Martin Webster and his homosexual lover Michael Salt, although
fyndall did at a later date publish evidence tlat Webster had trieil it on with
at least one yo'rng National Front member. (174) Webster notwithstanding, the
major reason for Tlndall's delmrture appears to have been the rrfusal of the
flont's Directorate to give him dictatorial po\flers. But then Tlndall is a
deilicaterl Nazi.

In 1986, whatuas left of the Fhont split into three factions, one calling itself
the Intemational Third Position, another calling itself the National Fbont
properandyet another callingitselfthe ThirdWay. Third Position sounds like
some sort of bizane sexual practice, as to the ThirdWay - pssningathirdrray
between capitalisn and communism - this is nonsensel there is no ThirdlT'ay.
In the words ofAyn Rand, in a compromise between the good and the bad, the
barl aluays wins. (17O

In spite of the demise of the National Flont, both the far left and Organised
Jewry continue to uail and whine about the Nazi menace. Notwithstanding the
fact that the National flont never was a Nazi party, and that the diminutive
BNP under the leadership of the dedicated Nazi John llnilall is going norrhere
- Millwall or no Milhvall (176) - the anti-white hate propaganda of the socialist
controlled popular front will continue to grow as will the tyranny of the
socialisVcollectivist race industry.

All this can, does and will cause enormous resentnent amongst the dwind-
ling white population, and will unrloubterlly lead to those who have not been
totally indoctrinated with the enemies'poison to seeking railical solutions to
the problem ofwhite surrival. It is here that the appeal offascism is strongest
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of all. Socialist, Zionist and other hate propaganda has a simple message:
either you ane an "anti-racist" (and committed to racial suicide) or you are a
racist, read, six million acterminated Jews and gas chambers for everyone else
whose skin isn'twhite.

Ihis propaganda has been drummed into the heads of our people, and, most
sickeningly, into those of our children, so intensely anil for so Iong that it has
become the prrcvailing wisdom. There are signs tlough that the hate campaign
against Westem Man has gone too far, primarily in the revolt against political
correctness. Ihe organised homosexual movement may have had something
to rlo with this. While many people have been easily duped by socialist propa-
ganda masqueradingas nanti-racism" 

rthevast majority, especiallyparents and
including non-whites, are not so gullible or so brainuashed that they can be
duped into equating the mythical disease of homophobra with the Nazi gar
chamberq this sort of indoctrination is purely for mattoiils. (177)

Orthodox Jews and devout Muslims - to name but two groups - have told
tleworld in no uncertain terns that theywill have none of it.When in 1993 the
Chief Rabbi Emeritus, Lord Jakobowits, ruled that genetic engineering might
be used to eliminate the poison of homosexuality from society forever, he uas
denounced as an advocate ofNazi race science. (178)

Which brings us to the elimination of miscegenation, the prime concern for
National Socialists and their fellow travellers. Indeed this is the only real
concern for most of them because, socialist indoctrination aside, apart from
the natural preference we all have for our own kind, it is only the fear of a black
planet and of racial death tlat bothers most white people, and, I would sugest
most people of all races.

Ihe National Socialist movement worldwide - so far as it exists, so far as it
has any structure or credibility at all - has as its primary goal that of effec{ing
a total physical separation and segregation ofthe races, at least ofthewhite
race, from all others. Ihis is not an exclusively National Socialist goal' many
religions have broadly similar goals, though by and large the spokesmen for
all the world's great religions stress that they recopise no bar or colour, creed
or raoe. This latter is true especially of Christianity and Islam, and of the
Jervish religion. Even the Zionist fanatic Rabbi Meir Kahane insisted that he
would recognise any Arab as a Jew provided the man had converted according
to the proper formula. (179)
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Be that as it may, the goal of total separation is totally impractical, and, in
the current nrriter's opinion, undesirable. That being said, there is an enor-
mous gulf between cultural eclecticism and racial death. It should be stressed
herethatitis farfrom onlythe socialists andtheirimmediatefellowtravellers
who have it in for the rryhite race - and, in the longer term - for the rest of
mankind. Atheist philosopher and author of many skeptical books Paul Kurtz
falls into this category; Kurtz is a humanist, and in 1991 laid his cards on the
table for all the world to see: *The highest good, as I see it, is intermarriage
between people of difrerent ethnicities, races, religions, and culturcs. People
who intermarrT are contributing to the new human species that is emerging on
tlis planeL You can see it clearly in the United States: in fifty years we will have
a non-ryhite nqiority. This frightens many people. I can see the same changes
in the cities of Wmtem Europe...In due course, the majority may no longer be
Tvhit€. I rhink this is wholesome and good. It is diffrcult for many people's
nervous systen to have this clash of cultures and races, but we owht to
encourage the widespread intermingling of people as we reach a civilisation
which is beyond ethnic differences."

Ihis insidious piece of poison, which appeared in the magazine New Hu-
manist, bore tle almost unbelievable title The Limits of Tblerance. (1E0) The
previous year the same magazine had published an article which argued that
the natural and healthy disgust and revulsion the ovenn&elming majority of
people ofall races feel for homosexuals and their depraved practices was an
illness that had to be cured. (181)

Incidentally, Paul Kurtz was at Dachau with the American army during the
liberation. In a personal communication he told the currentwriter thathe had
seen first handthe evidence of Nazi genocide - although hewas cageyaboutnot
ssati6ning the non-existent gas chamber. Hewent on to publish an American
edition of the bogus memoirs of Rudolph Hoess, Commandant Of AuschwiE.
Kurtz is of course aware of Holocaust Revisionism, but the skepticism he
displays tovard any manifestation of the paranormal is nowhere manifested
in his appraisal of this most tragic period of human history though having
written the words above, this is hardly surprising; he has a vested interest in
the promulgation of such lies.

This is the sort of fitth and genocidal poison that those dedicated to white
surival face, and indeed" they are not alone. As a lifelong atheist I will not
pretend to hold organised religion - or any religion - in anything but contenpt.
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But the hatred (especiatty) tle humanists espouse for religion should at the
very least lead one to question tfeir motives. Like the socialists they have an
agenda, anil they are intent on imposing that agenda on the rest of mankind
disguisedas thesolutiontoaproblen.Forthesocialists this problem isracisml
Paul Kurtz has stated in no uncertain tems what he sees as the solution to
thatproblem.

llow then should those dedicated to white - and other - sulvival, (182) fight
this poison if not by embracing National Socialism or some related racial
philosophy? Ihe correct way to do this, indeed, the onlyway, is on the basis of
individual rigbts.

{
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Chapter Thirteen: The Fight Against
Socialism, National Suicide And
Racial Death: The Way Forward

Up until fairly recently in its history certain Southern States of the US
enforced anti-miscegenation laws. (1) The abolition of anti-miscegenation laws
was seen as a great triumph by the Socialist Intemational and their fellorv
travellers, not because anti-miscegenation laws are any sort of insult to man-
kind, (2) but because by abolishing them the leftists are not simply abotishing
discimination bnt are taken one step closer to abolishing tlat most hated of
institutions, the nhite race.

Naturally, National Socialists and others would like to see not just the
reinstatement of anti-miscegenation laws but the death penalty for those who
practice it anil indeed for those who promote it. Many people - of all races -
feel uactly the same rvay about hard drugs, and indeed, some countries,
Malaysia for example, actually execute major drug smugglers. Such policies
are based on the nistaken notion fhat just because something is bado not only
ougbtn't people to do it, but that they should be prohibited by law from doing
so. Ihis is not opposition to socialism, rather it is a different kind of socialism.

As stated, the cor:rectwayto conbatmiscegenation and other sym.ptoms of
the multi-racial madness is through the restoration of individual rights and
the scaling doum of state intervention and meddling in all aspects of people's
personal and economic lives. To this end white racists should forn alliances
with Black Separatists and like-minded racial nationalists. But they should
nof support any form of state coercion.

Ihe race industry the world over is fundeil largely by public money, that
means taxpayers' and ratepayers' noney. In other words, your money. Without
state sponsorship, this poison would long since have dried up, as would the
gay "rights" lobby and most of the other socialist-inspired crypto-ideologies.
National Socialists and others must lear:r to accept the reality, that some
members of the white race will fall by the nayside, and concentrate on tlose
who can be saved.
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The uay fonvard is a long and tortuous road, but a good starting point would
be the restoration of the rule of law by Iobbying and byjudicious apprication
of the civil law. \ilherc once racial discrimination was enshrined in raw, now
alfirmative action (or whatever name it goes under) is likewise enshrined. In
other words, racial discrimination. The enforcement of nno plaforms for
fascists" and othernonsensehas been usedto emasculate all resistance.Awhile
ago the current uniter was told by the British National Party's prcss officer
that planning law in this country now stipulates that those q'ho apply for
planning permissiol have "a duty to promote good relationsn rhose werc his
actual words.

Obviouslysuch semantic drivel can and does mean anything the self*tylednanti-racist'bareaucnacy[ants it to mean, and can be used not onlytosuppress
all dissent and as a means of censorship, but to promote national sniciile and
racial death. rhe sad fact is that many such seemingly innocuous policies and
and laws which are used ostensibly for the public benefit arc used, in the frrst
instance, to destroy the rights of 'npopular groups such as the BNB and thence
to destroy the rights of all and sundry.

Those who would wish to see an end to this poison should aim to rcstore
most of all the right of the individual to associate or not to associate withutom
he or she wishes, and the right of the taxpayer and ratepayer not to be
tyrannised by little totskies using their own money. In shor! no taxation
without representation.

Like I said, this will be no easy task because not only are these people totally
ruthless, but because there arc many agendas at work here, from Organised
Zionist Jewry at one end to the organised homosexual movement at the other.
Often these groups are at loggerheads with one another, but they all agree that
fascists (3) should be banned, or even stamped out. In practice, anyone who
doesn't endorse forced race-mixing wholeheartedly becomes not only aracist
but a fascist in their eyes. As does anyone who raises objections to any oftheir
other agendas. Some members of far right parties adopt the attitude tlat "Our
enemies will call us Nazis whateverwe do, therefore we might as well be Nazis.n
The only thing one can say in response to this sort oflogic is that it is not very
intelligenL

I will not touch on the question here as to whether or not tle r+fiite race or
any other race deserves to survive. I will say simply that I believe it d.oes, and
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that the members of every race and culture have the right - or even the duty -
to preserve their inheritance for posterity, and let it go at that.

One leading Libertarian - whom I will not name for the obvious reason - told
me that he personallyfinds blacks physically repulsive but that he doesn't carc
if whites and anyone else practise miscegenation. My views are diametrically
opposed to his; there are many people I find physically repulsive - including
practisingmiscegenists, peoplewith facial tattoos, peoplewho don'twashrand,
most of all, homosexuals. Blacks - or persons of other races - do not enter fall
into my category ofpersonal dislikes, but personal likes and dislikes are not
the same as ideologr, and tr accept, and so should you, that people may find
other people repulsive or hateful ' including you! - for no better reason than
that tley exist.

Notwithstanding that people can be indoctrinated and that therrc are ac-
quired tastes, and so on, finding someone - or some gpoup (4) - physically
repulsive may be sad but is nomorewrong than linding sone object repulsive,
because this sort of thing is largely a subjective judgmenl One mightJust as
well argue that it is wrong to find the taste of strawbemies repulsive. I have
often heard it said that many homosexuals find the thought of normal sex
repulsive, and that many lesbians find the thought of men touching them
repulsive. (5) In the frnal analysis, no one has the right to demanil that
homosexuals should not n'allow in their perversion any more than "anti-racists"
have the right to demand that certain whites should not lind blacks physically
repulsive. In a truly free - ie non-socialist - society, both racists (6) and
homosexuals would have the inalienable right not only to indulge in their pet
hates and perversions, but to attempt to win converts. (7) But they would not
havetheright to do so using public money. (8)

Retuning now to the main subject matter of this chapter, the proposed
strategr for combating socialism (ie the restoration of indivirlual rights), this
is also the corr.ect strategr for opposing quasi-socialist mendacity in every
other field of human activi$ besides the race indusfi. The increasingll'
interventionist style of government throughout the West has not only eroded
freedom but destroyed prosperity, or even the prospect of prosperity, for
countless millions of people.

In Chapter Three we discussed the case of Johnson Conhols, the American
company that was dragged into court because it operated a foetal protection
po[cy. We commented at the time that such state intervention and regulation
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of private business adds to the costs of producing goods and senices and
tlercforc reduces the goods and services available - the real weatth of the
semmunity. We might have added that such state intervention and regulation
is repeated throughout the economy, rather than simply in ttre fields of so-
called equal opportunities. Thue, this sort ofthing does createjobs for bure-
aucrats, but they are not real jobs, and they are detrimental to the economy
and society in other ways. To staywith the race indusFy, it is a fact is it not that
many of the policies that have been implemented under pressure from these
flnants have had negative, and in some cases, disastrous, etfec'ts for race
relations? Evenmanyblacks are now sickto death about thecontinual carping
onaboatracism. Most blacks don't want special privileges anymore than they
vrant to poke their noses in wherrc they are not welcome. The state has no right
to compel companies, and certainly not individuals, to enploy, other.wise
engage or to associate with people they don't want to, regardless of race. (9)

The race industry is the supreme example of socialist-oriented mischief-
making, but it is far from the only one. If we are to liberate mankind from the
clutcles of this dreadful inhunan philosophy we must destroy the power base
of intemational socialism totally and utterly. First and foremost fhis means
destroying its economic porver base. We must work for the repeal of all
legislation whiei puts public money into the pockets of anti-business and
anti-free ente4lrise pressure groups, be they the race industrry, the AIDS
industry, (10) the anti-smoking indust4i, or any of the plethora of Quangoes -
most of them created, ironically, by our so-called Conservative Government -
rvhose thinly disguiseilraison d'€tre is to expand their own empires bypassing
and enforcing mone and more repressive and restrictive legistation at our
expense.

The destruction of the actual repressive legislation which these monsters
have enforced on society bythe time honoured technique of lyingthrough their
teeth (11) will be, if anything an even stiffer tasli. I have suggested tlat
judicious application of the civil law might be one v,:ay ahead. This could be a
particularly etficacious method of tackling the race indusfi. lf racismrvhat-
ever is meant by that totally vacuous epithet, is such a terrible evil, then
perhaps those accused of fostering it shoulil issue a few libel units. Or maybe
they should start throwing them around like confetti? In the united States,
which has constitutional guarantees ofsuch things as freedom ofspeech, the
tobacco industry has decided that it has finallyhad enough, and has launched
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Iaw suits ngainst the Clinton Administration's attempts to destroyitunderthe
guise ofprotecting the young. (12)

The strugle against socialism is, in the first instance, an ideological
struggle, but no ideological struggle was ever won without a frght, and often
tle spilling of blood. In the words of lhomas Jefferson: "Ihe tree of liberty
must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and t5rants.'
(13) For, in the final analysis, socialism is an evil, totalitarian philosophy; it
has often been said that all that is necessary for the triumph of evil is for good
men to do nothing, unfortunately, the triumph of socialism - unlike the triumph
of fascisrn - has been made possible not by the apathy of good men but by their
active participation. To illustrate this point I woultl like to end this studywith
a personal reminiscence.

Epilogus TomCaldwell

Ibm Caldwell was found dead in his home on Christuas Eve, 1994, atthe
youngage offrfty. His deathcame as a shockboth tomyselfandto manypeople
rdo had lqonar him, becauss alfftsrrgh he had been desperately ill up until
quite recently, all his friends andcolleagues believedhewas oyer theworst of
iL Certainly he had put on weight - thanks largely to steroid treafnent - and
although he had long quit his post in the voluntary sector in Lewisham, he uas
still beavering away on a number of projects.

Itho was Tbm Caldwell? As I said, he was a voluntany sectorworke6 I first
met him, around the Summer of 1987 - dates are not my strong point - and he
was yery helpful to me at a time in my life when I needed help. He was Yery
helpful to a lot of other people too, including those who didn't deserve any help
at all. Tomworked at a centre for the unemployed; Lewisham has a high rate
of unemplo5mentrandthe centre did,and continues to do, sterlingwork Ithas
to be said though tlat some people are not simply unemployed but virtually
unemployable, as is the character I am now about to introduce. At one time the
cenht nhere Tom worked was plagued by a series ofthefts. It was even burgled
at one poinl liom knew who was responsible for most of the thieving and one
day, aftcr a portable IV set had gone missing, he threw him out"
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I thought this guy was gone for good, but a short time later he was back
cadgng cigarrcttes and the like offTom. I asked Tbm why he kept letting him
in and he replied simply that there was no curing some people and that one
just had to do one's best for them. I've no doubt that Tom was 1611 lstrding (ie
gving) this guy money out of his orm pocket, for his bus fare home, knowing
full well that itwould be spent in the pub.

At lbm's funeral early in the New Yea4 literally hundreds of 1rcople from all
backgrounds turned out, including a lot of people I wouldn't invite into my
home - and that's saying something! Ibm was a vera nuch loved aad respected
man, by his co-workers, by the people who used the centre, and by many people
who, Iike the petfy thief mentioned above, had been the recipient of his help,
his largess, and his humanity over the years.

The point of this belated obituaryis that Tomwas, or considerc{ himsslf fe
be, a committed socialist and "anti-raclJt". He told me on one occasion that he
considered fascism to be a dangerous philosophy that needed to be supprcssed.
He had also been, at one time, a member of the Socialist Workers Party. (14)
He hated all foms of bigofi and the Tory govemnent in equal measure.
Unlike most so-called socialists though, there was nothing doctrinaire about
Tom's beliefs. He had read quite a lot of political theory but his political beliefs
sprung not from Marxism but from a belief in people, that they mattered, and
that human nature uas inhertntly good. Even though he had theoretically given
up full time worko his life revolved around wor\ none of ntich uas for his own
benefiL He was heavily involved with a music project in a neighbouring
borough right up until the end. It is no exaggeration to say that Tom was the
most selfless p€rson I have ever me! me and a lot of other people.

The other thing I rcmember about Tom was that he was a strong man. Not
physically, certainly not after suffering for years from the appallipg illness
which led to the removal of his spleen, among other things. (15) RecaI though
the thief at the centre; Ibm liurerv that these sort of people were weak in t,he
spirit and that horvever much kindness or humanity he, or anyone else, showed
them, theywould continue to steal, continue to take advantage.

What Tom didn't realise is that most socialists - certainly those who rise to
the top of the pile - were not motivated by his iilealism. Tom was an altruist;
altruism is a belief that it is the highest good to work for otlers. As indeetl it
is. But socialists are not altruists. Lenin, Stalin, Thotslcyanil their successors
were motivated neither by altruism nor by idealism. The man who suppressed
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all opposition (including the socialist opposition); the man who masterminded
the Tiflis Post Oflice robbery; tle man who ordered the shooting of workers
"like ducks in a pond"l the monsters who butchered fourteen tlousand and
norc ollicers and intellectuals at Katyn (and then tried to palm it off on the
Nazis); the men who engineered the "Cultural Revolutionn, and the 'Killing

Fields", and who ordered Tlananmen Square, were not motivated by love of
their fellow man, by idealism, or by a belief that working for others is the
highest ideal. Alhuism is self-sacrifice; these butchers, these monsters, did not
sacrifice themselves, they sacrificed, and ordered the sacrifice, of tens of
millions of your fellorv human beingS. Is it any wonder that nowadays ttrey
prefer to call themselves anti-fascists rather than Bolsheviki?

Unfortunately, the Tom Caldwells of this world, the gen 'ing humanitarians,
the genuine idealists, the genuine altruists, have been, and continue to be taken
in by, the trite slogans of the Socialist Internationat peace, goodwill to all men,
liberating the workers, and the Universal Brotherhood of Man. This book has
been written for those who seek more than slogans, who look behind the
slogans, and who seek to genuinely improve the lot of the common people
everyrvhere. The truth about socialism, like the truth about nfascismn, is not
difficult to find" but most socialists don't see it simply because fhey don't want
to see iL lhey seek instead the revealed truth of MaIx and l-cnin, or the
"proletarian truth" of the Bolsheviki. It is truly amazing that so many othere-
wise highly intelligent people from so many different backgrounds from so
many different countries and at so many times, should have been so easily, and
so comprehensively deceived, but to paraphrase MaIx, socialism is the opium
ofthe people. The task ofLibertarians, and ofthis short study, is to arouse
mankind from this new, opium-induced sleep.
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Notes And References

Chapter One: What Are We Talking About?

(1) For the record, in general I spell socialism (and socialist) with a small s
and communism (and communist) with a small c. Generally I spell fascism
(anil fascist) with a small f. However, when I am referring to the terms

specifically rather than generically, I capitalise. The words Nazi and Nazism I
always spell with capital letters because they are always proper nouns.

(2) Throughout this work I have used the words comm'nist and socialist
mone or less interchangeably. This is a point that is hardly worth debating.
lbue, there are niid socialists - David hving once referred to himself as a mild

fascist - when I refer to socialists I mean, gen'erally, people who accept all the
major tenets of socialist philosophy, in particular the total state control and
ownership of the means of production, and the concepts of class urar and
proletarian dictatorshiP.

(3) The following information on Tbotslry, which is non-contentious, was
culled from the Encyctopedia Ameicana Intemational Edition, 1;977 . The entry
TROTSItr, can be found in Volume27, pages 157-8.

(a) See pages 58-9.
(5) You Can Trust The Communists, by Dr Fred Schwarz, published by

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Second Printing, (October 1960), page

43. According to schwan, thotslty was not a Menshevik either, and hovered
somewhere between the two factions. For tle record" Schwau analyses of the
intellectual perversion known as Mamism are amongst the linest everwritteu.

(A LEON TROTSItr CURSED BY FATHER Tiail of Tbroist, by Bemard

O'Donnell, published inthe Empire News, Sunday August 25, 1940' page 5.
(7) Pollittwas the son of a boilershopworker. see for example2BITUARIES

FROM THE TIMES 1951-1960, published by Newspaper Archive Develop-
ments, Reading, (1979)'Page 579.
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(E) Castro is a doctor of law; Mao tse-Iirng was studentJibrarian at tle
National University of Peking; Chou en-Li was the son of a wealthy aristocrat
who was converted to communism when studying at a Erench universit5r.

(9) Ali once refemed to himself as anAsianl

Chapter Tbvo: Money, Profit And Wealth

(1) Flom The Invened Moral Pioities, published originally intheAyr Rand
Letter, July 15, I974rbnt quoted here from The Voice of Reason: Essays in
Objectivist Thought,by !rym Ranil, Edited by Leonard Peikoff, published by New
American Library, (1989), prye274.

(2) Wtlely reported in all mainstream news media at the time, but see for
example SHARE AND SIURE ALIKE KEEPS WEALTH FLOWNG,pnb-
lished in the,INZESTORS CHRONICLE,T-L2 April,1995, page 9.

(3) Which must have cost a staggering amount of money.
(4) This is a famous quote and is taken from a speech made atWest Chester,

Pennsylvania, October 21, 1964. I am informed that these words were probably
written by his speech writer Karl Hess.

(5) Again, see pages 5E-9.
(6) I have a soft spot for Mr Gates; this book would not have been possible

without him!
(n f.HE STORY OF ASTRONOMY, by Patrick Moore, published by Macdo-

nald and Jane's, London, Fifth Revised Edition, (1977), page 111.
(E) Moore, The Story Of Astronomy, page 111, (ibid). Sir William Herschel

(1738-LnD was Ro;al Asftonomer (not Astronomer RoSal); it was he who
discovercd the planet Uranusl his son, Sir John FrederickWilliam Herschel
(1792-L87l)rwas also a famous astronomer.

(9) Moore, The Story Of Astronomy,pageLl4, (ibid).
(10) h 1917, (iethe date Moore's booknas published), [Moore, The Story Of

As tronomy, page l1.4, (ibid) ] .
(11) Moore, The Story Of Astronomy,pagelL7, (ibid).
(12) Moore, The Story Of Astronomy, page 118, (ibid).
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(il1) For an alteinative view of the philanthropy of Andrew Carnegie and John
D. Rockefeller (and his heirs), the reader is referred to ARCHITECTS OF
CON SPIRAffi An Intriguing History,byffilliam P Hoar, published byWestern
Islands, Boston, (198a); and to two boolcs in particular by the American
conspiracy theorist Gary Allen: None Dare Call It Conspiracy, (uritten with
Larry Abraham) and published by Concord Press, Seal Beach, California'
Third printing, (April, 1972);and,THE ROCKEFELLER FILE, published by
76 Press, Seal Beach, Califomia, (February 1976).

(14) FOREST argues that the organisation is funded by public subscription
and by donations from Britain's nfrte enterprise tobacco companiesn ! Unlike
ASH, it does not receive a penny from the state.

(15) In reality, the ruling elite that controlled the state.
(1O Outsitle the ring!
(17) Throughout historythe state has ouflawed universal suffrage' the belief

that the Earth is spherical, the theory of evolution, non'state approved reli'
gions and all manner of heresiesralcohol, homosexuality, pornography (in the
broadest sense of the word), IQ tests, and. various kinds of music. It has
enshrined in law slavery child labour, the subjection ofwomen, and all manner
of ottrer iniquities. This list could be extended greatly.

(18) Change and progress are of course two entirely disparate entities' but
the point should be taken.

(19) Certain medical charities have become notorious for their bacHng of
terrorist gfoups in Africa in the struggle against so-called. racism. On a
humbler scale, in 1995 the curent writer found a so-called community project
in North l,ondon that was selling hate literature in its shop, including one
publication which incited the murder of a government minister and another
which gloated over the murders of three French policemen. Needless to say I
rcported this to the authorities.

(20) The American Conservative Gary Allen (among others) has suggested
that certain super-rich families set up foundations not primarily for charitable
purposes but to pneserve and compound their own wealth tax free while
imposing a progrrcssive taxation on the wealth of their competitors. [see in
particrrlarNone Dare Call It Conspiracy andThe Rockefeller File' (op cit)1.

(21) It would very likely make the problem worse, because a state monopoly
of credif as with a state monopoly of anything else, is likely to be even more
ineflicient than the admittedly, already corrupt system of debt servicing.
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Q2) The Monopoly of Credit, byC.H. Douglas,4th Edition, BloomfieldBooks,
Sutlbury Suffolk, (1979),page29.It is clear from this that by "protit'Douglas
doesn't mean simply financial reward. For example, most people will help a
blind man across a busy road without asking, some simply because it is the
right thing to do, others, it might be said find it "prolitable" to help a feltow
human being in need, ie it makes them feel good.

(23) In his 1944 study THE ROAD TO SERFDOM (page 89), FA. Ilayek
attributes this quote to Thotslcy, t937.ln a footrote relating to the rcference on
page 1it7 of The Constitution of Libeny, published by the University of Chicago
Press, London, (1960), he attributes the same quote to Thotslry inThe Revol-
ution Betrayed NewYorlg (1937),page76.I have read The Revolution Betrayed
pretty much cover to cover, and as far as I can tell, this quote doesn't appear
anyvhere in tle book It is possible therefore that Thotslry did not actuallywrite
these words, but they are certainly consistent with his ideologr, and if he didn't
rvrite them, tlen certainly he, Lcnin and Stalin, would all three of them have
heartily approved of their sentiments for they are very much in the spirit of the
monstrous philosophy which is socialism.

Chapter Threq Socialism, Minorities
AndWorthyCauses

(Ll l{arl Mam Racist,by Nathaniel Weyl, published by Arlington House, New
Yorlg (199), pagel26.

(2) There are variations on this,
Q) Weyl, Karl Marx: Racist,page 126, (op cit). Weyl gives this as \ilorkers of

the world unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains and a world to gain!"
(4) TRAGEDY AND HOPE: A History of THE WORLD in Our Time,by

Carroll Quigley, Second Printing,AngriffPress, Los Angeles, (1974)rpage37S.
(O Quigley, Ti,agedy And Hope, page 37 6, (ibid).
(O Quigley, Tiagedy And Hope,page 380, (ibid).
(7) Michael Marks was a Jewish refugee who, fleeing from pogroms in

Russian Poland, adopted this name on his arrival in England. His real name
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was something hideously unpronouceable. The illiterate Marks started his
working life as a peddler, humping a pack on his back across the Yorkshire
Dales, later he opened a market stall and the business mushroomed. Tom
Spencer bought into the business for frt00 and the rest is history. There are
several infomative biographies of the Marks & Spencer organisation.

(8, MARI6 & SPENCER: Anatomy of Bitain's Most Efficiently Managed
Cornpany, by Dr K.K. Tse, published by Pergamon, O:dord, (1985), page 175.

(9) Again, it is ironic that most charities are run byprofessional bureaucrats
whose first commitment is that of dispersing the wealth of the rich. Into their
ovm pockets! Anyonewho has seen some of the lucrative posts certain charities
advertise in such newspapers as the Guardian will know exactlywhat I mean.

(10)Tse,Marl<s & Spencer,pages 190-1, (op cit).
(ll) Tse, Marl<s & Spmcer, page 183, (ibid).
(12) I am certainly not saying that such employers d.o not existl I have ample

personal experience of this from my youth, and I can tell the reader that it is
not necessarily the case that the bigger the capitalist the meaner he is.

(13) Quigley, Ti'agedyAnd Hope, pages 380-1, (op cit).
(1a) Quigley, Ti,age@ And Hope, pages 382, (ibid).
(15) Quigley, Tiagedy And Hope, pages 381, (ibid).
(16) Quoted from the front of THE FIRST CASUALTY From the Crimea to

hetnarn: The War Conespondent as Hero, Propagandist, and Myth Maker,by
Philip Knightley, Quartet Books paperback edition, London, (19E). Although
this actual quote was made as recently as L9l7 ,the sentiment is known to date
from at least 1758, and, doubtless, some Roman or Greek pundit said much
the same thing. Intertstingly, Thotslry himself made a similar comment in his
book MY LIFE: An Attempt at an Autobiography, which was publisherl in 1930.
On page 284he says nNever before did people lie as much as they iliil during
the'grrcat war for libertJr.t"

(17) An antinomian was originally one who maintained that the moral law is
not binding on Christians. The word is taken from a Geman sect of 1535. See
The Oxford English Dictionary,Second Edition, published by Clarendon Press,
Ordord, (1989), Votume 1, page 528.

(18) Pbrsonal communication to the author dated 31 January 1994.
(19) There is a distinction between fascism and National Socialism, and

purists such as the British Nazi leader Colin Jordan find the blurring of the
two ideologies offensive, butwe are concerned here onlywith generalities.
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Q0) Univenallewish Enqtclopedia,Volume 8, pages 68-9, (1942).
(21) It is conveniently forgotten today, but the "fully socialistic' south African

Labour Party was initially a staunch advocate of 'White Socialism". For a
detailed discussion ofthe true nature ofsocialism in South Africa the reader
is referred to the excellent book/ HISTORY OF COMMUNISM IN SOWH
AFRICA, by Henry R. Pike, published by Christian Mission International of
South Africa, Germiston, South Africa, Second Edition [Revised and en-
largedl, (1988). See in particular Chapter Five.

(22) But if they did that, theywouldn't be socialists!
(23) Encyclopedia of Homosentality,Edrtcd byWayne R. D5mes, published by

St James Prrcss, London, (19X)), VolumeZrpage 773, (ibid).
Q4) Dynes, Encyclopedia of Homosexuality,Yolume 2, prye 773, (ibid).
(25) The wording may vary in particular the second line may read nThuggery

buggery murder and war!" [Thanks to Nick Griflin and to the Mosley Archive].
(2O One homosexual activist actually said 'Don't call us AIDS victims. AIDS

is not mywealoess. AIDS is my strength." ITHE AIDS COWR-U?? The Real
andAlarmingFacts aboutAIDS, by Gene Antonio, published by rgratius Press,
San Fbancisco, Second edition, (1987), page 331.

Q7) One of these oppressed minoities is women, who make ap SlTo of the
atlult population!

(28) In socialist dogma, anyone who isn't white can be and very often is
labelled black Including ethnic Chinese!

Q9) Gays and lesbians in their terminolory.
(30) To discriminate means to choosel choosing positively to do one thing is

exactly the same as choosing not to do another.
(31) This is not to saythat there is no such thing as racial bigotry for examplel

such things obviously exist and are at times enshrined in law, or they may be
institutional or personal. But the correct solution is to remove discriminatory
legislation and thereby allow individuals, companies and institutions to prac-
tice discrimination in the market place where theywilt both reap ttre rewards
and pay the penalties for their behaviour.

(32) Whatever is meant by that totallyvacuous term.
(33) Asians show the way, published in The New Standard (CLOSING

PRICES), May 18, 1981, page 5. (The paper changed its name briefly but it has
alrvays been knoum as the Evening Standard).
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(34) The Bondage of the Free: A Citical Examination of the misnamed "civil
rigltts" cause from the Civil War Through the Cold War,by Iftnt H. Steffgen,
published byVanguard Books, Berkeley, California, (1966), pages 170-1.

(35) For a full discussion of this, the reader is referred to the essay Fetal
Protection, Women's Rights, and Freedorn of Contract, by Ellen fbankel PauI, in
Equal Opportunities: A Ferninist Fallacy, Edited by Caroline Quest, published
bythe IEA Health andWelfare Unit, London, (1992).This quote is taken from
pages 423.

(36) See in particular the lunacy of B6la Kun, page 41.
(37) While planning pemission may sound like red tape, if a companyu'ere

planning to build a glue factory or a nuclear power plant at the boffom of your
garden, you might like to have a say in it.

(38) LENIN Tby David Shub, published by Penguin, Harmondsworth, Middle-
sex, [a Pelican book], (L960,pagel77.

Chapter Four: The Rule Of Law

(1) It is important for the reader to realise that this is a fundamental tenet
of their doesna, although, for obvious reasons, it is one they will not rcadily
admit

(2) Flom What Is Communisnt, a lecture by Dr Fred Schwarz, published as a
tape by the Christian Mission to the Communist World. Dr Schwalz was at
one time a practising M.D. in Australia; later he became an anti-communist
lecturer in the United States. He has lectured anil published extensively on
communism/socialism.

(3) This quote (italicised in the original) is actually taken from Joseph
Stalin's bookPROBLEMS OF LENINISM, publishetl by Forergn Languages
Publishing House, Moscow, (1945), page 43.

Stalin credits this defrnition to Lenin, in his study The StateAnd Revolution.
I consulted the English translation of this work [Its full title is THE SMTE
AND REVOLWION: Manist teaching on the State and the task of the Proletaiat
in the Revolution,byYL Ulianov (N.Innin). One English language edition n'as
published in London by the British Socialist Party in October 1919. Inciden-
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tally, Lenin was the founder of the Communist Farty of Great Britainl. How-
ever, it appears to have lost something in translation as I have been unable to
Iocate this actual quote either in the above or in anyof [,enin's turgid prose. It
is though a faithful definition, and if Lenin himsetf atidn,t use tlese exact
word.s, he would certainly have endorsed them, and indeed he put them into
practice, as we shall see in due course.

(4) The Constitution of Liberty,by F.A. Haye\ published by the University of
Chicago Press, London, (1960), page 154.

(5) The following is exfracte d, from Blacl<stone's Statutes on CNMINAL LAW
199+5,4th Edition, by P.R Glazebrook, published by Blackstone press, Lon-
don, (1994), page 11: "INFANTICIDE ACT 1938 {ilhere a woman by anywilful
act or omission causes the death of her child being a child under the age of
twelve months, but at the time of the act or omission the balance of her mind
was disturbed...'", etc.

(6) Ilayeb The Constinttion Of Libeny, page 155, (op cit). In practice it is a
lot more complicated t,han ttrat because if the state were to prosecute every
alleged breach of every law the courts would be swamped. The facts that the
police will sometimes caution rather than prosecute trivial offences and that
the croum Prosecution service will sometimes decide not to proceed with
prosecutions which they believe have little chance sg 5rrsesding does no! in
either case, constitute a breach ofthe rule oflaw.

(7) This quote is verywell-known:

"Govemment is not reason;
it is not eloquencel
it is force! Like fire,
it is a dangerous servant
and a fearful master!"

Thken here from the inside dust cover of THE FEARFW MASTER: A
SECOND LOOKAT THE UMTED NATIONS, by G. Edward Gritfin, pub-
lished by \Testern Islands, Belmont, Massachusetts, (1964).

(E) schwarz, wat Is communism.Thereare actually three tapes in this series
under the generic titfewat Is comntunism? They are wat Is communism?,
communist Dialectic and. communist Recruitrnent.Dottbtless they are, or lyere
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at one time, available in pamphlet formn although I have been unable to find a
printed source for this quote.

(9) The well-publicised case of Los Angeles motorist Rodney King is a stark
reminder of how tlifticult it is to bring a successful prosecution against the
police, even with overwhelming evidence of improper behaviour. King's police
assailants battered him 56 times in 81 seconds, andwere caught on video' yet
theywere stillacquiffedbyajury.If it hadn'tbeen forthe specialcircumstances
of the case 'and the riots that followed the acquittal - the retrial of the oflicers
(which was double jeopardy in all but name), and subsequent convictions of
two of tlem, would never have come about. And if the assault hadn't been
captured on video, it is doubtful if Kingls assailants would even have been
charged. [On the beating, the acquittal and the riots that followed see for
example the Times, May 1' Lgnl.

(10) A corollary ofthis is that as soon as they start talking about conspiracies
they can be - and usually are - written off as cranks and the sources of their
grievances ane never eyen mentioned, much less critically examined.

(11) This information on the Magna Carta andhabeas coryus was extracted
fromtheEncyclopaediaBitannica, Micropaedia, (1994)r\relrrms Trpages 673'6.

(12) After the Guildford Four, Birmingham Six and many other terrorist and
non-terrorist cases, public outcry and concem anongst politicians and law-
yers has led to a new mind-set in this field. It is now no longer possible for the
police to kick the shit out of suspects, beat confessions out of them' plant
evidence on them and do what t,he hell they like, at least not on the scale they
once di{ and certainly not in serious cases. The mandatory taping of police
interrogations and other provisions under new civil liberties legislation has
made miscarriages ofjustice far more unlikely. (They also protect the police
against malicious complaints, to some extent). There have been cries that
because ofthis the guitty are walking free, but that's too bad. Far better the
guilf ualk than the innocent are gaoled.

(13) The above is extracted from the ALL ENGLAND LllW REPORTS,
Volume2,1981, pages 612-5, Rv Holmes (Donaldson lJ).

(14) Obviously there will have to be some changes in the wording of the Iaq
but not in the dispensation of it. For example, the phrase "No bailiff shall in
future put anyole to trial upon his oum bare word, without reliable witnesses
produced for this purpose" was written before the advent offorensic science:
fingerprin! DNA, voiceprint, and other such evidencel all these can now be
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used as evidence to secure reliable convictions, but the principle that there
should be reliable witnesses - b€ they human or mechanical - has stood the test
of time.

(15) The fact that a man has an expensive larvyer does not mean tbat hewill
autonatically be better represented than someone on legal aid.

(16) LIFE OF JOHNWLKES, by Horace Bleackley, published byJohn Lane,
London, (1917), page 93.

(17) Bteackley, Life Of lohnWlkes,page94, (ibid).
(18) Bteackley, Life Of lohnWilkes,page 102, (ibid).
(19) According to one source, Pqmne was "A bigoted pamphleteer" who

published over two hundred polemics, including against the Jews. 'In 1637 he
lost his ears a second time (!) having had them 'sewed on again'n. lForyeries
Preceding the Protocols rbyWalter Hart Blumenthal, published in theArneican
H eb rew, J anuary 21, 1921, page 2981.

(20) Bteackley, Life Of lohnWkes,page 110, (op cit).
(21) Bleackley, Lfe Of lohnWilkes,page 138, (ibid).
(22) Briefly the govemment of Abraham Lincoln had printed money to

frnance the American Civil Wan lhe other altematives were to tax it or to
borrow from the banking system at usurious rates. The current writer is of the
opinion that Lincoln did the right thing, and that all democratically elected
govemments should have the right to print tleir orvn money and mint their
own coin, but this is not the point at issue; the point is that, whatever the law,
the governmentmust obeyit.If the lawis obviouslybatl (thoughconstitutional)
it must be changed by legal means.

(23) See the entry for CIASE, Salmon Portland, in the Enqclopedia Arnei-
canarYolame 6, pages 328-9.

Q4) lnProblems Of Leninism, [pages 47-8, (op cit)], Stalin himself says that
The Soviet power, by combining the legislative and executive functions in a
singls 5tafs srganization...thereby directly links the workers and the labouring
masses in general with the apparatus of state administration, teaches them
how to administer the counfir."

Ihe reader may judge for himselfjust horv much say the labouring masses
had in yrrnning the country under his rdgime. And how much justice anyone
had.
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

(a) This comparison has been made before.
(5) This is a study of politics, not of epistemologi, but somebody is sure to

point out righfly, that therc are times when we should deny the evidence of our
senses, including common sense. However, we should never do so without good
neasoq thus, a test pilot may deny the evidence of his senses when his
instruments tell him that, contrary to his perception, he is flying upside doun.
We should though never deny the evidence of our senses simply because rvhat
they tell us conflicts with a political doqma, or because we do not like what they
tell us.

(Q Eysenck has discussed his mistreatment by red mobs in his autobio-
graphyRebelWthA Canse, (op cit).

(7) The reader is referred to the in-depth inteniew with Eysenck by the
curentnriter in his stady EYSENCKAND THE NAZIS : Another "Sea.rchliglrt"
Srnear ExposedAnd Wted, published by Anglo-Hebrew Publishing, London,
(1994).

(8) Again, this controversy is absolutely no controversy whatsoeveE there is
good data on this going back to the First World War and before, and it has
never been refuted.

(9) It is true that the reality ofintelligence and other racial differences cian
be exploited by evil men, but leaving aside the incontestable fact that the Nazis
had no monopoly of those, the idea of equality before the law, or more properly
the rule of law and justice for every man regardless of his race, intelligence,
socio+conomic status or any other criteria, has absolutely nothing to do with
biologr, although taking such innate dilferences into consideration may well
assist us in shaping social policy.

(10) See for example the section on Lysenko in BETRAWRS OF THE
TRWH, (opcit).

(11) A date which was formulated by the then Archbishop of Armagh, James
Ussher (15E1-165O.

(Ul) See his entry in the Encyclopaedia Bitannica, Miuopaedia, Fifteenth
Edition, (1994), Volume 7, page 11.4-5.

(tt) See entry forLysenlco, Tlofim Denisovfcft, publishedin theEnqclopaedia
Bitannica, Micropaedia, Fifteenth Edition, Volume 7, pages 5934.

(L4) Enqtclopaedia Bitannica" Micropaedia, Fiftwnth Edition, Volume 7,
page 594. The reader should compare this with the de igueur socialist-inspired
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

claptrap about race having no biological meaning; this is where this sort of
nonsense leads to.

(LS) OnIy a moral revolution can contain this scourge, by Sir Immanuel
Jakobowits, published in the Times ,December 27 ,1986, page 20. Sir Immanuel
uas later elevated to the peeragel his surname is also spelt Jakobovits.

(1O Citsd in AIDS, A-fAtCe AND RACISM, by Richard and Rosalind
Chirinuuta, New and revised edition, published by Flee Association Books,
London, (19E9), page 6.

(17) lt is important to remember that just as tle "anti-racistn lobby is not
made up exclusively of non-whites, so the gay "rigfits" lobby is not made up
exclusively of homosexuals. The l-abour MP Ken Uvingstone is a prominent
heterosexual ga)t "rights" activist.

(18) As a lifelong atheist and enemy of religion - which I regard as a primitive
superstition - I can't say that I will lose any sleep over this. However, in a truly
frce society, people must have the right to educate their children in whatever
manner they see fit, including in religious instruction.

(19) See for example GAY LESSONS: How Public Funds are used to promote
Homosmtality among Children and Young People , by Rachel fingle, published
by Pic.kwick Books, London, (1986).

(20) This argunent may seem to run contrary to the current unitefs argu-
ments in favour of Social Credit but this is not the case. the factors of
production, human nesources in particular, are always limited, but clearlythey
arc not limited to the same extent in every economic freld; roadsweepers will
ahrays be more easily rccruited than brain surgeons because virtually anyone
can sweep a road while only the talented few can perform specialist surgery. lio
rrccruit any number of road sweepers an employer need only increase the rate
for the job sufliciently.

(21) See the article PROHIBITION inthe Encyclopedia Aneicana, (1977),
Volume 22, pages 646-E.
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

(unsuccessfully) as part of a campaip to evict the British National Party from
its headquarters (which was based in the same area). But a report in the local
prcss after the resultant trial made it clear that the white youth who was
convic.ted of Duggal's murder was not motivated by racial hatred. Ihe murder
uas simply a tragicn gang-related knife attacli, which of course is small comfort
to the family. lNews Shopper, March 3, 1993, page 41.

$q TEIE CASE FOR SOCALISM: WHAT THE SOCULIST WORKERS
PARTY STANDS FOR, by Paul Foot, published by the Socialist Workers Party'
Iondon, (July 1990)' page ljt.

(15) Again,I don'twant to give the impression that I am whiterrashingeither
capitalists or capitalism, and I am certainly not putting down the trades
unions. Without trades unions as well as bourgeois reformers and othersr the
lot of the working man (and woman) would be very much harder than it is
today. But, rrnlike the trades unions, socialists are not interrcsted in improving
the lot of the workers, instead they are interested in destroying the old order'
imperfect as it is, and replacing it with a new order of their onm, one which not
only produces wealth far less efriciently if at all, but which creates and subjects
both the bourgeoisie and ordinary working people to naked tyranny.

(16) Foot, THE CA,SE FOR SOCULISM,page 14, (op cit).
(17) Foot" T'HE CASE FORSOCULISM,page62, (ibid).
(1E) A discussion of the Social Credit theories of Major Douglas would take

us far afiel{ so cannot be raised here. In 1994 the Social Credit Secretariat
(KRP Pubtications) published three slim booklets on the theme of SUSTAIN-
ABLE PROSPENTywhich outline the reforns necessary to correct the faults
of the capitalist system. The interested reader should refer to these as a
springboard for further rcsearch.

(19) Foot, TIIE C,,4'SE FORSOCULISM,page62S, (op cit).
(20) There is a grain of truth in Foot's claim that the rich rip off the poor' but

this is due entirely to the nature of the debt-based money system, ie the palment
of interesl The fault and corrrcction of this system (usury) lie way beyond the
scope of the prcsent work, but in any case, meaningful linancial reforn is a
subject no socialist has ever expressed the slightest interest in bringing abouL

(21) In reatity increased efficiency, and probably to some extent, increased
competition.

(22) See ttre reports imtheTirnes, June 1, 1995, pages 1 & 25.
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Q3) MPs to quiz gas chief over pay, by Patrick Donovan and Stephen Bates,
published in the Guardian, December 16, lgg{rpage 1.

(24) According to Whitakers' Almanack, 1995, a Circuit Judge receives
f,69,497; a Senior CircuitJfiSeES2$41; while Recorders arepaid f,332 perday.

(2t AII fhis and more is discussed by Quigley in TiagedyAnd Hope, (op cit),
see in particular Chapter X.

(2Q It is, or should be, common knowledge, that most judges actually take a
pay cut when they arrc called to the bench. A good QC does not relish the pay
cut such a promotion brings. It is said to be virtually impossible to bribe a
British judge.

(27) See Chapter Four under Socralism And The Rule Of Law.
(28) A note here on the wealthy. In past centuries, scienffic research uas

caried out largely bywealthy anateurs. Even today there are still some of them
aboul For example, Edward Goldsmith, founder and former editor of The
Ecologist magazine, has spent the greater part of his life working to conserve
the environment- I have met Goldsmith a few times, and his is obviously a
labour of love; just as obviously his work has been heavily subsidised out of
his oum pockel It goes without sayng that in FauI Foot's cloud cuckooland
paradise nobodywill have the means to carry out such work, aad aslhingwill
be subsidised which the state does not approve of. (See also pages 10-1).

(29) One is rcminded here of the oldjoke about Leonid Brezhnev. His mother
visits him in the Kremlin and he shows her round his automobile collection:
This is myRolls; this is myMercedes; this is myCadillac", he says.She replies,
This is all very nice my son, but what will happen to you if the Commrrnists
get in?"

(30) Quigley, Tiagedy And. Hope,page 889, (op cit).
(31) It is, I thint fair to say that special constables are often despiseil by

cerntain sections ofthe public, and even by certain sections ofthe police force.
Lifeboahen and mountain rrcscue volunteers perform at times thankless and
dangerous tasks.

(32) See for example SOCIALIST STUDIES NO. 16, (undated but published
early 1995), page 15.

(33) A particular nasty domes1l" sxample of this is the monthly magazine
Labour Left Biefing * which calls itself "the voice of Labourrs inrlependent
unrepentantleft'. lbny Blair certainly has no friends here.
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* FormerlyZ abour Bifing or sinply Biefing,and originally London Labour
Bnfing.

(34) SOCUUST STWIES NO. 16, page 1, (op cit).
(35) According to his entry in the Encyclopedia Americana, the Russian

edition of Lcnin's collected works was published under the title Polnoye
Sobraniye Sochineni.

(3O While most socialists (and many otlers) are totally ignorant of this
r€ality, the SPGB is noL The current uriter knows this fron personal corne-
spondencel the SPGB, while not ignorant, appear to be wilftttly blind.

(37) Notwithstanding the fact that many of them end up paving the road to
Hell with their good intentions.

ChapterEighfi A Straight LookAt
Bolshevism In Practice

(1) Shubr Zenlz, (op cit), pages 16-7. According to Shub, Lenin swore he would
makeihem pay for this.

(2) Theword Bolshevik actually means mqiority; Menshevik means minsff5r.

Q) Shub,knin, page lii1, (op cit).
(4) Kun ras actually executed in 1937, as a thotslcyite. According to his entry

in the Encyclopedia Arnericana, he was later rehabilitated. The idea that
someone can be rehabilitated posthumously is novel to say the least It is
doubtful if Commrrnism eyer had a more faithful servant than B6la Kun; if this
is the nay the Reds treat their most devoted proselytes, you can imagine how
they treat the corlmon people.

(g Shub, Lenin,pagel22, (op cit). [I have relied largely on David Shub's
biography because, although it shows Lenin and his fellow enemies of humanity
in an ertrenely bad light, it is far from hostile. Shub took part in the 1905
Revolution, andrvas exiled to Siberia. He lnewlenin personallyl.

(O Shub,Ienin,page U2, (ibid).
(7) Shub, Ienin, page 115, (ibiil).
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(E) there is evidence that some wealthy Jews did finance Hitler, though
obviously for their orm nefarious pur?oses rather than out of misplaced
idealism as with the likes of Morozov And, the protestations of Organised
Jewry and their fellow travellers aside, the Zionist movement did cooperate
(and indeed collaborate) with the National Socialists. Ihis is thoroughly
documented but will not be discussed here.

(9) Shub, Iez in, page t22, (op cit).
(10) Shub,tenin,page 179, (ibid).
(11) Shub,leninrpage I23, (ibid).
(12) I hope this doesn't sound unduly apologetic, but the point should be

taken.
(13) Shub,Zeninrpage 126, (op cit).
(14) Shub, Z enin, page 61, (ibid).
(1O Re the alleged Jewishness of Stalin, se€ for example FRAWWENT

CONVERSIOM The Myh Of Moscow's Change Of Heatt, by Colin Jordan,
published by the Britons, London, (1955), page25. Ihe Nazis also suspected
&at Stalin was Jovish at one time.

Ihe alleged Jewishness of l*nin may not be anti-Semitic propaganda, but
a gen 'ine nistalre; he had a speech defect which uas somewhat rcminiscent of
a Jewish accent in Russian, lWorld lewry: THE REVIEW OF THE WORLD
IEWISH CONGRESS,May lfl2,Yolume Xf, Number 2, page 101.

(1O Lilce a plague bacillus, as Churchill put it.
(17) The actual quote is "It is hue that liberty is precious - so precious that

it must be rationed.' fThe Penguin Dictionary of Twmtieth-century Quotations,
byJM. and MJ. Cohen, published byViking London, Revised and expanded
edition, (1993), page 2291.

(18) Shub, Z enin, page !77 , (op cit).
(19) Shub, I enin, page 310, (ibid).
(20) Af the trial of the staff of Belsen camp, one of the claims made by the

defence nas that Regulation 18b under which fascists and other opponents of
the war had been intenred, violatnd.habeas coryus.

(21) Shub,Ienin,page 414, (op cit).
(22) Shub, I enin, page 312, (ibid).
(23) Shub,Zenin,page3l3, (ibid). [Eventually of course Soviet Comnunism

collapsed" literally, but Shub's claim - made in the 1966 edition of his Lenin
biography - held right up until the era ofGlasnost and Perestroikal.
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(24) Shub, tenin, page 359, (ibid).
(25) Shub, L enin, page 360, (ibid).
(2O Shub, t enin, page 406, (ibid).
Q7) lerthatman exists for himself and not for others. Recall thotslcy's dictum

that he rvho does not obey shall not eat.
(28) Qurgley, Tiagedy And Hope, page 387, (op cit).
(29) Shub,Zeninrpages 408-9, (op cit).
(30) Shub, Zenin, page409, (ibid).
(31) Shub, Z enin, pages 409-10, (ibid).
(32) Shub, lmin, page 411, (ibid).
(33) Shub, lenin, page 411, (ibid).
(34) Shub,Zenin,page 412, (ibid).
(35) On the death of Lenin Zinoviev, Kamanev and Stalin kept lbotslry out of

power, lSchwarz, You Can Tiast The Communists,page 44, (op cit)].
(3O Quieley, Tiagedy And Hope, page 396, (op cit).
(37) Qurgley, Tiagedy And Hope, page 396, (ibid).
(38) Quigley, Tiagedy And Hope, page 387, (op cit).
Q9) I Believed, by Douglas Hyde, published byWilliam Heinemann, London,

(1950), page 84. Hyde nrote his book after leaving the Communist Party and
converting to Catholicism. Althoug! one should always be wary of people who
turn on ideologies and friends they once cherished, Hyde's book has the ring
not onlyoftruth but of sincerity, of a manwho realises that hewas once blinded
bythe light

(n) NAflONAL SUICIDE: Military Aid to the Soviet Union, by Antony C.
Suffon, publishedbyArlington House, New Rochelle, NarYork, Fourth print-
i'9, (Juoe lfl4)rpge 17. The author is quoting from U.S. State Department
Decimal File, 033.1161 Johnston, Eric/6-3044: Tblegran June 30, 1944.

(4I) The BestEnany Money CanBuy,by AntonyC. Sutton,ForewordbyGary
North, Ph.D., published by Liberty House Press, Billings, Montana, (1980,
pages 16-7.

(42) Sutton, The Best Enemy Monq Can Buy, page 32, (ibid).
(43) Sutton, The Best Enemy Monq Can Buy,page7i, (ibid).
(44) Suffon, The Best Enemy Monq Can BuyrpageT9, (ibid).
(a$ This applies not si-ply to the former Soviet Union but to all socialist

dictatorships; Cuba is a most notable example.
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(4Q A far morc sinister philosophy than even Manism is tle so-called Grcen
Movemenf whose genocidal pronouncements make it clear that they do indeed
want to take us back to the Stone Age, and to exterminate the greater part of
nankind in the process.

(47) MY LIFE: An,4ttempt at an Autobiography, by kon thotslcy, published
by Charles Scribner's Sons, NewYorlq (1930), page270.

(zE) Sutton, Antony C: WalI Street and the Bolshevik Revolution, published by
Arlington House, Nerv Rochelle, N.Y., (1y74). See in particular pages 22-4.

(49) In The Sk Million Reconsidered, tle anti-Semitic authorWilliam Grim-
stad publishes a still from an early American film, My Official Wfe; one of the
actors shonm bears more than a passing resemblance to totslry.

(50) totslsy's autobiography spells Negro with a small 'n'.
(51) thotsky, My Lrfe,page272, (op cit).
(52) Ibotsky, My Life,page274, (ibid).
(53) It should not be forgoffen that the Russian revolutionaries of the time

held their conferences in London. Tsday, many Ieft wing parties, pnessure
groups and other organisations arc, if not well-funded, then certainly much
better funded than most of the (few) organisations devoted to tle promotion
of capitalism. For example, although it is quite well-funded in tbe United
States, in Britain the Ubertarian movement is run literally on a shoe string.

(54) totsky, My Life,page277, (op cit).
(55) lhotsky, My Life,page?70, (ibid).
6A r'HE REVOLUflON BETRAWD: ItrHAT IS THE SOVIET UNION

AND WHERE IS IT GOING?, by Leon thotsky, Ihanslated by Max Eastman,
publisheil byDoubleilay, Doran, Garden City, N.Y., (1937). h this boolglhotsky
rails at Stalh, but, as stated, the only real differcnces between Stalin's and
totsky's brands of socialism are purcly tactical.

(57) totslry, The Revolution Betrayed, page 15, (ibid).
(58) thotsky, The Revolution Betrayed,pages 106-7, (ibid).
(59) thotsky, The Revolution Betrayed,page 65, (ibid).
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Chapter Nine: More About The Media

(1) There are actually two photographs ofthis scene, taken a few seconds
aparL

Q) MAKING PEOPLE DlMPPEllRenamazing Otronicle of Photographic
Deception, by Alain Jaubert, published by Pergamon-Brassey's Intemational
D,efense Publishers, Inc, Mcl-ean, Virginia, (1989)' pages 30-1.

This bookwas first published as Ie commissariat anx atchives: Les photos

ry.i fatsifient I'histoire, by Editions Bemard Barrault, Paris' (1986). Although
they are not widely publicised, therc are a few such studies of fake photographs;
this one is trulyexcellenl

(3) The definitive work on the subj ectis Katyn,by Louis FitzGibbon' publish'
erl by the Noontide Press,Ibmance, California, $nr.It is subtifled.A Cime
Without Parallel.

(4) FitzcibbonrKntyn, (ibid)' see the frontispiece.
(5) Jaubert, Making People Disappear, page E9, (op cit). Briefly, the Katp

massacre was uncovered by the German authorities' who published a 330 page
rcport on itin 1943: The fficial Statement Concerningthe Mass Murdcr at Katyn.
Ituas proved conclusively that tie men were murdered between April 1940 and
September 1941. That notwithstanding, the Americans, including Roosevelf
covered up for the Soviets at Nuremberg who tried to pin the blame on
Hemann Goering. In September 1976 a pslrrrmspf vas errccted in London to
the victims. For the full, grisly story the reader is referred to FitzGibbon's
boolgl{ntyn, (op cit).

(O One can add to this the compliance, venality, spinelessness and outright
comuption of Westein governments, but again, this is an argument for the
diffusion of power - ie the limifing of the power of govemment in the lielil of
communications - rather than the opposite.

Q) laufurL, Making People Disappeor, page 96' (op cit).
(8) KRUSHCHET/ ruLK CITED SruLIN PLOT AGATNST MOLOTOI4

U.S. HAS THE TEXE.., published in theNeH/ YorkTirnes, LATE CITY EDI-
TION, Monday, June 4, 1956, page 1; the article continues on page 3 as
KRUSHCHEV ALK CITED SruLIN PLO T.

(9) Schuarz, Wa Is Communism?, (op cit).
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(10) Not the paper's quotes.
(II\ KRUSHCHEV TALK ON STALIN BARES DEru]LS OF RULE BASED

O N TERRO R: CIIARGE S PL OT F OR KREMLI N PURGE 5..., by Hamison E.
Salisbury published in the New York Times, June 5, 1956, LAIE CITY EDI-
TION, page 1. The references to Stalin's ignorance of agriculture and his
paranoia arrc taken from page 12; the whole of this page was devoted to this
and rrclated articles, understandably; this u,as a massive story at the time. Ib
assist comprehension no further footnotes will be given; if the reader is
interestedin furtherstudyhe should consult theNew YorkTirnes forboth days,
June 4 & 5, 1956. In England, tlis newspaper is held at Colindale, and in the
United States it is, presumably, available in most major reference libraries.

(12) Schwarzr'Ilhat Is ComrnunismT, (op cit).
(L3) NevlYo*Times,June 5,1956, (op cit).
(14) Jaubert, MakingPeople Disappear, (op cit). [This quote is taken from the

Preface by Dn Roy Godsonl.
(15) This maybe true if one takes an extrrcmely liberal definition of wary one

should never forget that the socialists are forever at war with the capitalist
system. At least, nost of them think they are.

(1O Jaubert" Making People Disappea4 page 175, (op cit). The author gives
several examples of such fakery effected by the "good guysn during World War
Tivo. During the vnar, the British had an entire departuent devoted to black
propaganda, and ofcourse, theyweren't the only ones.

(17) The reader is referred in the frrst instance to Forged War Cirnes Malign
The German Nation, by Udo Walendy, published byVerlag liirVolkstum und
Zeitgeschichtsforschung D4973 MothoAileser, (1979).

(1E) One leading Libertarian told the currentwriter that if it hadn't been for
the Intemet, Waco would have been totallywhitewashed, or even hushed up. If
the reader truly believes such a cover-up couldn't happen in the West then he
simplyhasn't done his homeworli.

(19) As indeed it was.
(20) At the time of writing, ie August 1995.
(21) Although I have never actually seen any, I believe this story to be true,

but bomb manuals and similar publications can be obtaineil by other means.
(22) My researches, which have admittedly been superficial, led me to believe

that this game did not actually exist, although I am informed by a fellow
Intemet user that it does.
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Chapter Ten: Monopoly, Marketing
AndEmployment

(1) There is also such a thing as monopsony, where the market is dominated
by one buyar, usuallytte govemment.

(2) See page 66.
(3) Qutgley, Tiagedy and Hope, page 452, (op cit).
(4) ManufacturersforceAsdato end discounts on S0vitantrls,, byNeil Buckley,

published in the Financial Times, October 26, 1995, page 20.
(O See for example the excellent study The Health Conspiraqt: How Doctors,

The DruglndustryAndThe Govemment Undermine OurHealth, bythe london
pharmacist DrJoe Collier, published by Century Hutchinson, London, (1989).

(Q \\e Financial Tirnes ar1,icle (referred to in this paragraph) also mentions
the Sainsbury supermarket chain, which had also been discounting vitamins.

(7) Re Qurgley, see note 3 above. In his 1.776 classic, The Wealth Of Nations,
the great free market economist Adam Smith wrote that "People of the same
trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conver-
sation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise
prices.n

(8) One of the expressions we often hear in this connection is tle "balance of
trade"; Britain is said to have an unfavourable balance of trade with Japan,
whatever that means. In reality, the morewe export, the harderwe have towork,
and the more we import, the more foreigp.ers do the work for us. The Japanese
have long imposed heavy tariffs of their own while continuing to export
massively. Ihis is portrayeil by the media as some sort of nefarious Oriental
scheme to undernine the West; the reality is that we benefit from this at the
cost ofJapanese workers, who are subsidising our cheap electronic imports.

(9) On tariffs, the reader is referred to Protectionism and the Destruction of
Prospuity,by Murray N. Rothbard, in THE FREE MARKET READER Essays
in the Econonrics of Liberty, Edited by Ltewellyn H. Roclnrell, Jr, published by
The Ludwigvon Mises Institute, Burlingame, Califomia, (1988).
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(10) The lapanese Conspiraqt: The Plot to Dominate Industry Worldwide - and
How to Deal with 1r, by Marvin J. Wolf, published by New English Library
Sevenoaks, Kent, (19M). This bookwas first published in 198i3t.

(Ll) Daily Express, October L7,1933, page 10.
(12) Ile reader should recall Professor Quigley's comments about an al-

liance between organised labour and capital: "a cooperative effort by unionized
workers and monopolized industry to exploit unorganized consumers by rais-
ing prices higher and higher to provide both higher wages and higher profi ts..."
[Quigley, Tiagedy And Hope, pages 380-1, (op cit).] Ihis is exactly what
happens in practice, businessmen and trades unions demand the erection of
tarilfs to protect their own vested interests at tle cost of consumers. It matters
not that this alliance is unspoken.

(13) Hayelq THE ROAD TO SERFDOM,pages 69-70, (op cit).
(14) An excellent example of this is Malcolm Skeggs, a former time-serving

member of the National Fbont who, although not a membe4 currently runs the
British National Party's mail order book service. Skeggs was a librarian who
had been employed by the loony left London Borough of Lewisham for twenty-
two years. He was evenfually dismissed for the sort of technical offence that
almost any librarian in the world could have been dismissed for.

(15) te, it may go out of fashion, a board game based on a TV series for
example.

(16) Which may have been true, but there are ways around this besides taking
legal action. LTimes article published June 28 ,L994 [Wy 'slavery' is fairtrade,
by Pahick Ishenroodl, made the point that "All recording agreements are, by
definition, restrictive on an artist's frcedom by virtue of their exclusivity.'

17) Losers in the legal lottery, by Frances Gibb, published in the Times,
September 6, l994rpage 35.

(1E) The Times, June 22,1994, pages 1 & 3. No, tlat is not a misprint; the
ruling ranto273 pages.

(19) The Times, June 22, 1994, pages 1 & 3, (ibid).
(20) Many people who are diagnosed as epileptic may not be adversely

affected at all in their chosen professions, but ifa fighter is so diagnosed - in
this country at least - his career is over. Similarly if he has a tendengr to cut
round the eyes his ciareer may be shortened or even ended. And so on.

(21) In case you have never seen a picture of King, he looks as though he has
been connected to a Van der Graafgenerator.
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(22) Fhank Warren interview in Boxing Monthly, January, 1995.
(23) According to the patent inquiry desk at the British Library Holborn

(who harl dealt with this inquiry before!), Professor Rubik patented his cube
in Hungara as long ago as January 30, 1975, (although the Rubik cube craze
didn't peak in Britain until 1981).

Q4) R"rbikpuzleforthe judges, by David May, published intheSunday Times,
September 29, 1981, page 3.

Q5) New Scienfiif, April 18,1992, page 23.
(2O As long as Man exists in his prrcsent fotm.
(27) This is a vast subject but the case for minimum wages is advanced

primarily by special pleading. The Labour Party's recent lack of ardour for
such proposals is tantamount to an admission of this.

(28) We can omit such unplotable variables as special discounts to friends,
favours, idealism, etc.

ChapterEleven: From Hell OnEarth
To Pie In Slqy

(1) Shub, Lenin, page 450, (op cit). Shub credits this to Lenin in Colleaed
Worl<sYolX\[I. The English edition of Ienin's collected works -which covers
the period L9L0-2 - does not contain this quote, at least not at this particular
page. And, frankly, I have rea6 sn6ngh, too much, of Lenin, Stalin and lbotslcy
already, and have neitler the time nor the inclination to read anymore.

Q) Shab, Lenin, page 139, (ibid).
(3) Shub,Zeniz, pages 450-1, (ibid)
(4) See in particular Krushchev's condemnation of Stalin as reported on

pages 62-3.
(5) In the Far East many Japanese were also put on trial.
(q ADVANCE TO BARBARISM: The Development of Tbtal Warfare Front

Serajevo to Hiroshirna, by RI.P.Veale, published by the Institute for llistorical
Revieq Torrance, Califomia, (1979), page 31. Stalin made this proposal in all
earnest at the Tbheran Conference. [For the record., the frrst edition of this
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excellent book nas published in 1948 under the pseudonym A. Jurisl This
revised and expanded edition is published as part of a two vslrrms setz The
Veale File.It has forewords by the Very Rev Wlliam Ralph Inge and the Rt.
Hon. Lord Hankey. The second volrrme is called Crimes DiscrealyVeiledl.

(7 ) Yeale, A dv an c e Tb B arb ai s m, page 223, (ibid).
(8) THE BOOK OF THE FALLACV A training manual for intellecual sub-

venives, by Madsen Pirie, published by Routledge & Kegan Paul, London'
(1985), pages 158-9.

(9) On the grounds that if you argue from false premises with the most
flawless logic, you must inevitably reach a false conclusion.

(10) Robertson cites Engels thus from }lis Anti-Dtihnng: "Butterflies, for
example, spring from the egg through a negation of the egg...[but] ifwe take...a
dahlia or an orchid: ifwe treat the seed and the plant which grows from it as
a gardener does, we get as the result of this negation of the negation not only
more seeds, but also qualitatively better seeds [anrl] each repeated negation
of the negation increases this improvementn. Make of that what you will; this
quote is taken from The Dispossessed Maioity, by Wilmot Robertson, Second
Revised Edition, Fourth Paperback Printing, published by HowardAllen' Cape
Canaveral, (L97A, page 349. Robertson is wrong on one poinft the fact such
Hegelian gibberish is regarded so highly by a large segment of nankind does
not mean that it is not utterly ludicrousl nonsense is nonsense regardless of
how many people may believe in it. Or how few.

(Ll) The Penguin Dictionary of Twentieth-century Quotations,byJ.M. and M.S
Cohen, published by Viking, London, Revised and extrlanded edition, (193),
page228.

(12) Cohen & Cohen, The Penguin Dictionary of Twentieth-century Quotations,
page228, (ibid).

(13) Shub, Zenin, page 3L0, (oP cit).
(14) This raises all sorts of issues which we cannot discuss here and would

indeed fill many volumes, eg what is freedom, what right does the state have to
interfere in the fanily, to what extent can children be said to be free, should
insane persons be detained against their wills, etc.

(1O This does not mean that theywill have a right to be liked.
(1O The Labour Party Constitution of 1918 reatls in part "(d) To secure from

the producers byhanil or by brain the full fruits of their industry, and the most
equitable distribution thereof that may be possible' upon the basis of the
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common orvnership of the means of production..." ft HISTORY OF THE
LI4,BOUR PARW FROM 1914, G.D.H. Cole, published by Routledge & Kegan
Paul, London, (1948), page727.

(17) The self-styled nanti-fascist" magazine Searchlightwas not amused.
(18) At the start of the 1950s, the Daily Worker had an ABC circulation of

tl5,24l; it sold for a penny halfpenny - pre-decimal! ITHE NEWSPAPER
PRES S DIRECTORY andAdvertisers' Guide 195 l,ptblished by Benn Brothers
Ltd" page lU. By the start of the 1990s, the Moming Sfals circulation had
rlropped to around 8500. IBENN'S MEDIA DIRECTORY,I99I, page 881.

(19) T'HE WRTUE OF SELFISHNESS: A New Concept of Egoism, by Afn
Rand, with additional articles byNathaniel Branden, published by Signef New
York, (December 1964), page 88.

(20) There is a saying that90Va ofthe scientists who have ever lived are alive
today. I have no iilea if this statement is true or if it was true when it uas made,
or eyen except in a very general sense when it was made, but the point should
be taken, ie that there arc vast numbers of scientists, and that most of them
must of necessity be engaged in very narow fields of research.

(21) This diagram is taken from The Three Principles of the People, by Dr. Sun
Yat-sen, Abridged from the translation by Fbank W. Price, published by China
Fublishing Company, Tbipei, (1981), page 110.

Q2) Except through pressure groups and lobbies, who are often successful
in bringing about legislation to protect or expand their onm particular vested
interest at the expense ofthe general public, eg tariffs.

(23) Quoted in the New York Times, January 26, 1936, page 36.
(24) Cited in The lron Curtain Over Ameica, by John Beaty, published by

Wilkinson, Dallas, (195L), page 161.
QS) N ew York Time s, J aanary 26, 1936, page 3 6, (op cit). Alfred E. (Al) Smith

(1873-l9M) was the Governor of NewYorkand a former DemocraticNominee
for President He made these renarks in a speech delivered on January25 at
the first annual banquet of the Anerican Liberty League.

(26) Beaf, The lron Curtain OverAmericarpageL62, (op cit).
(27) MR. FRANIAU PHILOSOPHER UDEAR, SENTIMENAL ENG-

LlsEl'rpublished in the Daily Express, March 24,1933,pa9e2.
(28) See for example the 1990 sfiidy, Chickengate, by Richard North and

Tbresa Gorman MP
(29) Most people call this taxation, Libertarians call it thefL
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?

(30) For an excellent introduction to the nonsense of the EPA and the way it
has misused its Draconian powers under the guise of protecting the environ-
men! the reader is referred to the briefing paper "/IDy'K SCIENCE' IN
ACTION: CNNCAL NOTES ON THE EI,TWRONMEI{TAL PROTECNON
AGENtr (EPA), by Chris R.Ibme, publisherl by FORESI London, (June
$n).

Chapter Tkelve: Race, Socialist
MendacityAnd TheAppeal Of Fascism

(1) If this sounds unnecessarily paranoid the reader should remind hinself
that the goal of many other ideologies and indeed of most religions is to
subjugnte all mankind. Therc is nothing eitler esoteric or sinister about this'
indeed, any ideologr that is capable of persuading people to espouse it by
representing itself honestly, desenes to win converts.

(2) According to an article in the lewish Chronicle , December l7 , llRT , pages
27-8, Mussert's party had about fifty Jervish members. An article published in
The Barnes Review forJune 1995 reported that by the time a ban was imposed
in October 1938, the party had around a hundred and lifty Jewish members.

(3) And remains one! The Protocols is still in print, and has inspired a great
deal of subsequent anti-Semitic literature.

(4) In August 193E, Ford was awarded a Nazi nedal to celebrate his 75th
birthday, the first American to receive such an award. The reader is referred
to the excellent studies WHO FINANCED HITLER: The Secret Funding of
Hitlels Rise to Power 1919-1933, by James Pool and Suzanne Pool, and to
Antony Sutton's WriII Street and the Nse of Hitler, both of which cover Fords
involvementwith the Nazis.Ihere are a number of biographies of HenryFord
which also cover his obsession with the Jewish Question, the most sipilicant
being the 1980 study byAlbert L'ee,Henry FordAnd The lews.

(5) MSCISM IN BNruIN A History 191&1985, by Richard Thurloq pub'
lished by Basil Blackrvell, Orford, (1987),page 52.
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(63) Hitler, Tbstarnent, page 62, (ibid). I should point out here that since
completing the penultimate draft of this book I have found a claim that these
quotes are - or rather the source from which they are taken is 'fraudulenl In
the 1991 editi onof HITLER'S WAR (page E)' Davirl Ilvingreports that'Martin
Bormann's alleged notes on Hitler's final bunker conversations' published by
Albrecht Knaus Verlag in German as Hitlers Politisches Tbstament: Die Bor-
rnann Dildate (Hamburg, 1981) are in my view quite spurious: a copy of the
partlyflped, partlyhandrvritten document is in mypossession, andthis leaves
no doubt.'

As hving is not the sort of person to say anything detrimental about the
Fiihrer without good reason, this may well be true, but an examination of
Hitler's record makes it clear that he was no more bigoted, and probably less
sorttant[e averagewhite man ofhis era. Hedoes makea numberofrostensiblyt
anti-black remarks tn Mein fu^pf, but it is notable that when the American
athlete Jesse Owens retumed to the United States he reported (contrary to the
myth of Hitlet's snubbing of him) that he had been tneated well by both the
German people and Adolf Hitler.Ironically' the leading blacknewspaper the
Chicago Defender reported (in its August29,l936 issue) that Owens'parents
had been Tim Crowed" when they had gone to meet their son at the Hotel New
Yorker. Orvens himself nas said to have claimed that Germanywasn't the only
place where race prcjudice was rampant.

(64) Apart from his nonsense about the Jewish Question, ofcourse!
(65) WHITE POWER, by George Lincoln Rockwell, pages 2912. This quote

is taken from the Second Edition, which is dated September, 1977. No publish'
ing details are given, but the book is still in print and can be obtained through
a n 'mber of far right distributors.

(66) Often referred to as whites and blacks or even in the United States by
the sick euphemism of whites and "people of color".

(67) The black economist lhomas Sowell has uritten that "It is...a common
pattem among immig'aa$ to eventually overtake native-born people of the
same ancestry.n There can be all manner of reasons why foreign-bom Koreans
succeed in business morc rradily than native'born blacks; they might' for
example, have been prosperous in their own country.

(68) LIBYA: Ga.dhafr Hurnan Nghts Award Given Tb the FightAgainstAIDS
in Africa, by Marcel Fakhry, pubtished in Spare Nb July 1992' pages 46'7.
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This story appears to have originated from a 19E4 report in an Indian daily
called the Patiot which quoted a well-knorvn (and anonymous!) US scientist
and anthropologist, who is alleged to have said it originated from a virus
created by the US germ war{are department at Fort Detriclq Maryland.

(69> Aids is govt plot: German doctor, published in the 51 Times, August 9,
1995, page 7.

(70) Ibid.
(71) This is not a total fantasy, it has always been not what you know but who

you know, but this is simply human nature.
(72) Eg advancement of non-rvhites over whites, repressive race legislation,

and at times ouhight tyranny.
(73) For the r.ecord, the term 'Anglo-Saxonn does not include the cunent

writen
(74) See for example Rockwell, White Power, (op cit).
(75) The most obscene example of this has to be the Stiinner-like crypto Jew

Gerry Gabler longtime publisher of the anti-white race-hate magazineSearch-
light.

(7O For a fuller discussion ofJewish scapegoats old and new, the reader is
referred to the cunent nriter's studyf/ow The Searchlight Organisation Incites
HatredAgainst fiews: A Fresh LookAt The Scapegoat Theory Of Anti-Semitism
And The World Zionist Conspiracy - with the fuil tact of the " Gable Mernorandurn" ,
publisheil by Anglo-Hebrew Publishing, London, (July $9a).

Q7) Singapore's reluctant parenrs, published intheEconomisf, September 19,
1987, page 56.

(78) Ibid.
(79) Racism in China, publisherl in SpearheadrJune 1980, issue 140, page 3.
(E0) Quigley, TragedyAndHope,pages 193-4, (op cit).
(81'l Arneican Renaissance, September 199, page 10.
(82) Who Hates Whom? published in-4meican Renaissance, November 1992,

page 10. Marietta, Georgia is the heart of the Deep South where it is the whites
who arrc supposed to be bigoted.

(8) Mixedrnaniages putblack celebities 'on trial': Risingcriticism accuses stars
of ethnic betrayal, by I-esley Thomas, published in the Su nday Times , March 6,
1994, (NEWS page 15).
, (84) See nota26.
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(85) Unfortunately I have been unable to find a printed reference to this, but
itwas reported in a TVnews programme sometime in 1995.

(86) The SA Times camied a report about the possible electrification of the
fence in its October L9rl994 editionrBorderfence may be electrified.

(E7) The above cuttingwas forwarded to me by Mike Newland, Press Oflicer
for the so-called Nazi British National Farty. Newland now refers to nNelsonn

as "the biggest Nazi of the lot'. The news programme refened to was broadcast
October 11. A somewhat longer report was scheduled for broadcast later in the
evening, but I found it too painful to watch.

(88) This was a rematch. Eubank was given the decision in the lirst light
although most people - including myself - felt that Watson had been robbed.

(89) Watson was winning the fight hands down and had just put Eubank on
the canvas. Momentarily overconfident, he allowed Eubank to seize his oppor-
tunity. Ihe major damage was probably done by one lucky (or for Watson,
unluclry) punch.Watson left the ring on a stretcher and spent a considerable
time on a life support machine.

(90) The Times, September 23,!991, reported on its front page, that'Ible-
phone lines to St Bartholomew's [Hospital] were blocked as hundreds of
boxing supporters rang to check Watson's condition.'

(91) Althougb he recovered to a degree, Michael Watson suffered consider-
able brain damage, which, fortunately, seems not to have affected his intel-
Iigence, but his fight career was obviously and immediately over, and as far as
I know he is conlined to a wheelchair to this day.

(92) I have no doubt that most whites would most certainly not welcome a
black into their family, especially as a son-in-law or daughter-in-laq and ttre
sentiment is largely mutual. Again though, this is not hatred, but human
nature. Welcoming someone into one's home is a different thing entirely, and
I have the following anecdote to offer. A fewyears ago I met awell-built young
blackwho told me he hadworked in door-to-door market research (something
I have also done), and that he had never had any trouble being invited into
people's homes, especially older women. I too have been invited into their
homes bywomen - including olderwomen - who didn't know me from Adam,
ufiich proves that many people - of all races - are not simply unbigoted but
perhaps far too trusting.
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(93) See for example page7 oI.FKEEDOM UNDER THE I-11W, by the Rigbt
Honourable Sir Alfred (later Loril) Denning, published by Stevens & Sons'
London, (1949).

(94) The full credits for this eight page pamphlet are as follows: AN AC-
COUNT OF THE Murderof aFemaleNegro,Whowas Flogedto Deathby order
of an UNMERCIFUL CAPTAIN...Shewing the Iniquity of the Slqve Ti'ade...,
printed byJ. Evans, London, (c1E10). This is the edition I consulted. According
io the British Library Catalogue, it was republished by the Religious Tfact

Society (c1820).
(gS) THE TRUL OF ARTHUR HODGE, ESI-AT THE kland of Tonola,

oN THE 25T-H APRII- 1811..., as recorded by A.M. Belisario and certilied by
Richard Hetherington, printed for John Harding, London, (1811). Arthur
Hodge, who appears to have been a man of some substance, was convicted on

April 30 and hanged on May 8. Ibrtola is the largest of the British virgin
Islands.

(96) Entry for SL/IVERYin the EncyclopediaAmeicana,Volume 25' pages

19.24.
(97) lt is now limorm as Anti-slavery Interrrational; it is the world's oldest

[rrm31 rights organisation.
(9E) This was reported in the June 1995 issue oI Searchlighf, a magazine that

can hardly be accused of right wing bias in reporting on race issues-
In 1993 a bookwas published on the subject. [Its full credits areBRIZ4-IN'S

\ECRET SL4WS: An Investigation into the Plight of overseas Domestic wor-
kers in the united Kingdorn, by Bridget Anderson, published by Anti-slaverT
Internationat & Kala5raan and the Migrant Domestic Workers, London,
(1993)1. It contains stories of women being lured to Britain and elsewhere,
nosfly by non-whites, abused and sexually abused. This is only the tip of a very
much larger iceberg. Slavery is alive and well throughout the world today,
especially throughout the non'white world.

(99) Where there exists the rule of law, there is of course no such thing as
"fVhite Man's justice".

(100) According to Revel lin The Flight From Tiath,pages L09'12, (op cit)l' in
a few years Amin exterminated some two hundred thousand Ugandans, ex-
pelled the Indian merchants and shopkeepers (without the slightest trace of
racism)randtransforueda "land of milkandhoney" into a museum of honors.
A Washington source estimated that 100,fi)0 to 200p00 were murdered in the
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thougb is '\ilhy are the likes of Farrakhan anti-Semites?" the answer is that,
like Osuald Mosley, Farrakhan's anti-Semitism is the result of the uncondi-
tional hahed directed against him by a certain type of Jew rather tlan hatned
of the Jewish people for the sake of it. Farrakhan's pronoutrcements against
the white race, which arrc every bit as venomous as his pronouncements against
the Jews, receive far less condemnation. If any.

(109) It is crucially important for White Separatists to acknowledge the
rights of all peoples to presene their own heritage, including that of the Jews.
Again, it is tempting but fallacious to fall into the trap of seeing the &reat of
racial extinction as one enormous (usually JewishJed) conspiracy directed
against the white race. This is dead wrong; the world is not made up of two
types of people: whites and non-whites, period. Furthermore, although in the
short tern the rvtite race alone is (or appears to be) under threat, in the longer
tern, we all face the same racial extinction.

(110) The Hea\ Mind and Soul of COMMWISM - A LECTURE, by Dr trled
Schuarz, published by the English Consultative Conmittee of the Intema-
tional Council ofChristian Churches, (1957), page E.

(111) Acknowhdgmsal to Gary Allen's None Dare Call It Conspiraq for
Figures 2 & 3.

(1fi2) This is what the Communists call it; under Nazism it is knorm as the
Ieadership Principle. Mussolini copied it from Lenin, then Hitler copied it
from Mussolini and added anti-Semitism as an extra dimension.

(113) Quigley, Tiage@ And. Hope, page 443, (op cit).
(11a) Quigley, Tragedy And Hope, page 444, (ibid).
(115) Quigley, Tiagedy And Hope, page 446, (ibid).
(ll.:Q Arneican Hebrau, December 14, 1934, page 110.
(117) Quigley, TiagedyAndHope,pages 450-1, (op cit).
(ILE) Iewish Chronicle, October 1611936, page 16.
(ll9) Churchiil's Wqn The Stntgle For Power, by David lrving, published by

Veritas, Bullsbook, Western Australia, (1987), page 552.
(U0) Irring Churchill's War, page 551, (ibid).
(nD POLITIA4L PILGRIMS: Tiarck of Westem Intellecfi"tals to the Soviet

Uniory China" and Cuba 192&1978, by Faul Hollander, published by Harper
Colophon, Harper & Row, London, (19fft), page 118.
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(122) lt may be argued that Shaw was simply visiting but on page 119
Hollander comments that for some pilgrins, eyen prolonged residence in the
Soviet Union made little difference.

(123) Hollander,Political Pilgrirns, page 146, (op cit).
(nq b his 1991 bookThe Flight From Tiuth' Jean-Frangois Revel (already

cited) reports that 60,000 people were shot in the first three months after the
conquest of South Vietnam by Hanoi; 20,000 mone wene executed shortly after;
300,000 died during the next few years on account of the concenhation camPs
etc; yet Westem journalists and photographers scw none of this, nor of
rteducation camps.

I offer also tle following anecdote from personal experience. At the time of
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan I was living in Leeds, a city thatwas then a
hotbed of extrenist activity, (mostly of the far left but also of the far righO.
One day in the city centre I came across some communists sellingtbe Moming
^Star. At this time the entire Western media seemed to be focused on Afghanistan
andnothing else. So I asked this communist howhecouldpossiblydefend such
an outrageous act, which seemed likely, in my misguideil opinion, to trigger
WorldWar III. He replieil that the Soviets had not invaded Afghanistan' they
had been invited in!

(r2S) THE NEWUNHAPPYLORDS:AN EXPOSURE OF POItrERPOU-
T/CS, byA.K. Chesterton, published by Candour Publishing' London, (July
1965),page23.

(12O Fendetl,SacVenus Civilization, pages 149'50, (op cit).
(127) The Australian-bom anti-Nazi propagandist Sefton Delmer stated this

in the tirst volume of his autobiography Tiail Sinister, lpublished by Secker &
Warburg, London, (1961)1. Delmer said he believed the Reichstag lire was the
work of a lone individual, nthe lunatic van der Lubbe", and that both the Nazis
and the communists exploited it for their own ends. Although Van der Lubbe
was indeed a communist he was not aligpetlwith Moscow.

(12E) I am not trying here to excuse Hitler's anti-Jewish policy, but a pro-
tracted study of the"Iewish Chronicle for the Nazi era yields some surprising
rcsults.I have summarised these in my 195 bookHOLOCAUST DENIAL:
NEWNAZI LIE or NEIA INQWSITION?, (see in particular pageslTQ?).

(129) T\elewish Chronicle for October 25' 1935' page 18 reported in an article
Five Years for Blaclonailing a few rthat an ex-Storm tooper in Cassel had been
sentenced to such a term for demanding money from a Jewwho'd had relations
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with his fiance€ seven years previously. Thejudge was quoted by the paper to
the effect that the "solution of the Jerrish question was the task of the State and
not ofprivate individuals." See also previous footnote.

(130) Delmer, Ti,ail Sinister,page23S, (op cit). Delmer's actual word.s were:
The reaction of the public was one of grim satisfaction...Hitler, in stamping
on these men,rvas ahero to the averagecitizen...laterrwhen the rcvolting details
ofthe blindindiscriminatekilling ofthe manyinnocentpersons thathadfallen
victim to private feuds and personal nancour came out, this did not damp the
approval of the Getman masses for Hiflet's action.

Abroad Hitleruas seen as a gangste4 putting rival gangsters on the spot
In Germany he uas a new Siegfried kilting a feared and hated dragon.'

(l3l) students'war on "Zionkrn.", published in Pattems of PrejudicerNov-Dec
tfilTrYol11, No 6 pages 234. (l'm not sure how much credence to give this
daim, but certainly there has never been any love lost between the SWP and
OryanisedJenry).

(tt2) Jerws wene neyer interned as such prior to tle outbreak of the Second
World War, when they were inteined as enemies of the state and for other
neiasons. Even during the war, not all Jews were intemed.

(ilt3) An interesting article on the Nazi treatuentof asocials appeared in the
July 1995 issue of .Elisrory Today Writtnn by Lisa Pine, Lecturer in Modem
History at the University of Luton, it is called HASHUDE AN EXPENMENT
IN NAZI'ASOCIAL' POLIU.

(fft4) It has aluays seemed to me the crassest folly to take men who practice
perverted sex with other men offthe street and.lock them up with hundreds of
othermen.

(1it5) Which is not and never has been a likely scenario.
(136) Butz, The Hom Of The Twentieth Century,pagel7{, (op cit).
(AD This is a controversial subject and a grey arca, at least as far as

voluntary euthanasia is concened, and a full discussion of the ethics of it
would take us far afield.

(iltE) Butz, The Hom Of The Twentieth Century,pageL74, (op cit).
(139) Ihe cunent vriter was totd by David Cesarani, the Stilrrner-like (for-

mer) director of the Wiener Library that he believes anti-Semitism to be a
disease. It is of course Jews like Cesarani who are one of the principal causes
of anti-Semitism.

(12f0) See note 12E.
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(141) Forabrief discussion oftherule of lawthereaderis refenedto Chapter
Four; for a more in-depth discussion see the entries for Hayekin the bibliog-
raphy.

(142) This is actually happening, but rather than being the work of a dictator
or conscious, malevolent forces, it is happening by degrees and almost uncon-
sciously by the institution of more and more centralised planning and the
extension ofthat planning - and people control - to supra-national organisa-
tions. AII with the best of intentions, like the road to Hell.

(143) I ewish Chronicle, May 12, 19 44, page 9,
(144) An enormous myth has been built up around the German occupation

and tle valiant Resistance; the truth thougb is that, initially at any rate, the
Resistancehad been theworkof organisedgangswho specialised in the murder
of German soldiers and "collaboratorsn, and the occupation, as it was, was
extnemely cordial.

(145) Cimes Discreetly Veiled, by FJ.P Veale, published by the Institute for
Historical Revior, Torrance, California, (1979), page 108.

(146) It should not be forgotten that Hitler was not himself an ethnic German
but qas bom in the Austrian town of Braunau-on-the-Inn. Rather than being
any sort of invasion the Anschluss was merely a successful homecoming for
the local boymade good.

(147) And establish a race of blonil-haired, blue-eyed supemen, etc, ad
nauseum.

(14E) The Belsen lbial also concerned atrocities - real and imagined -
committed at Auschwitz. There were two charges on the indictment, one
relating to alleged nar crimes at Belsen, the other at Auschwitz. Kramer nas
convicted on both charges, sentenced to death, and hanged.

(149) The same cannot be said of the Auschwitz thial atFlanldurtwhichwas
concluded in August 1965 after sitting for twenty months!

(150) In its October 12, 1945 issue thelewish Chronicle reported that defence
counsel had claimed that tle inmates of Auschwitz and Belsen had inclurled
the dregs of the ghettoes. The Board of Deputies of British Jews was not
amused.

$5D rRaL OF IOSEF KRAMER AND FORTY-FOUR OTHERS (The
Belsen Tiial)rBdited.by Raymond Phillips, Foreword by the Righl Hon. Lorrl
Jowitt, published byWilliam Hodge, London, (1949), page L45.

(152) Phillip s, The Bels en Tiial, pages 145-6, (op cit).
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(153) Phillips,The Belsen Tiial,page 148' (ibid).
(15a) Phinip s, The Belsen Tiial, page 14E, (ibid).
(155) Although he did on occasion make anti'Semitic rcmarks, Mosleyuas

never an anti-Semite, ideologically or otherwise. His hostility to Jorra, in

trmrticular to Organised Jewry, nras due entirely to their taming hin and his
organisation with the same brush as Hitler, and to unprovoked attacks on
Fascists by Jewish street thugs in the early thirties.

(15O A BUF slogan.
(157\ TIIE BRIflSH POLITICAL FRINGE: A Profik, by George lhayer,

publishetl by Anthony Blond" London, (1965), page 16.
(158) As well as founding the nationalist magazine Candour, Chesterton

published a conspiracy classic The New Unhappy Lords, a book which, while
denounced by Organised Jewry and their fellow travellers as anti-Semitic, is
no such thing. Like Gary Allen in his runaway bestseller None Dare CalI It
Conspiracy (published seven years later), Chesterton goes to some lengths to
absolve the Jewish people ftom being solely responsible for the world govem'
mentmovement

(159) According to the June 1970 issue of Spearhead,which was then publish'
ed in support of the National Flont, the Reverend Brian Green stood as an NF
election candidate for Islington North in that year.

(lCI) At least two Jews stood as NF candidates at one time Albert Elder, who
was an anti-semitic propagandist of some repute and a friend of Lady Biril-
wood; and GerryViner. Both arc now deceased.

(161) On August 21, 1962' John Tlndall was quoted thus by the Daily Sketch:
nln our democratic societytheJewis likea poisonous maggotfeedingon a body
in a state of deca/, ffiener Librarypress cuttingl. For the record, the quote'
given in the edition of this paper held at the Newspaper Library Colindale' is
nln our democratic societytheJewis likea poisonous maggotfeeding onabody
in an advanced state of decay." Ihis is the version that is generally quoted
nowadays by llndall's detractors.

On September 9,1962 the People newspaper quoted the youthful Martin
Webster (the most hated boy in his school) thus: n...we're busy forming a
well-oiled Nazi machine ftpenghout the counfi" and Yes, Hitler was righl
The Jew is the magot of society.n

(162) In this incar:nation speltwith a h5phen.
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(163) Civil liberties group bans National Front, by DavidWalker, published in
the Times, April 16, 19M, page 1, reports that the NCCL had decided at its
AGM the previous day that "it would no longer recopize tle civil rights of
members of the National Flont and otherracist orfascist organizations'.

(164) Ihe front page of the Iewish Chronicle for March 2, 1979 reported that
the Board of Deputies of British Jews had complained, not for the first time,
about the dissemination of anti-Zionist propaganda at Anti-Nazi teagre
meetings.

(165) The SWPhas been branded "anti-Semitic" on more than one occasion.
(160 This is an e,xageration but only a slight one. It is though entirely

accurate to say that ANAL is the SWP's front organisation. See also next
footnote.

(167) As long ago as October 1978 the National flont published a pamphlet
e;arlled,Lifiingthe lid offthe 'Anti Nazi League'which documented all this, but
as I say, it is the world's worst kept secret.

(158) The National Anti-Klan Network changed its name to the Center for
Democratic Renewal in 19E6, fNazis, Communists, Klansmen, and Othen on the
Fringe: PO LIflCAL EffiREMI S M IN AMEKICA, by John George anrl Laird'Wilcox, published by Pronetheus, Buffalo, New Yorl (1992),page,l08l.

(169) George & Iililcox, Nazi Comntunists, Klansmen..., page 407, (ibirt).
(170) This led to my being ejected from ttre House and found in Contempt of

Parliament.
(171) Revel, The Flight From Tiuth,pnge 43, (op cit).
(172) Revel, The Flight From Tiuth,page E3, (ibid).
(173) See pages 104-5.
(L74) T]ne July 1983 issue of Spearhead carried an article 'IT WILL BE

YOUR'WEEKEND", in which llndall reprinted a letter from Webster to a
youthful National trtont member which, if genuine, is as clear an indicfuent
of homosexuality as any of the comespondence that passed between oscar
Wilde and his worthless catamite Lord Alfred Douglas. To the best of my
knowledge the authenticity of this letter has never been challenged.

(175) Rand, The Wrn"te Of Selfishness,pageTD, (op cit). Rands actual words
were nln anycompromise between good and evil, it is only evil that can profrL'
Perhaps a betterphrasewouldbe There is no niddle groundbetween common
sense and lunacy."
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(176) In 1993, BNP candidate Derek Beackon was elected to the council in a
freak bye-election rcsult which caused absolute hysteria on the streets of East
London. And swelled the coffers of the so-called "anti-racist" left.

(177) lA particular our grossly overpaid academics. The 1989 bookGoy and
LesbianYouth, Edited by Gitbert Herdt PhD, is a particularly sick example.

(178) Erc-Chief Rnbbi mdones genetic engineering to stop homosaatality: Pro-
gressives join gays in attack on Lord lakobovits, by Valerie Monchi, Iewish
ChroniclerJuly23,1993, page 1.It is standard practice for Jewish holy men to
give not only spiritual guidance to their flocks but advice on major technologi-
cal developments and innovations, especially for so senior a rabbi as lord
Jakobowits.

(179) In his - at times inadvertenfly hilarious -bookUncomfonable Questions
For Cornfortable fews, the late Rabbi Kahane denies the frequent charges of
radsm levelled against him in the followingwords: "...any htrman being - any
Arab -who seeks to become Jewish and converts according to Torah lawwill be
accepted by Kahane as a Jew at least as good as Shimon kres." l{hich is not
the inpression he gives throughout the rest of the book, to say nothing of his
frcquent calls to expel Israel's Arab population.

(1E0) The Lirnits of Tblerance, by PauI K;.rrtz, published in NEW Humanist,
March l992rVolume 107, No 1, pages 4{. This is said to be an editedversion
ofa speech by Kurtz.

(l8l) The Heterosu,tal Wctirns of Homophobia,by Terry Sanderson, publish-
ed,in NEW Humanrf, September 1991, Volune 106, No 3, pages 5{.
(1E2) Cultural, religious, national...

Chapter Thirteen: The Fight fuainst
Socialism, National Suicide And
Racial Death: The Way Forward

(1) Anti-miscegenation laws were struck down as unconstitutional only in
1967; miscegenation remains a social taboo: not only on the white side and not
only between whites and non-whites.
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the British National Pa"ty; a public house in Liverpool was said to cater
exclusively for honosexualsl normal people were turned away at the doon

(10) The AIDS industry is a tlinly disguised front for the organised homo-
sexual movemenl krhaps the most insidious of these front organisations is
the Tbrrence Higins Tbust. Ostensi.bly an AIDS charity, it is staffed largely by
militant homos and screaming queens, its educational literature is blatant,
pro-homosexual propaganda, factually inaccurate and often obscene.

(11) The reader is rcferred to Chapter Nine, note 24 and, the technique of
bringrng about necessary change by first creating the problem then stepping
fonvard with the solution.

(12) This is perhaps the dirtiest trick of all, and is one favoured by the
anti-porn industry. Britain's leading Libertarian Chris Thme once said that
when they start talking about protecting your children what they are really
talking about is destroying your rights.

(13) Thomas Jeffersonr letter to W.S. Smith, November 13r1787, from page
IEZ of ifueBLOOMSBURY DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS, published by
Bloomsbury London, (1987).

(14) Like nost members of the SWI Tom was highly educated as well as highly
intelligent and had completerl his MA.

(15) Tom suffered from a very rare illness which came on suddenly in mid-life.
A mutual friend told me that the doctors had used him as a guinea pig to some
extent (they had no choice), so no one knew what would be the eventual
outcone. His death was as sudden as it was tragic.

Notes To Bibliography

(1) The British Library Retrospective Catalogue contains six entries for
various editions of lenin's collected works including what appears to be a
complete set of his unabridgednritings in 46 volumes. This was published by
Martin Lawrence in 1927 and 1930; tlere two translations of Volume 13. I
believe the frrst tranche - which comprises Yolumes 1 to 23 - is incomplete, but
I admit freelythat I did not, and have no intention of, wading througb thewhole
lot.
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Authorts Index

Like its compiler, this index is woefully inadequate, but it should be suffcient
for most rcaders. A number of authors have been indexed together with their
books, althongh in some cases the books alone have been indexed. For a fuller
listing of authors and books, the reader is refemed to the bibliography on pages
140-9.

Abortion, 1l5,l48rt9l
Abzug, Robert, author Inside The Wcious Heart...r1,40rl82
Affirmative action, t3 4, 1.86
Afghanistan,193
Africa, 18, 35, 95, 100-1, 105, 107, LIO-L, 128, L42-5, t52, 155, 160, 164,
LE3-4,187
Africans, 35rLllAr160
Afro-Americans, 108
Agriculture, 63, 98, 17 3
ArDS, 20, 22, 35, 10E, 136, 140, 142 -3, 155, 164, 187 -8, 200
Ali, Thriq,5,151
Allen, Gary conspiracy theorist and author, 52,140,L52,192rL96
Allies,80, E4, L2Lrl23
Altruism,138-9
America\American\Americans - throughout
American CivilLiberties Union ( CLUI-,?2
American Civil IVar. 159
Arnerican Hebrew newspaper, 140, 159, I8l, 192
American Liberty kague, 179
American Relief Administration. 56
American Socialist Party, 59
Anin, President ldi, 114, 190-1
ANAL (Anti Nazi I*ague), 127 -8, 185, 197
ANC,111
Anglo-Saxon , L03-4, 10E-9, 115, 188
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Authoritarianism' 118
Axelrod,52
Bahamas,184
Bankers, 44r 52, 58
Banking,123,159
Banknotes,49
Banks, 13,411107,118
Bantu,97
BBC,111
Beackon, Derel 198
Beethoven,30
Belsen, lB-s, 1234, 145, 169, 182'3, 195'6
Benn, Nigel' 112
Bermuda,99,100' 184
Bigotryn 9L, 96.,!7, 1lit' 138, 155
Bilbo,141,191
Birdwoo{ Lady' 196
Birmingham Six,25' 158
Birthrate, 110,114
B lacles hirt, 91, t26, t{l, Ln
Blair, Tony, 44rE2r167
Bleackley, Horace, atthor Life of lohn Wkes, I41, 159
BNP - see under British National Party
Board of Deputies of British Jews,92,L95,197
Boas school' 95
Bochimans,183
Bolshevih 4,72,32,50'2, 90, 105, 128, 147,L68,171
Bolsheviki' 139
Bolsheviks, 2, 504156, 63, 65' 90
Bolshevism, 17, 50-tr 116, 168
Bondage Of The Free, 98, L47, 156, 1844
Bourgeois, 15, 28, 47, 5L, 79, lffi
Bourgeoisie, 24, 53, L66
BoyzNthe HoodrlSS
Boxing, LL, 21, 7 2-4, 91, 141, 17 7, 189
Branson, Richard, 10r 43
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Chinatown,10L
Chinese, 85,Y7,101, 105' 110' 155
Chirimuuta, Richard and Rosalind,
authors I,IDE Afica And Racism, !42, L64
Christian, !13, 14S -6' 155 4, L9l'2
Christianity, 90, 130
Christians, 11,154
Churchill, Winston, 119, 123'169
Clarrcndon,154
Clinton adminishati on, t37
cND 89
Collectivisation, 86
Collectivism ,40r97
Collectivist, 47, 84, gfJ' 125, l:29
Collins,Andreq 162
Colonialism, 94{' 101' 108
Commonwealth,125
Communism, 3 -4, 26, 4L, 46, 50, 54-6, 7 9, 81, 84, tl6, 123, 129, 145'6,
150-1, 155-7, 161, 168-9, 172-3,t92
Communist, 2, 5, 19, 20, 25, 27, 35, 41, 50, 56, 60, 62'3, 7 4, 79' E0' 83, 92,
g 6-7, 102, L1-l, t20, 122, 128, l4l, 145 -6, 150, t56 -7, 17 0, L8,l, 186, 193
Communists, 3, 5, 23, 25, 3 4, 41, 4E, 52'3, 56'7, 61, 63, 89, 96, 120'L, 143,
146, 150, l:67, \7 A, 192 -3, tm
Conspiracy, 2 5, 52, 7 0, 88, 90, 96, 104, L07, L09, 126' 140, 142'3, 148, tn'
175-6, 188, 192,196
Coventry,121
Crime, 51, 100, 107, ll2, L43, 148' 172, 185
Crimea,lM,t54
CryingWolf,l48,l85
Crypto-Jews, 1116
Cuba,144, t70rl92
Cuckson, Don' 83
Currie, Edwina,87
Dachau, 93, 103, 110-1, Ull' 182, \E6
Daily Worker (see also Moming Star),56,83,L79
Dallas, L41,179
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FREEDOM UNDER SOCIALISM?
Ihb ioril socialism has pleasing connotations, many people in all walks of

lifi ar6 prqud tgcall themselves sopialists. Socialism will, many of them say,
equitable wodd.When the economy, or even society

- '  ' - ! , .  1  "  :  . -

ad?. by the go;rbrymiint, il16vs wealth will be generated, and
ooid df'Ai at-times^obscen-e inequalities whigh bedevil the capitalist system
will exisl Smiatists promise and Iook fomafd to a world in which racial and
religious bigotry and intolerance are eradibatedr,-?,ld in which each will pro'

duce according to his (or her) ability.and consqme accortiing to his need. But

what lies behind the rhetoric of peace, love, facial and sexual equality, and the

brotherhood of man? And how much freedom wogld the average person, or
anyone, enjoy under a totally planned socialist society?

Ihis book takes a fresh look at socialism:froF- a,L-ibgrtarian perspective
anil exposes many of the fallacies, inacCuracies and outright lies which arc
propagated tirelessly by socialism's stau'nchest proponents. It explodes the
latter day myth that socialism has alwa'yq been a staunch opponent of racial
anil religious bigotry and documents its common origins witf, fascism. It
dissects the BolshevikRevolution, themyth of Stalinism, andthewaysocialism
has been nurturcd by its alleged deadliest enemies' and exposes the way
successive generations of socialists have nanipulated the past in order to
control the future. Finatly, it e4plains exactlywhat socialism has in store for
us and for future generations, and what we must do in order to eradicate it.

Published by InfoText Manuscripts'

g3cVenner Road,
Sydenham,
London SE26 sHU.
England.

ISBN r87r473837


